Under the domes

South of Marco Island, sinking sentinels are housing new life

BY CYNTHIA MOTT
Florida Weekly Correspondent

It is a spectacle. The sort that makes you rub your eyes and look again. Jutting from the water, a hundred feet off an isolated strip of beach, a cluster of white domes rise absurdly from the Gulf of Mexico a few miles south of Marco Island. Published descriptions have called them igloos, Pac Man figures, something out of Star Wars and "retro futuristic."

Retro futuristic?
Passing around my own photos to friends, I collected the terms "giant jellyfish" and "scrubbing bubbles from the toilet cleaning commercial" (thank you, Perry and Patty).

Locals call it the Cape Romano dome

CYNTHIA MOTT / FLORIDA WEEKLY
Dome homes south of Marco Island are housing new life.
The Four Freedoms from our own fields rise

They finally made the big time, and right out of the Sunshine State's tomato mud, too: the Coalition of Immokalee Workers, a few thousand strong. En masse, the tough little bunch of field hands with eyes, brains and heart won a Roosevelt Institute “Four Freedoms” award last week in New York City — the less-famous equivalent of a Nobel Prize for do-gooders. Theirs is the 2013 “Freedom from Want” award, but it could have been any one of the others presented, as well.

If you've ever seen Norman Rockwell's 1943 paintings of the “four freedoms” defined by FDR just before we entered World War II, you’ll know them instantly: Freedom from Want (Rockwell's Thanksgiving scene); Freedom from Fear; Freedom to Worship; and Freedom to Speak.

Suddenly, Coalition members Greg Asbed, his partner and wife, Laura Germino, along with Gerardo Reyes Chavez and Nely Rodriguez, were standing where the Romans, either. He was just another meat expecting to witness the formal recognition of this extraordinary achievement — some of them no longer operate in the flesh. But four others, people whose names are now famous in the Land of Do-Gooders, were present: Wendell Berry, Sister Simone Campbell, Ameena Mathews, and Paul Krugman, who also holds the Nobel Prize in Economics (2008).

“T hey’d all come to receive a 2013 Roosevelt award. Not that this extraordinary moment of glory for the home team made the front page of even a single Florida newspaper. It didn’t, as far as I could tell, even though Immokalee is only 30 miles as the cormo- rants flies from Naples; 32 miles from Fort Myers; 86 miles from Miami and 88 miles from Palm Beach — all of which sport tremendous fields many times over the years. And you certainly don’t expect to wit- ness field hands walk- ing down the aisle of an upper east-side church in elegant suits and ties while a string quartet performs Bach in the background.

By all rights, these folks should have appeared sweat-streaked and sobered from two decades of not just back-break- ing hard work for low pay (Hell, they’ve been doing that forever), but by their public resistance to what often went with that work: almost criminally low wages and the implacable narra- tive of “the market.” Beatings, sexual abuse and kidnapping of individuals in the fields many times over the years. And a callous lack of compassion and under- standing for their needs and hopes — for their children and grandchildren.

The callousness has come not just from employers or corporate leaders, but from many of the rest of us, too, simply because we’ve been too comfortable to pay attention, or too wrongheaded to recognize the rights of field hands. The Coalition’s fight is far from over, therefore. Only some, not all, of the corporations who buy food from Flor- ida farmers have agreed that workers should be paid a penny more per pound for tomatoes they pick, for example — which is the bottom line. That’s what Coalition members define as a “fair wage.”

For 33 years, from 1978 until 2011, field hands got 40 cents to pick a 32-pound bucket of tomatoes. That’s 30 years with no raise. So, by 2030 one man or woman had to pick about 2.25 tons of tomatoes in a day to make the equivalent of minimum wage, with no benefits of any kind. “In 1990,” says Mr. Chavez, “41 cents of every dollar you spent at the store would go to a farmer. In 2000, it was 24 cents of a dollar. That money was going to the top.” It went to the owners of big retail franchises such as Walmart, who had changed the way business is done, and not to farmers or field hands.

So now, there is only one conscien- tious thing for any of us to do: Join the Roosevelt Institute, and join the Coa- lition of Immokalee Workers, and join any neighborhood store or business that presents, as well.

“Now, there is only one conscien- tious thing for any of us to do: Join the Roosevelt Institute, and join the Coa- lition of Immokalee Workers, and join any neighborhood store or business that
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They finally made the big time, and right out of the Sunshine State's tomato mud, too: the Coalition of Immokalee Workers, a few thousand strong. En masse, the tough little bunch of field hands with eyes, brains and heart won a Roosevelt Institute “Four Freedoms” award last week in New York City — the less-famous equivalent of a Nobel Prize for do-gooders. Theirs is the 2013 “Freedom from Want” award, but it could have been any one of the others presented, as well.

If you've ever seen Norman Rockwell's 1943 paintings of the “four freedoms” defined by FDR just before we entered World War II, you’ll know them instantly: Freedom from Want (Rockwell's Thanksgiving scene); Freedom from Fear; Freedom to Worship; and Freedom to Speak.

Suddenly, Coalition members Greg Asbed, his partner and wife, Laura Germino, along with Gerardo Reyes Chavez and Nely Rodriguez, were standing where of all of them should be — with the likes of such previous winners as Studs Terkel, and Nely Rodriguez, were standing where all of them should be — with the likes of such previous winners as Studs Terkel, the Dalai Lama, Carlos Fuentes, Harry Truman, Jimmy Carter, Nelson Mandela and others.

In a two-decade effort, the Coalition has changed the way farm work is con- ducted and understood in the United States, and especially Florida. None of those previous Roosevelt award winners were there in the flesh to witness the formal acknowledgement of this extraordinary achievement — some of them no longer operate in the flesh. But four others, people whose names are now famous in the Land of Do-Gooders, were present: Wendell Berry, Sister Simone Campbell, Ameena Mathews, and Paul Krugman, who also holds the Nobel Prize in Economics (2008).

They’d all come to receive a 2013 Roosevelt award. Not that this extraordinary moment of glory for the home team made the front page of even a single Florida newspaper. It didn’t, as far as I could tell, even though Immokalee is only 30 miles as the cormorants flies from Naples; 32 miles from Fort Myers; 86 miles from Miami and 88 miles from Palm Beach — all of which sport tremendous fields many times over the years. And you certainly don’t expect to witness field hands walking down the aisle of an upper east-side church in elegant suits and ties while a string quartet performs Bach in the background.

By all rights, these folks should have appeared sweat-streaked and sobered from two decades of not just back-breaking hard work for low pay (Hell, they’ve been doing that forever), but by their public resistance to what often went with that work: almost criminally low wages and the implacable narrative of “the market.” Beatings, sexual abuse and kidnapping of individuals in the fields many times over the years. And a callous lack of compassion and understanding for their needs and hopes — for their children and grandchildren.

The callousness has come not just from employers or corporate leaders, but from many of the rest of us, too, simply because we’ve been too comfortable to pay attention, or too wrongheaded to recognize the rights of field hands. The Coalition’s fight is far from over, therefore. Only some, not all, of the corporations who buy food from Florida farmers have agreed that workers should be paid a penny more per pound for tomatoes they pick, for example — which is the bottom line. That’s what Coalition members define as a “fair wage.”

For 33 years, from 1978 until 2011, field hands got 40 cents to pick a 32-pound bucket of tomatoes. That’s 30 years with no raise. So, by 2030 one man or woman had to pick about 2.25 tons of tomatoes in a day to make the equivalent of minimum wage, with no benefits of any kind. “In 1990,” says Mr. Chavez, “41 cents of every dollar you spent at the store would go to a farmer. In 2000, it was 24 cents of a dollar. That money was going to the top.” It went to the owners of big retail franchises such as Walmart, who had changed the way business is done, and not to farmers or field hands.

So now, there is only one conscientious thing for any of us to do: Join the Roosevelt Institute, and join the Coalition of Immokalee Workers, and join any neighborhood store or business that presents, as well.
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IN MEMORIAM

Earl Hodges, a quiet giant
1927-2013

BY LOU TRAINA
Special to Florida Weekly

In September of 2000, while I was serving as vice president of institutional advancement for International College, President Terry McMahen and I gathered a small group of past Humanitarians to select the 2001 Humanitarian of the Year. Terry began the meeting with his customary get-down-to-business style: “Well, you know what we’re here for...” Lavern Gaynor, the first honored Humanitarian, sat quietly, listening with great interest to the suggestions made by other past Humanitarians Jack Humphrey and Corbin Wiant.

While she observed, Myra Daniels appeared somewhat attentive, but deep in thought. Sensing that Myra was getting ready to speak, the room grew quieter. Breaking a short silence, Lavern asked, “Myra, what do you think?”

As if by script, Myra replied, “I like Earl Hodges.”

In a purposeful and methodical manner, she described the man whose spirit of benevolence and compassionate contributions had stayed under our community’s radar, concluding her remarks with the words that I will never forget: “He is a quiet giant.”

In good speed, the selection process concluded in less than five minutes. Earl was unanimously chosen by his peers, lunch was served and higher education in Southwest Florida took a giant step forward.

Earl and Thelma’s first gift to Hodges University (then International College) came years after his Humanitarian of the Year award. Like many who are fortunate to have been introduced to the International College family, Earl and Thelma took great interest in the students, most of whom where veterans of the armed forces, single parents, working couples and law enforcement officers attending services, single parents, working couples and law enforcement officers attending.

Earl and Thelma's first gift to Hodges University (then International College) came years after his Humanitarian of the Year award.

It was a gift that transformed a college into a university. It was a gift that turned a small college into a thriving university recognized in the Southern Region for excellence in its efficiency. It was a gift that moved the university toward the center of economic diversity and prosperity of the Southwest Florida community. It was a gift that firmly established Earl and Thelma as present and future role models for all Hodges University students, past, present and future.

I remember Earl once said there are some lessons that take a lifetime to learn. These are powerful words “plain spoken” by a man who experienced life as fragile and uncertain. In his humble way, he would sometimes wish he were “smarter” in his early years “to live each day as if it were his last and to cherish the moment and lessons learned from each experience, each encounter and each meeting. In all the years I have known Earl, he did just that.

For me and other fundraising professionals, Earl provided a stellar role model of the dedication required to serve our community, our purpose to move society forward and the opportunity to work within the philanthropic community with which we are blessed.

For each of us, there are lessons to be learned from this quiet giant of a man, who was as generous with his time as with his treasure. As a funeral home director, Earl was reminded daily of the importance of time and would often conclude his sentiments with this quiet reminder: “It could be your last day to do or say something that needs doing or saying.”

— Lou Traina is executive director of the Healthcare Network of Southwest Florida.

The writer, at right, with Earl and Thelma Hodges at the presentation of the Lifetime Achievement Award to Mr. Hodges this past summer at the 2013 conference of the Florida Cemetery, Cremation and Funeral Association.

Mr. and Mrs. Hodges with Steven Miller at the 2013 conference of the Florida Cemetery, Cremation and Funeral Association. "Earl and Thelma have been icons and innovators of the funeral industry in Naples for over 50 years. Their passion and love for serving families and their involvement in the community has made a profound difference through their philanthropy and generosity. Like so many others, my wife Bonnie and I have personally been touched and influenced by their lasting friendship."

— Steven Miller, Dignity Memorial of Florida at the presentation of the Lifetime Achievement Award to Mr. Hodges this past summer at the 2013 conference of the Florida Cemetery, Cremation and Funeral Association.
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Profiles in Paradise

Proud of helping C’mon become a dream come true

Talking points with Karysia Demarest

Something that’s been on your mind: The ability of our youth to have face-to-face communication. They are so busy hanging on to something (phone, computer, video game, etc.) instead of hanging out with each other.

Something your mom was always right about: People are generally good. Some of them have just had experiences that have soured them along the way.

What did you want to be when you grew up? I wanted to be independent. I don’t recall wanting a specific career field as much as I wanted to do whatever I did do on my own.

Guilty pleasure: Definitely ice cream. Most recent vacation: I love to travel and recently came back from Costa Rica.

One thing on your bucket list: Visit Israel. I recently came back from Costa Rica.

Advice for your kids: Their honesty and innocence. They have not had any limits put on what to think. Just listening to them is inspiring. What makes you laugh: I find people very entertaining. One of my favorite places to watch people is at Disney World.

Pet peeve: Wet clothes left on the floor.

People are generally good. Some of them have just had experiences that have soured them along the way.

Favorite thing about Paradise Coast: The way this coast has developed. We have not put limits on anything this coast has developed.

What you miss about the Paradise Coast when away: Proximity, since everything I want to do is within a 30-minute drive.

What is most proud of in her life of varied accomplishments, she says: “Initially, I would say I was most proud of passing all four parts of the CPA exam in one sitting, but now I am most proud of playing a part in making C’mom a reality.”

When asked what she is most proud of in her life of varied accomplishments, she says: “Initially, I would say I was most proud of passing all four parts of the CPA exam in one sitting, but now I am most proud of playing a part in making C’mom a reality.”

Skill or talent you wish you had: I wish I could draw. I have trouble drawing the hangman stick figure.

Advice for your kids: Be happy. I will steal the quote, “Do what you love, love what you do.”

Best thing about kids: Their honesty and innocence. They have not had any limits put on what to think. Just listening to them is inspiring.

What did you want to be when you grew up? I wanted to be independent. I don’t recall wanting a specific career field as much as I wanted to do whatever I did do on my own.

Guilty pleasure: Definitely ice cream. Most recent vacation: I love to travel and recently came back from Costa Rica.

One thing on your bucket list: Visit Israel. I recently came back from Costa Rica.

Advice for your kids: Their honesty and innocence. They have not had any limits put on what to think. Just listening to them is inspiring.

What makes you laugh: I find people very entertaining. One of my favorite places to watch people is at Disney World.

Pet peeve: Wet clothes left on the floor.

People are generally good. Some of them have just had experiences that have soured them along the way.

Favorite thing about Paradise Coast: The way this coast has developed. We have not put limits on anything this coast has developed.

What you miss about the Paradise Coast when away: Proximity, since everything I want to do is within a 30-minute drive.

What is most proud of in her life of varied accomplishments, she says: “Initially, I would say I was most proud of passing all four parts of the CPA exam in one sitting, but now I am most proud of playing a part in making C’mom a reality.”
Millennium Physician Group is proud to care for our family, friends and neighbors in our communities. With a staff of more than 130 health care providers, we are committed to providing an exceptional level of service to all of our patients throughout Southwest Florida.
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For more information on Millennium Physician Group please visit www.millenniumphysician.com.
The Bureau of Labor Statistics estimated unemployment and median weekly wages in 2012 among people with different education levels. Among those with high school diplomas, the unemployment rate was 8.3 percent and they earned $652 per week. Those with two-year associates degrees had a 6.2 percent unemployment rate and earned $1,066. Master’s-degree graduates had a 3.5 percent unemployment rate, earning $1,300 per week. Among doctoral degree graduates, unemployment was 2.5 percent and their median weekly pay was $1,624.

Easing student debt

Students are becoming increasingly practical about educational costs, school officials said. “The students look at education more like a return on an investment,” said Joseph Pepe, Ed.D., associate vice president of administration at Hodges University. School websites are also now required to include a “net price calculator” that takes into account not just tuition but a range of costs and benefits, including expected grant aid. Then it calculates how much money a student would need to get by costs of school full-time (about $30,000) at that particular school. But most sites used for schools in this article showed outdated costs, such as tuition prices for the 2010-11 school year. That year, roughly four in 10 FGCU graduates incurred debt, The Institute for College Access & Success reports; $22,271 per student on average. At the private Barry University, more than 60 percent of 2011 graduates left with about $37,522 in debt. Gov. Scott would like to see more students graduate with no debt. “Our goal should be that students do not have to go into debt in order to obtain a degree,” he said in a prepared statement. That’s not an option for many students like Mr. Guerrero, who has already accepted whatever debt he’ll incur in spite of a Pell Grant, part-time work at Banana Republic, and Instant Ramen. When he accepts a diploma for his bachelor’s degree in the spring, he’ll be the first in his family to do so, and for now that’s reward enough. “Grad school is definitely in my future,” he adds.

DEGREES
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year running. “Thankfully there’s Instant Ramen that he and my (SGA) officers will share with one another,” said the 26-year-old. “That’s a good thing.”

Limited gas money, a basic phone plan and a beat-up old Honda have also helped condition Mr. Guerrero toward earning his bachelor’s in supervision and management this summer.

“Saving money is the name of the game,” Mr. Guerrero says. Many students, parents, financial aid advisors and apparently Gov. Rick Scott, agree. To make education more affordable, Gov. Scott pushed public universities this year to put the brakes on sizeable tuition hikes.

In a statement late in 2012 directed at state or community colleges such as Edison State, Gov. Scott challenged those schools to cap tuition for at least some bachelor’s degrees at $10,000. That’s roughly $4,000 less than the normal tuition at a state school or community college.

At Edison State College, for instance, 120 credit hours come to $34,605 at current prices. The school offers associate bachelor and other degrees at campuses in Fort Myers, Naples, Punta Gorda and Fort Myers Beach.

At the 12 larger public universities in the state system, such as Florida Gulf Coast University or the University of Florida, tuition for 120 credit hours comes up to $24,000 or 2013-14 levels.

Private schools such as Hodges Uni- versity or Barry University that generally charge far higher tuitions also boast more personal attention and scholarship opportunities. And of course tuition is only one part of college costs, but a major one.

The bottom line for state officials like Gov. Scott is ultimately how much income those graduates make for you, your community and Florida, in relation to how much they cost to complete.

“A college degree is not just a piece of paper but really so you can contribute to society,” said Jorge E. Lopez, director of financial services at Florida Gulf Coast University.

Ideally, degrees need to create jobs without loading students with so much debt that it impedes their ability to spend money on other things like a home or luxuries. But half the students at Florida schools offering four-year degrees graduated with a large tab in 2011, and on average it came to $23,054, according to a report by The Institute for College Access & Success.

Mr. Guerrero plans to graduate from Edison College about $20,000 in debt before going on to a master’s program that will be more costly — possibly to pursue a career in broadcast journalism, but maybe something entirely different. “I hate to limit myself right now,” he said.

“Qualify at a cut-rate price”

Locking in a $10,000 tuition means community colleges have found “innovative ways to provide a quality education at that particular school,” said Laura Selvey, vice president of financial services for Hodges University.

The idea of a $10,000 degree raises questions, the question, Mr. Wright said, “Just how far and in what ways can you discount a degree and still accomplish what you want to financially and every other way to offer a good solid degree.”

“We have to continue to attract competent, well-qualified faculty. That takes salaries that at times those individuals want to have technology and classrooms that are at least on the bleeding edge of where we want to be if not on the cutting edge. It’s quality at a cut-rate price.”

Route to work

Students seeking degrees of any kind, discount or not, are increasingly career-minded, school officials say. Courses of study aimed at specific careers like computer forensics or EMTs have become popular for their more direct route to work.

“That’s in part because of an influx in older students who used the recession as a time to go back to school, with a job forecast in mind,” said Laura Selvey, vice president of financial services for Southwest Florida College, a private school. “I think in the recession and then coming out, these people were displaced,” she said. “Or it seems like they wanted to start a new career, or saw this as an opportunity to change career paths.”

That was the case with Mr. Guerrero, who left a job in Fort Myers working for a metal manufacturer to start school at Edison State in 2010. He didn’t know then what job he wanted to pursue exactly, just that he wanted something better than labor. “I don’t know if it’s worth it to go back into this,” he said. Some of his classmates at Edison State feel the same. Natalia Santana, who is 19, is already a certified nurse assistant. That’s profitable enough, “but for me I want to go big,” she said, with plans to keep studying to pursue a career as a nurse or doctor.

Most of her family didn’t go to college, she notes, “I’d rather just do it now so when I’m their age I can have a career I love.”

Leila Younes, 22, was inspired for similar reasons to work toward an associate’s degree in arts at Edison State, with plans to transfer to another school to study illustration. “One side of her family is full of wealthy people with higher levels of education, she observed; the other is much the opposite. “I’ve seen the very stark difference between education and not,” she added, saying that, “I don’t want to be a slave to work, I want to actually enjoy it.”

Amanda Schreiber, 18, is taking five classes at Edison this semester while working full-time at a gymnastics facility in Cape Coral. “I feel like education is something you could get that no one could take away from you,” she said.

Incomes based on education levels

Higher levels of education are generally associated with lower unemployment and more income.
Fledgling Honor Flight Collier County set to take off

Trip takes WWII and Korean vets to see war memorials in D.C.

Forty years ago, the legacies of the Greatest Generation came home to America after years of captivity as POWs of the Vietnam War. Among them was Collier County resident Wayne Odgen Smith, a U.S. Air Force pilot who endured five years and two months of torture by remembering the sacrifices of WWII veterans and hearing the Tap Codes sent nightly by POWs at the Hanoi Hilton, reinforcing their mission to “return with honor.”

Now Mr. Smith wants to return the favor for the women of WWII who gave him. “Return with honor” is his motto in accepting the honor of assisting veterans on the one-day trip as a guardian.

“First Lieutenant Wayne O. Smith distinguished himself by gallantry in connection with military operations against an opposing armed force as an F4D pilot over North Vietnam on 18 January 1968. On that date, Lt. Smith delivered his ordnance on an important strategic target in the face of intense antiaircraft artillery fire, tracking surface-to-air missiles and attacking hostile aircraft. With exceptional boldness and courage, Lt. Smith then engaged the hostile aircraft in close air-to-air combat. As a direct result of Lt. Smith’s efforts, his target was heavily damaged, and one hostile aircraft was shot down. By his gallantry and devotion to duty, Lt. Smith has reflected great credit upon himself and the United States Air Force.”

About Wayne Odgen Smith

Born in 1943 in Richmond, Ky., and a 1965 graduate of the Air Force Academy, Mr. Smith flew 90 F-4 fighter combat missions over North Vietnam and Laos before being shot down in January 1968. After his years in captivity, he was repatriated in March 1973 as a captain.

His honors for service in combat include: two Silver Stars, the Legion of Merit, two Distinguished Flying Crosses, two Bronze “V” Stars, seven Air Medals and the Purple Heart. His first Silver Star citation reads:

“First Lieutenant Wayne O. Smith distinguished himself by gallantry in connection with military operations against an opposing armed force as a F4D pilot over North Vietnam on January 18, 1968. While performing the duties of his station as an F4D pilot, Lt. Smith displayed the greatest possible courage, coolness under severe enemy fire and extraordinary heroism. Upon receiving the report of the hostile aircraft in close air-to-air combat, Lt. Smith initiated the attack at point blank range and continued to engage the hostile aircraft in close air-to-air combat. By his extraordinary heroism, Lt. Smith is responsible for the destruction of five hostile aircraft and played a vital role in the ultimate destruction of the hostile aircraft. For his actions on that date, First Lieutenant Wayne O. Smith distinguished himself by gallantry in the face of intense enemy resistance and saved the lives of his combat crew.”

Collier County Honor Flight was founded by Naples orthodontist and Navy veteran Debi Strand and Air Force veteran Sean Lux. The choice of Mr. Smith as honorary chair was obvious.

“My generation’s and my father’s generation’s legacies of the Greatest Generation’s legacy of dignity, duty and character,” Mr. Smith says. “We’re returning the favor of the honor they bestowed upon America by taking our veterans to see the memorials built to remind our residents to see the sacrifice they bestowed upon America by taking our residents to see the memorials built to remind our residents to see the sacrifice they bestowed on the one-day trip as a guardian.”

Trips are also needed to help with efforts in Collier County.
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About Honor Flight

In 2012, Honor Flight Networks partnered with the Library of Congress Veterans History Project, the largest American history archive in the world, to capture veterans’ stories.

Earlier this year, Florida became the first state to follow the lead of the 11th U.S. Congress in passing a resolution to make the second Sunday in August “Spirit of ‘45 Day” in remembrance of the ending of WWII and in honor of the Greatest Generation.

Collier County Honor Flight is seeking veterans of WWII and Korea who would like to travel to Washington, D.C., on the inaugural flight Saturday, Nov. 9, to visit the war memorials established in their honor. The program is also looking for donors to help each veteran on the one-day trip as a guardian.

The trip is free for WWII and Korean War vets; guardians pay $400. Volunteers are also needed to help with efforts in Collier County.

For more information, e-mail colliercountyhonorflight@gmail.com.
Moher selected for top spot at Conservancy from right here at home

Rob Moher has been named president and CEO of the Conservancy of Southwest Florida. Following an extensive national search led by the Conservancy of Southwest Florida board of directors, Mr. Moher was selected among more than 100 applicants. He assumes the role immediately, and brings more than 25 years of experience in local, regional and international conservation organizations to the position.

For the past 14 years, he has held senior management positions at the Conservancy, most recently as interim COO since July, helping to fill the role of Andrew McElwaine, former president and CEO. During this time, Mr. Moher worked closely with Conservancy interim CEO Ken Krier, vice-chair of the Conservancy board of directors.

“Rob Moher is a global visionary who has worked collaboratively with the board and his staff to develop a strategic plan designed to position the Conservancy for continued growth and impact,” Mr. Krier said when making the announce ment. “It has been an honor to work with him during this interim period, and I join the board in wishing him great success.”

As vice president of development and marketing for the Conservancy, Mr. Moher led strategic philanthropic initiatives and provided leadership support for the “Saving Southwest Florida” Capital Campaign that raised $38.8 million for construction and renovation of the Conservancy Nature Center as well as for policy and science endeavors.

“Throughout his tenure at the Conservancy, Rob has been instrumental in establishing collaborative partnerships with local individuals, businesses and community groups to help further the Conservancy mission,” said Tucker Tyler, former chairman of the Conservancy board of directors who led the search committee. “In addition, he empowers the staff, volunteers and board with the direction and resources to positively impact the organization and the greater Southwest Florida community.”

Prior to coming to the Conservancy, Mr. Moher served as regional director for Bahamas National Trust, where he was responsible for protection, management and development of three national parks including coastal and marine parks. He had previously served as a research officer for the International Development Research Center in Ottawa, Ontario, where he was involved in environmental policy research on an international level.

Mr. Moher earned a master’s degree in international affairs from Carleton University in Ottawa and a bachelor’s degree Queen’s University in Kingston, Ontario. In addition, he is a Certified Fund Raising Executive (CFRE) and completed his Certificate in Fundraising Management (CFRM) from Indiana University Fundraising School. In 2012, he was named Fundraising Executive of the Year by the Association of Fundraising Professionals, Everglades Chapter.

“With our 50th anniversary season upon us, it is an opportune time to reflect on our accomplishments as a conservancy community as well as to challenge ourselves to advance the mission of the Conservancy to preserve our quality of life in Southwest Florida,” Mr. Moher said in a release about his appointment as president and CEO. “However, none of this would be possible without the support of our staff, volunteers and loyal members. They bring an array of expertise, experience and talents that inspire and motivate me every day. I am grateful for their continued support of our mission and look forward to what we will accomplish together.”

Lynn Slabaugh, chair of the Conservancy board, added her appreciation for Mr. Moher’s leadership qualities, in-depth knowledge of the organization and passion and commitment to the purpose and mission of the Conservancy.

“As the Conservancy prepares to celebrate 50 years of helping to protect our land, water and wildlife in Southwest Florida, there is no one better prepared to lead and inspire this organization into the future,” Ms. Slabaugh concluded.
Marco Island Woman’s Club
approaches the big 5-0

About 10 years ago, while researching another article about woman’s clubs in Florida, I made a most delightful discovery that showed where woman’s clubs throughout the country have been a driving force behind the scenes in the creation of libraries, hospitals, educational concerns, garden clubs and more — as was the case here in Naples. So it came as no surprise when I learned that the Marco Island Woman’s Club, which turns 47 this year, was also very instrumental in the formation of the library, hospital, youth center and the historical cemetery it that community. These are just a few of the many improvements the members of the Marco Club have undertaken over the years to make their island more enriching.

The original library on Marco was in a room in the volunteer fire station. It was the Marco Island Woman’s Club members who initiated the effort to fund a bigger, permanent home. I’m told they approached Deltona, one-time developers on the island, and convinced them to donate their “Welcome to Marco” Polynesian-style shack for the cause. Thanks to the tireless efforts of many, the “shack” was remodeled, carpeted and stocked with 110 books before it opened to much fanfare in 1968. The inventory had increased to 18,127 volumes four years later, with help from individual donations as well as the Collier County Public Library.

The Marco Island Library outgrew its quarters and then found a new home on Winterberry Drive, now home to the Collier County Tax Collector. Once again, the library outgrew its quarters due to the island’s continued growth. The present-day library was built in 1986 and is still expanding. In 1998, the women’s club, in collaboration with the Marco Island Historical Society, funded a lovely gazebo as an addition to the library. It has since been relocated to the Marco Island Historical Museum property across the street from the library.

The health and welfare of Marco residents has also always been an important priority for the woman’s club. Members have spent many years gathering donations for equipment, dating back to their early formation. In 1977, the club purchased a defibrillator for Marco’s ambulance service. Two years later, all hospital donations were dedicated to a building fund that became a reality as the Marco Island Health Care Center. In addition to the financial donations over the years, many club members also donate their time to the center as auxiliary members.

Club members were also instrumental in clearing and restoring the Marco Island Historical Cemetery. Tending to the cemetery garden, which is named on behalf of the club, remains an important project for members.

One of the club’s most important projects to date stems from members’ strong interest in the education of high school students on Marco who hope to attend college. Started in 1988 with a generous donation from member Signe Gleich — and boosted by another gift in 2011 from former member Verne Cabooris — the Marco Island Woman’s Club Education Foundation awards several scholarships each year, including the Verne Cabooris Scholarship of $12,000. Over the years, the club has awarded more than $370,000 to graduating high school seniors.

With family also a priority among members, the club initiated the development of Marco Island’s original youth center, which has blossomed into the Greater Marco Family YMCA.

While programs to benefit the Marco Island community are the main focus of the club’s efforts, members hold a food drive every November to help stock the pantry shelves at St. Matthew’s House, and they collect toys and gifts every December for The Shelter for Abused Women & Children.

Not bad for an initial group of 16 friends who wanted to help support the people and nonprofit organizations of Marco Island. Kudos to one and all who have been involved since 1966.

Residents of Marco who would like to get involved should call Joyce Frame at 642-9079 or visit www.marcowomansclub.com to find out more. ■

LET US MAKE YOUR HOME REMODELING VISION A REALITY

1. Zero Money Down!
2. Now to WOW in weeks not months!
3. South West Florida's Remodeling Concierge!

Complete Remodeling
New Countertops | Cabinet Refacing
Dream Kitchens | Custom Closets | Luxurious Bathrooms

FREE IN-HOME CONSULTATION
Visit Our Showroom

Featured on HOUZZ
Contact one of our design centers today!

Tony Leeber Sr.
Owner/Contractor

“Your complete satisfaction is my first and foremost priority”

GIVE US THE OPPORTUNITY TO WOW YOU!!
Hertz senior VP opens season for Speakers Assembly of SWF

Richard Broome, senior vice president—corporate affairs and communications at the Hertz Corp., opens the new season for The Speakers Assembly of Southwest Florida at a luncheon Friday, Nov. 15, at the Hyatt Regency Coconut Point.

Mr. Broome is responsible for community affairs worldwide and corporate social responsibility at Hertz. The company is relocating its corporate headquarters from New Jersey to Southwest Florida.

"With respect to community affairs, our primary goal is to provide a framework for our locations to take local ownership of community and charitable activities," he says. He is also responsible for worldwide internal and external communications, including media affairs, government relations, community relations and corporate philanthropy.

Since joining Hertz in 2000, he has helped plan and execute a global communication strategy. He continues to manage efforts to ensure Hertz businesses receive fair treatment in legislative bodies, especially in the U.S. and Brussels.

Prior to joining Hertz, Mr. Broome served as vice president—government relations and communications for Select Insurance Group. He also served as counsel at Aetna and the Connecticut Business and Industry Association. He earned a bachelor's degree from Bates College and a law degree from the University of Connecticut School of Law. He is a member of the Connecticut Bar.

During his presentation for The Speakers Assembly, he will discuss why Hertz chose Southwest Florida, the advantages and opportunities for Hertz, as well as the obstacles of corporate relocation and the hiring process.

About the Speakers Assembly

Members of The Speakers Assembly of Southwest Florida attend eight seasonal luncheon events to be enlightened, educated and entertained by the world-class speakers.

"We exist in Southwest Florida to enhance the cultural and educational opportunities in our community," says Arden McCurdy, executive director. Luncheon programs include a question-and-answer session with the speaker. New members are always welcome.

The 2013-14 season continues with:
- Jan. 24: Tom Zenty, CEO of Cleveland-based University Hospitals
- Feb. 7: TBA
- Feb. 14: Ambassador J. Stapleton Roy, director of the Kissinger Institute on China
- March 7: TBA
- March 21: Neil Boortz, author, attorney and former radio talk-show host
- April 4: Ken Feld, CEO of Feld Entertainment, the owners of Disney on Ice and Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey Circus, among others

For more information, call 948-7909 or visit www.SpeakersAssembly.com.
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Your Future. Your Control.

FCB has the options you make the choice.

In today’s challenging economy, finding safe, substantial growth for your money can be equally as challenging. Take advantage of the safe growth and competitive yields a Florida Community Bank Money Market account offers to get your money working harder for your financial future.

limited-time offer!

Stop by your local FCB banking center or visit FloridaCommunityBank.com to learn more TODAY!

Federally insured by NCUA.

2325 Vanderbilt Beach Rd., Naples, FL 34109 | 239.552.1820
2400 N. Tamiami Trl. #100, Naples, FL 34103 | 239.552.1840
5240 Golden Gate Pkwy., Naples, FL 34116 | 239.548.0186
1400 N. 15th St., Immokalee, FL 34142 | 239.657.3171
3360 Bonita Beach Rd., Bonita Springs, FL 34134 | 239.552.1700
7900 Summerlin Lakes Dr., Fort Myers, FL 33907 | 239.437.0025

GET YOUR HOLIDAY SHOPPING FINISHED EARLY, BUY HER A PANDORA PAVÉ GIFT SET*

Experience at:
PANDORA® STORE
COCONUT POINT MALL
23106 Fashion Drive, Suite 111
Estero, FL 33928
239.390.7100
Next to Charming Charlie
Hours: Mon-Sat 10-9pm • Sun 12-6pm

PANDORA PAVÉ GIFT SET*
Available While Supplies Last
*Purchase a Pavé Gift Set for $200, featuring a PANDORA Clasp Bracelet or Bangle, two “You’re a Star” clips and one pavé charm of your choice up to $65 (Retail value $240). While supplies last. See store for details.

WOW!!!
NEW PATIENT SPECIAL
Patient Consultation, Exam, Cleaning and Necessary X-Rays
D0110, D0150, D0274
PLUS FREE
TEETH WHITENING
$431 Value, You Save $338!
ALL FOR $97.00
NOT VALID WITH THE PRESENCE OF PERIODONTAL DISEASE.
MUST CALL BY 10/31/2013

Residents invited to have their say about city’s Gordon River Park

The city of Naples’ master plan for Gordon River Park is officially underway, with City Council having accepted architect Matthew Kragh’s offer to volunteer his design services for the project. The park is to be passive by nature, with a focus on providing public access to the Gordon River.

Gulfview DENTAL
Located in the French Quarter
BRACES TECHNOLOGY THAT IS DESIGNED FOR BOTH ADULTS AND ADOLESCENTS!
HALF THE VISITS AND HALF THE COST! TYPICAL TREATMENT COMPLETED IN 3 TO 9 MONTHS.

MEET DR. GARY GORDON
Dr. Gary Gordon graduated from the University of Michigan Dental School in 1978. He developed 3 practices in the Flint, Michigan area for over 20 years and was very active in the local dental community. In 2003 he, wife Linda and their 4 children moved to Naples to enjoy the year around warmer climate that they love. Dr. Gordon enjoys all phases of dentistry and his practice style/management skills have been a perfect fit for Gulfview Dental. Dr. Gordon recently completed the Fast Braces continuing education program. Fastbraces have been designed to move teeth differently and safely - shortening the time required achieving straight teeth.

CALL TODAY TO SCHEDULE A FREE CONSULTATION!
www.gulfviewdentistry.com • (239) 300-9693 • 501 Goodlette Road North, Suite B202, Naples
Open Monday - Thursday 9-5; Closed Friday - Sunday
The park has its own Web presence (www.NaplesGordonRiverPark.com) and Facebook page (www.facebook.com/newgordoneriverpark.com) as well as an e-mail address (info@naplesgordonriverpark.com), all established by the city in an effort to encourage public participation as development of the plan proceeds. Naples residents are especially urged to attend planning meetings, or charrettes, focusing on the park and to visit the website or Facebook for updates and the opportunity to post comments and questions.

And for those who want to pick up the phone, the Naples Community Services Department welcomes calls at 213-7120.

City planners and elected officials want to know:

- What type of waterfront activity is missing in Naples that could be provided in the new city park?
- What other waterfront parks should be considered as inspiration for the new park?
- What specific components should be included in the park?

Timeline of public meetings

- Save this list and mark your calendar to attend any or all of these public meetings in City Council chambers at Naples City Hall.
- 8:30 a.m. Monday, Oct. 28: Presidents’ Council design charrette meeting
- 4-7 p.m. Friday, Nov. 8: Stakeholders design charrette meeting and park program discussion
- 10 a.m. to noon Saturday, Nov. 9: Open meeting for public input
- 9 a.m. Tuesday, Nov. 12: Community Services Advisory Board master plan update
- 3-6 p.m. Friday, Nov. 22: Public input/discussion of initial design concept (design charrette No. 1)
- 10 a.m. to noon Saturday, Nov. 23: Public input/discussion of initial design concept (design charrette No. 2)
- 9 a.m. Tuesday, Dec. 10: Community Services Advisory Board master plan update
- 8:30 a.m. Monday, Dec. 16: Joint City Council/Community Service Advisory Board meeting
- 8:30 a.m. Tuesday, Dec. 17: Community Services Advisory Board master plan update.
LIVE MUSIC BY
• JIMMY STOWE AND THE STOWAWAYS
• THE SARAH HADEKA BAND

PERFORMANCES BY
• NAPLES YOUTH JAZZ ORCHESTRA
• DANCE ARTS BY MARIA
• FLORIDA CALENDAR GIRLS
• ARRR, INK
A FAMILY FRIENDLY & FUN PIRATE SHOW

A MCQUAID MARKETING PRODUCTION
PHONE: 239-300-4880
The Popcorn Cellar is a one of a kind gourmet tasting bar. Presenting hundreds of innovative recipes using only the highest quality ingredients, The Popcorn Cellar offers tastings at our chic popcorn bar where you can taste an array of special flavors.

We have something for everyone including the familiar savory cheeses and sweet caramels to the more unique selections like spicy buffalo wings, root beer float, strawberry cheesecake, apple pie and much, much more! Giving your taste buds imagination, The Popcorn Cellar is a fun take on a nostalgic treat. But, our artisan popcorn is just too GOOD to let age!

www.PopcornCellar.com
651 5th Avenue South
Naples FL, 34102
239 263-0023

Pop by soon!

Locally owned by Patti Fortune and Jeremy Domin
DOMES
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home. It isn’t just a local kitschy oddity. The domes have their own Facebook page, an honor shared by another white dome surrounded by water, the Jefferson Memorial.

The giant bubbles were once connected by wooden walkways to make a house, a private vacation retreat for the Tennessee family of Bob and Margaret Lee. According to family interviews, Mr. Lee retired early from a lucrative career in oil. He then directed his energies, technical skills and vast imagination toward a miscellany of inventions, with a particular passion for sustainable living.

The Lees also had the good taste to love Soutwest Florida, and so purchased lots on a pristine slice of sand on the bridgeless southwest cape of the ancient isle – Cape Romano.

According to Everglades matriarch Marjory Stoneman Douglas, Cape Romano was named for British surveyor Bernard Roman who sailed by it in 1775. “In the Everglades: River of Grass,” Miss Douglas wrote, “(the cape) juts boldly south, at the head of the Ten Thousand Islands...”

Indian canoes and small Spanish vessels along the winds of 120 mph and Cape Romano in two major hurricanes, Andrew in 1992 and Wilma in 2005, and the gulf’s utter rearrangement of land around them.

Hurricane Wilma came ashore with winds of 155 mph and Cape Romano in her crosshairs. According to a 2009 U.S. Geological Survey, the storm pushed a wall of water 15 feet into the mangroves and spread three to six inches of gulf-bottom muddy sediments across 150 square miles.

The majestic storm did exact her pound from the ancient isle; however, it was not the domes that caved, but the land itself. Nature has bent and broken but not yet destroyed Mr. Lee’s monuments to human ingenuity.

Time and tides have taken their toll. Cape Romano has undergone a transformation, a total reshaping. Morgan Pass, once a navigable stretch of water on the backside of the beach, filled in with sand. Nature has bent and broken but not yet destroyed Mr. Lee’s monuments to human ingenuity.

Mr. Lee’s business may have been oil, but his dome home was designed to live as unerrant on the grid as possible. His Cape Romano creation utilized solar for as unreliant on the grid as possible. His Cape Romano creation utilized solar for as unreliant on the grid as possible. His Cape Romano creation utilized solar for as unreliant on the grid as possible.

According to family interviews, Mr. Lee retired early from a lucrative career in oil. He then directed his energies, technical skills and vast imagination toward a miscellany of inventions, with a particular passion for sustainable living.

The giant bubbles were once connected by wooden walkways to make a house, a private vacation retreat for the Tennessee family of Bob and Margaret Lee. According to family interviews, Mr. Lee retired early from a lucrative career in oil. He then directed his energies, technical skills and vast imagination toward a miscellany of inventions, with a particular passion for sustainable living.

The giant bubbles were once connected by wooden walkways to make a house, a private vacation retreat for the Tennessee family of Bob and Margaret Lee. According to family interviews, Mr. Lee retired early from a lucrative career in oil. He then directed his energies, technical skills and vast imagination toward a miscellany of inventions, with a particular passion for sustainable living.
The Collier County Lacrosse Association has introduced a new image for its affiliate youth lacrosse teams. All youth lacrosse teams are now the Collier Coyotes, represented by a new logo in the navy blue, silver and white team colors.

CCLA has operated fall and spring youth lacrosse programs since 2003. Spring teams participate in the regional youth lacrosse league known as FLYLAX along with teams from Fort Myers and Estero. Boys ages 7-15 participate.

CCLA had seven teams and more than 125 boys in the FLYLAX league for the spring 2013. The current fall ball program has more than 90 boys who participate in weekly practices and scrimmages.

Sign-ups for the spring 2014 season start Monday, Oc. 28, and can be completed at www.collierlax.com or in person at Coastland Center Mall between noon and 4 p.m. on Saturday and Sunday, Nov. 9-10.

For more information, visit the website above.

‘Connect With A Classroom’ grants awarded

Teachers in Collier County Public Schools classrooms received a total of $58,000 in “Connect With A Classroom” grants recently. Champions For Learning-The Education Foundation delivered 14 grants to 39 schools. Awards included $58 for a program called “Watching My Garden Grow” at Avenue Elementary School, $344 for “Exploring the Unconquered Nation” at New Beginnings-Immokalee and $2,000 for the Naples High School JROTC “With A Drum Corps We Can Do More” proposal. Because of a $20,000 charitable gift from Herb and Ann Rowe and $15,000 from the PNC Foundation to support the technology and capacity for the Connect With A Classroom grant program, every penny donated from the community goes to fund innovative teacher requests.

For more information, visit the website above.

Parkside elementary earns grant for books

Parkside Elementary School has been selected as a recipient of a Laura Bush Foundation for America’s Libraries “Grant to School Libraries.” Through the grant, the school will receive $5,000 to add books to its media center’s library collection. The school is one of 212 schools in the country to receive the grant this year.

For additional information and a personal tour, please call: Laura Pelletier at 239-417-6111

www.EagleCreekGCC.org
11 Cypress View Drive
Naples, FL 34113
NONPROFIT NEWS

The 2013 Red Kettle Campaign for Collier County kicks off at The Salvation Army’s annual gala and auction on Friday, Nov. 1, at the Hilton Naples. Volunteer bell ringers are needed to work the kettles at locations throughout the community Nov. 15-Dec. 24.

Honorary chair of this year’s gala is Paige Eber Fraley; emcee of the evening is Haley Webb, chief meteorologist at NBC2. Guest auctioneer is Jay Severson.

Among the silent and live auction items are a Martina B. cocktail ring from Yamron Jewelers and vacations in Italy, Napa Valley and Banff, Alberta. The complete list of items up for bid can be viewed at www.salvationarmynaples.org (click on Gala Auction).

Tickets are $200 per person. For reservations and for information about becoming a bell ringer, call 775-9447.

Friends of Foster Children of Southwest Florida has been chosen to benefit from Preferred Travel of Naples’ eighth annual travel showcase, “Explore the World … Your Way,” set for Monday, Oct. 21.

More than 40 of Preferred Travel’s luxury travel partners from throughout the world will present information about domestic and international travel by private jet, luxury cruise ships, cultural tours and adventure travel from African safaris to exploring the Galapagos.

Friends of Foster Children provides social, educational and financial support to abused, neglected and abandoned children in Southwest Florida’s foster care system.

Each year, Preferred Travel of Naples donates all proceeds from the travel showcase to a charitable organization. Past recipients include Boys and Girls Club of Collier County, Neighborhood Health Clinic, The Immokalee Foundation, The Founders Fund, the Shelter for Abused Women & Children and the David Lawrence Center.

Reservations to the travel showcase are required. For more information, call 261-3177.

The James Madison Institute will welcome Stephen Hayes as the keynote speaker at its annual Naples luncheon Thursday, Nov. 14, The Ritz-Carlton Golf Resort. Mr. Hayes is a senior writer at The Weekly Standard and a regular FOX News contributor on “Special Report with Brit Hume.”

He has written extensively about national politics and international affairs and reported on the 2012 presidential elections. Before joining FOX, he was part of CNN’s “Best Political Team on Television,” which won a Peabody Award for its coverage of the 2008 elections.

Tickets to the luncheon are $75 for JMI members, $100 for others. VIP packages and sponsorships are also available. For more information, call (850) 386-3131, e-mail Jenny Stone at jstone@jamesmadison.org or visit www.jmi-naplesluncheon.org.

Back (standing from left to right): Robert Haynes, Patrick Keen, Keith Embree, Test Cepicie, Bexlee Bankshawe, Lori Brewster, Jim Johnsdalman, Joe Charlton, Donna Smith. Front (seated from left to right): Christi Lunsford, Peggy Lindenberg, Patty Luppy, Adria Starkey.

Starky added, “I am thrilled to have the opportunity to join FineMark. I am most excited about the culture of this company and its mission to build extraordinary relationships. I am also pleased to be working with a remarkable group of people. I look forward to building the FineMark name in Collier County.”

Starkey, along with the 11 other new hires, will join Keith Embree, who has been working in Naples since 2011. Each team member has spent a significant amount of time in the Naples market.

“Adria has been in Collier County since 1988. She is highly regarded and well respected,” said Catti. “She shares our same unwavering commitment to put the client first. We are fortunate to have Adria leading the Naples team.”
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Dr. Goldberg is fellowship-trained in shoulder surgery and sports medicine and experienced in the most current surgical techniques and minimally invasive treatments:

- Shoulder Arthroscopy
- Shoulder Replacement
- Rotator Cuff Repair
- Shoulder Resurfacing
- Sports Medicine
- Platelet Rich Plasma Therapy

Walk the walks, run the runs, hit the links or bait a hook in the name of a non-profit organization. Here are some opportunities for getting out for a good cause.

- The Crazy 8K (4.97 miles) and 2-Mile Walk to benefit Lighthouse of Collier and the Bonita Springs Lions Eye Clinic sets out Sunday, morning, Oct. 27, at Vineyards Community Park. Prizes will be awarded for best costumes worn by adults and children. Call 272-9797 or visit www.gcrunner.org.

- The third annual Sunset & Suds 5K sponsored by the Naples North Rotary Club is set for Friday, Nov. 1. The route starts at Vanderbilt Beach Road and Gulf Shore Drive and finishes at the Turtle Club for paella and suds on the beach. Registration is $23 per person in advance, $25 on day of the race. Call 250-5085, e-mail sunsetsand5k@gmail.com or follow sunsetsand5k on Facebook.

- The fourth annual Southwest Florida Epilepsy Walkathon takes place from 8 a.m. to noon Saturday, Nov. 2, at North Collier Regional Park. Sign up as an individual or form a team to step out to raise funds for the Epilepsy Foundation of Florida. All walkers who raise $50 will receive a T-shirt. Raise $125 or more and get a $500 gift certificate to Best Buy. For registration or more information, call 353-8140 or e-mail Danny Rosenfeld at dbrosenfeld08@gmail.com.

- Conservancy of Southwest Florida invites amateur anglers to sign up for the 20th annual RedSnook Catch and Release Charity Tournament. Proceeds support the Conservancy’s efforts to protect area waters and fund juvenile game fish research.

A kick-off party and auction take place Friday evening, Nov. 1, at the Naples Yacht Club. Anglers will launch from locations in Naples, Goodland and Everglades City the mornings of Saturday and Sunday, Nov. 2-3. The tournament concludes with an awards ceremony at 6 p.m. Nov. 3, at the Conservancy’s Nature Center.

Registration is limited to the first 60 teams that sign up by Oct. 25. Forms for anglers are available at www.conservancy.org/redsnook.

- The 12th annual Earl Morrall/NFL Alumni Celebrity Charity Golf Classic takes places Monday, Nov. 4, at Hideout Golf Club. A cocktail party and silent auction take place Thursday, Nov. 1, at the Naples Yacht Club. Anglers will launch from locations in Naples, Goodland and Everglades City the mornings of Saturday and Sunday, Nov. 2-3. The tournament concludes with an awards ceremony at 6 p.m. Nov. 3, at the Conservancy’s Nature Center.

- The fourth annual Sunset & Suds 5K sponsored by the Naples North Rotary Club is set for Friday, Nov. 1. The route starts at Vanderbilt Beach Road and Gulf Shore Drive and finishes at the Turtle Club for paella and suds on the beach. Registration is $23 per person in advance, $25 on day of the race. Call 250-5085, e-mail sunsetsand5k@gmail.com or follow sunsetsand5k on Facebook.

- The fourth annual Southwest Florida Epilepsy Walkathon takes place from 8 a.m. to noon Saturday, Nov. 2, at North Collier Regional Park. Sign up as an individual or form a team to step out to raise funds for the Epilepsy Foundation of Florida. All walkers who raise $50 will receive a T-shirt. Raise $125 or more and get a $500 gift certificate to Best Buy. For registration or more information, call 353-8140 or e-mail Danny Rosenfeld at dbrosenfeld08@gmail.com.

- Conservancy of Southwest Florida invites amateur anglers to sign up for the 20th annual RedSnook Catch and Release Charity Tournament. Proceeds support the Conservancy’s efforts to protect area waters and fund juvenile game fish research.

A kick-off party and auction take place Friday evening, Nov. 1, at the Naples Yacht Club. Anglers will launch from locations in Naples, Goodland and Everglades City the mornings of Saturday and Sunday, Nov. 2-3. The tournament concludes with an awards ceremony at 6 p.m. Nov. 3, at the Conservancy’s Nature Center.

Registration is limited to the first 60 teams that sign up by Oct. 25. Forms for anglers are available at www.conservancy.org/redsnook.

- The 12th annual Earl Morrall/NFL Alumni Celebrity Charity Golf Classic takes places Monday, Nov. 4, at Hideout Golf Club. A cocktail party and silent auction take place Thursday, Nov. 1, at the Naples Yacht Club. Anglers will launch from locations in Naples, Goodland and Everglades City the mornings of Saturday and Sunday, Nov. 2-3. The tournament concludes with an awards ceremony at 6 p.m. Nov. 3, at the Conservancy’s Nature Center.

Registration is limited to the first 60 teams that sign up by Oct. 25. Forms for anglers are available at www.conservancy.org/redsnook.

- The fourth annual Sunset & Suds 5K sponsored by the Naples North Rotary Club is set for Friday, Nov. 1. The route starts at Vanderbilt Beach Road and Gulf Shore Drive and finishes at the Turtle Club for paella and suds on the beach. Registration is $23 per person in advance, $25 on day of the race. Call 250-5085, e-mail sunsetsand5k@gmail.com or follow sunsetsand5k on Facebook.

- The fourth annual Southwest Florida Epilepsy Walkathon takes place from 8 a.m. to noon Saturday, Nov. 2, at North Collier Regional Park. Sign up as an individual or form a team to step out to raise funds for the Epilepsy Foundation of Florida. All walkers who raise $50 will receive a T-shirt. Raise $125 or more and get a $500 gift certificate to Best Buy. For registration or more information, call 353-8140 or e-mail Danny Rosenfeld at dbrosenfeld08@gmail.com.

- Conservancy of Southwest Florida invites amateur anglers to sign up for the 20th annual RedSnook Catch and Release Charity Tournament. Proceeds support the Conservancy’s efforts to protect area waters and fund juvenile game fish research.

A kick-off party and auction take place Friday evening, Nov. 1, at the Naples Yacht Club. Anglers will launch from locations in Naples, Goodland and Everglades City the mornings of Saturday and Sunday, Nov. 2-3. The tournament concludes with an awards ceremony at 6 p.m. Nov. 3, at the Conservancy’s Nature Center.

Registration is limited to the first 60 teams that sign up by Oct. 25. Forms for anglers are available at www.conservancy.org/redsnook.

- The 12th annual Earl Morrall/NFL Alumni Celebrity Charity Golf Classic takes places Monday, Nov. 4, at Hideout Golf Club. A cocktail party and silent auction take place Thursday, Nov. 1, at the Naples Yacht Club. Anglers will launch from locations in Naples, Goodland and Everglades City the mornings of Saturday and Sunday, Nov. 2-3. The tournament concludes with an awards ceremony at 6 p.m. Nov. 3, at the Conservancy’s Nature Center.

Registration is limited to the first 60 teams that sign up by Oct. 25. Forms for anglers are available at www.conservancy.org/redsnook.
Avow hospice regatta invites sailors and spectators

The 2013 Avow Hospice Regatta sets sail Saturday and Sunday, Nov. 16-17, off the shores of Marco Island and will include racing and on-shore activities. Activities at sea begin with a memorial ring ceremony at 10 a.m. Saturday, and the races start at 10:30 a.m. Non-sailors can book passage on a spectator boat ($30 per person includes lunch) or attend a beach party hosted by the Marco Island Civic Association at Residents’ Beach (free admission). Activities at the beach will include games and sailing commentary including race progress.

The regatta’s culminating shore party begins at 5 p.m. Sunday at the Marco Island Yacht Club and will include an awards ceremony, cocktails, light supper, silent auction and musical entertainment. Admission is $57 per person. Spectator boat passage and/or shore party admission can be purchased in advance by calling 649-3683 or online by visiting www.avowcares.org/events. The Avow Hospice Regatta is a SouthWest Florida “Boat of the Year” race. Racing sailors and pleasure cruisers are invited to participate. For information about race entry, call racing co-chairs Lois Dixon at (513) 205-7047 or Chuck Downton at (513) 205-4608 or visit the website above.

Avow was founded in 1983 as Collier County’s original, non-profit hospice. Today, Avow’s companies care not only for those who are terminally ill, but also for those who have serious and chronic illnesses or who have suffered great loss. To learn more about the scope of services provided by Avow, call 262-6404 or visit www.avowcares.org.

Excessive Dust? High Energy Bills? One Room Hotter Than Another? Musty Odors?
We Clean and Test Air Ducts EVERYDAY!
Ask About Our Whole House Comfort Checkup!
3727 Enterprise Avenue • Naples, Florida 34104
239-643-0923 • www.JacksonTotal.com

VINEYARDS - SOLD
5973 Hammock Isles Circle | $689,000

MEDITERRA - PENDING
15659 Villeroast Way | $1,073,000

ESTATES AT BAY COLONY - LISTED
1128 Dormie Drive | $5,790,000

Sotheby’s International Realty and the Sotheby’s International Realty logo are registered service marks used with permission. Each office is independently owned and operated. Equal Housing Opportunity.
2013 SHELL POINT CHARITY GOLF TOURNAMENT

Friday, November 8, 2013

EVENT HIGHLIGHTS

• 18 hole four-person scramble
• WIN A CAR! Hit a hole-in-one on the right hole and win the two-year lease on your choice of a 2014 Lexus 5250 or Acura MDX, generously provided by Scantion Auto Group
• $125 entry fee (per person) includes 18 holes plus cart, player gift bag, prizes, breakfast, and lunch at Neil Portcook Clubhouse

WIN A NEW CAR!

Benefitting the Memory Care Center at Shell Point

SIGN UP TODAY!

6th Annual Drive to End Hunger & Legacy Foundation at Shell Point

The Scoggins/Moreland Group
UBS Financial Services Inc.

INFO & REGISTRATION, CALL
(239) 466-8484

The Collier County Sheriff’s Office gives drivers a heads-up that traffic enforcement deputies will be posted at the following places the week of Oct. 28-Nov. 1.

■ Monday, Oct. 28
  Vineyards Boulevard and Vanderbilt Beach Road: Aggressive driving Davis and Lakewood boulevards: Red-light running
  Bayshore Drive: Aggressive driving
  ■ Tuesday, Oct. 29
  Collier Boulevard and Golden Gate Parkway: Speeding
  White Boulevard and 31st Street
  ■ Wednesday, Oct. 30
  U.S. 41 North and Old U.S. 41: Red-light running
  Cypress Way East: Aggressive driving
  Logan Boulevard and Pine Ridge Road: Red-light running
  ■ Thursday, Oct. 31
  Goodlette-Frank and Pine Ridge roads: Red-light running
  Vanderbilt Beach Road and Vanderbilt Drive: Aggressive driving
  U.S. 41 North and Wiggins Pass Road: Speeding

WEEKLY TRAFFIC ALERTS

The AARP offers driver safety classes to help drivers learn new traffic laws, refresh their driving skills and reduce their risk for tickets and accidents. Drivers over age 55 become eligible for a discount on auto insurance.

Registration is $12 for AARP members, $14 for others. Reservations are required and can be made by calling the organization’s office.

■ Friday, Oct. 25: 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
  at Golden Gate Community Center, 4701 Golden Gate Parkway, 732-5310.
  ■ Tuesday and Wednesday, Nov. 12-13:
  Noon to 3 p.m. at South Community Regional Library, 21100 Three Oaks Parkway, Estero; 498-5820.
  ■ Wednesday, Nov. 13: 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. at St. Williams Ministry Center, 750 Seagate Drive; 269-6050.
  ■ Thursday and Friday, Nov. 14-15:
  2-5 p.m. at Country Creek, 2101 Country Creek Drive, Estero; 498-5820.
  ■ Monday, Nov. 18: 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. at Vanderbilt Presbyterian Church, 1225 Piper Blvd.; 455-0533.
  ■ Tuesday, Nov. 19: 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
  at Christus Victor Lutheran Church, 15600 Tamiami Trail; 269-6050.

Brush up on your driving skills

Fall Into Savings

• Receive surprise discounts off entire purchase
• Complimentary popcorn and apple cider
• A cornucopia of giveaways throughout the day

Next to Planet Fitness in Miner’s Plaza
at the corner of McGregor Blvd. and Gladiolus

225-6529
15501 Old McGregor Blvd., Suite 2 Fort Myers, FL 33908
Open Tuesday through Saturday from 9am to 4pm
Devoted to Excellence in Health Care

Our Hospitals Rank in The Top 5% in the Nation for Cardiac Care, Joint Replacement and Stroke Care

Out of 4,500 hospitals surveyed, our hospitals are among the Top 100 hospitals in the nation in these specialty categories:

America’s 100 Best Hospitals for Cardiac Care, 2014
HealthPark Medical Center

America’s 100 Best Hospitals for Joint Replacement, 2012-2014
Lee Memorial Hospital

America’s 100 Best Hospitals for Stroke Care, 2014
Gulf Coast Medical Center

For a complete list of our awards, go to www.LeeMemorial.org/awards
BY KAYDEE TUFF AND RON HARTUNG

No sooner had the ink dried on Dr. Javier Rosado’s study of obesity in Immokalee than he transformed from academic observer into anti-obesity coach.

In his paper last March in the American Journal of Preventive Medicine, the Florida State University College of Medicine assistant professor and psychologist at Healthcare Network of Southwest Florida concluded: “Interventions are needed that address both childhood obesity and parent weight status among Latino migrant farm workers.”

He didn’t wait for someone else to provide those interventions. For Dr. Rosado, clinical training director for psychology at the FSU College of Medicine’s Health Education Site, the people of this migrant-rich community are not just research subjects; they’re his neighbors.

With the support of the FSU College of Medicine, University of Florida IFAS-Extension Family Nutrition Program, and Immokalee Arts in Health, Dr. Rosado assembled a team of medical personnel, nutrition educators, a soccer coach and a Zumba instructor to create Salud Immokalee, a year-long multi-disciplinary program designed to help youngsters and their parents make healthy lifestyle choices.

The concept of managed health care is the core mission of the Healthcare Network, which provides primary medical and dental care to more than 45,000 patients annually at 13 locations throughout Collier County. More recently, the network expanded its behavioral health services to 4,000 patients annually at 13 locations through a partnership with FSU.

Unlike Little League or ballet lessons, Salud Immokalee includes an education component on the dangers of obesity and the benefits of a healthy lifestyle. The program targeted 30 Healthcare Network pediatric patients ages 6-11 with a body mass index at or above the 95th percentile. Most of these children have high cholesterol, high blood pressure and are already at risk for developing diabetes. Without intervention, they face a lifetime of poor health.

To be effective, the program had to take root in the home.

In his study, Dr. Rosado surveyed each parent’s understanding of obesity and found that initially, most were not overly concerned about their child’s weight, thinking they would outgrow the problem.
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With your help we are keeping our community healthy by supporting the programs and services of the Healthcare Network.

Funding helps provide reliable, affordable and sustainable healthcare for an average of 45,000 people in Southwest Florida; 32,000 of whom are children who depend on us for their primary care.

Visit us online or call today to get involved

www.healthcareswfl.org  |  239.658.3113

EXILIS is the fastest, most powerful aesthetic treatment system available for tightening, shaping and fighting wrinkles.

Introductory Offer- 20% Off during October!
(239) 415-7576

Cerner partnership proves a win-win

One important reason that NCH has steadily improved the care we deliver to patients is our seven-year partnership with Cerner, the information technology specialists. Forbes has recognized Cerner as the seventh most innovative company in America and the 18th most innovative company in the world. Two years ago, Cerner had the largest research and development department devoted to health care IT in the world, and has since added 50 percent more capacity.

Our partnership has been so eventful and mutually beneficial that at the recent annual Cerner Health Conference (attended by 10,000 health-care and IT professionals from 667 systems and 23 countries), NCH Chief Nursing Officer Michele Thoman was chosen to follow Cerner CEO Neal Patterson’s keynote address. Ms. Thoman’s prestigious role at the conference was emblematic of an alliance between two successful and growing institutions.

I had the privilege of introducing Mr. Patterson to a smaller group of select colleagues at the conference who share a similar deep and growing relationship with Cerner. I compared Mr. Patterson with others who have contributed over the recent decades to changing the way we practice health care, among them: Alexander Fleming and the beginning of the antibiotic era in the 1940s; Morton Levin, who made the connection between tobacco and lung cancer in the 1950s; and John Charnley, who did the first total hip replacement in the 1960s.

Mr. Patterson and two colleagues left secure jobs to start an IT company that initially helped pathologists with billing. From that modest start and after more than a decade of struggle, their Cerner Corp. has had as profound an effect on the health-care industry as any of their predecessors.

Mr. Patterson’s keynote stressed the need to evolve quickly from in-patient emphasis on electronic health or medical records — which all successful hospitals will have within a decade — to a new business model based on connectivity, interoperability and the ability to predict and subsequently prevent illness. This digital health-care data, he said, must be utilized intelligently to discover problems, predict illnesses and prevent disease.

Our own Ms. Thoman followed Mr. Patterson by sharing NCH’s IT story, emphasizing our use in North Naples of a new mobility and communications program for smart phones that brings together communications, alarm management and nursing workflow tools on a single device. By mid-winter we will have our entire system using iPhones to connect.

Being intertwined with a world IT leader such as Cerner expands the scope of the competencies we can deliver to our patients and our community. It is a partnership that has helped us immeasurably, and one we look forward to enhancing in the years ahead.

— Dr. Allen Weiss is president and CEO of the NCH Healthcare System.
HURRICANE PROTECTION STARTING AT $8 PER SQ FT

100s of colors to choose from!

FABRICS ARE COLORFAST WITH HIGH LIGHT-FASTNESS, DIRT AND WATER-REPELLENT AND PROTECT AGAINST HARMFUL UV RADIATION

THE FLORIDA LIFESTYLE IN ULTIMATE COMFORT AND LUXURY

• EXTEND YOUR LIVING SPACE
• LOWER ENERGY COSTS BY REDUCING HEAT GAIN
• LOWER TEMPERATURES & REDUCE SUN GLARE
• ENJOY YOUR OUTDOOR DECK, LANAI AND POOL AREA
• REDUCE FADING OF FURNISHINGS AND CARPETs
• CUSTOM TAILORED TO YOUR WISHES

FREE IN-HOME CONSULTATION

See why your neighbors trust Southwest Florida’s ONLY Leading Distributor & Manufacturer

RETRACTABLE MANUAL & MOTORIZED AWNINGS • ACCORDION SHUTTERS • ROLLUP SHUTTERS
STORM PANELS • IMPACT RESISTANT WINDOWS • LANAI SOLAR SCREENS • INTERIOR SHADES

ROLLINGSHIELD

AWNINGS • SHUTTERS • INTERIOR SHADES

239.362.0089 • www.ROLLINGSHIELD.com

Serving Florida Over 20 years!
According to UF IFAS Extension nutrition educator Suzanne Fundingland, the key to classroom success was to present the information not as a “diet” but as a way of life for the family.

The typical roadblocks to healthy eating for migrant families include lack of knowledge about how food affects health, lack of adequate kitchen equipment and facilities to prepare and store fresh foods and lack of transportation to shop on a regular basis, Ms. Fundingland says.

Despite the challenges, participants were eager to put their classroom knowledge to work, she adds. “One mom talked about how she was changing the way she made her tortillas — without fat — and her family was OK with it, which surprised her. Another mom was going to start substituting whole wheat flour in her tortillas.”

Salud Immokalee participants recently celebrated “graduation night.” While parents got reminders about diet and exercise, children reviewed the food groups and yelled out examples of exercise, children reviewed the food groups and yelled out examples of exercise.

Beyond the health benefits, what surprised her. Another mom was going to start substituting whole wheat flour in her tortillas.

“They don’t have extended family members. They don’t know many people. They end up isolated in their homes.” Now they have a support group. And hope.

— Ron Hartung is the assistant director of communications at FSU College of Medicine. Kaydee Tuff is communications coordinator for the Healthcare Network of Southwest Florida. For more information about programs and services offered by the network, visit www.healthcareswfl.org.

Women’s lunch all about heart

The Collier/Lee County Chapter of Hadassah, the Women’s Zionist Organization of America, hosts a luncheon program about women’s heart health at 11 a.m. Tuesday, Oct. 29, at The Club at Old Cypress. All are welcome.

Keynote speaker Dr. Tracey Roth is medical director of the catheterization laboratory at Naples Community Hospital and practices interventional cardiology at the NCH Heart Institute.

Cost is $27. Reservations are required by Oct. 24. To RSVP or for more information, call 598-1009.

Hazelden hosts Hodges program

Hazelden addiction treatment center presents a free symposium, “Motivating Change: Addiction Treatment versus Incarceration,” from 6-8 p.m. Tuesday, Oct. 29, at Hodges University. The panel discussion will focus on the powerful relationship between addiction, mental health and criminal behavior as well as the rationale for addiction treatment versus incarceration. Brenda Iliff, executive director of Hazelden in Naples, will moderate. The symposium will take place in the main auditorium at 2655 Northbrooke Drive. For more information, call 659-2351 or e-mail mcampbell@hazelden.org.
PET TALES
Stress less

BY DR. MARTY BECKER AND KIM CAMPBELL THORNTON

Universal Under

Taking a pet to the emergency hospital is something none of us wants to do. It's scary and stressful for you and your dog or cat. We've been there more times than we like to think about, and we have some tips to help you cope. We hope you won't ever need to use them, but tuck them away in the back of your mind just in case.

Protect yourself when handling a sick or injured animal. Even the most docile dog or cat can bite when in pain. Keep a muzzle on hand or ask your veterinarian to show you how to safely tie one using a scarf or tie.

Be patient. Your pet won't be seen in the order of arrival. Animals who are most unstable will be seen first.

“We do them in order of medical need,” says our friend and colleague Dr. Tony Johnson, an emergency and critical care specialist at the Purdue University College of Veterinary Medicine. “If I have a wake-up-and-a-dog with diarrhea, even if the dog with diarrhea has been waiting two hours, the wake-up-and is going to get seen first.”

The only time someone jumps that line, he says, is if they’re bringing in a pet to be seen immediately. Even the most docile animal can bite when in pain. Keep a scarf or tie.

Know when to go. Some things are serious and need immediate attention. Other things can wait. Here are some situations where you need to take your pet to the emergency hospital.

• bloody diarrhea
• difficulty breathing
• distress from excessively hot or cold temperatures
• eye injuries
• frequent or projectile vomiting
• seizures
• serious trauma, such as being hit by a car
• straining to urinate or defecate
• sudden lameness
• unconsciousness or collapse
• venomous snake or spider bites
• weight loss
• unexplained behavior changes
• vomiting blood
• fever
• paralysis
• blindness

Know when to take your pet to the emergency hospital.

Don’t forget your wallet in your mad rush out of the house. Most veterinary hospitals won’t treat your pet without proof that you can pay for care. Your regular veterinary hospital might do that if you’ve been a client for years — they know where you live and that you’re probably not going to skip town — but an emergency hospital isn’t in that position.

“If it sounds avaricious, but there are not too many emergency hospitals that process credit card payments,” Dr. Johnson says. “ERs usually see those who aren’t. They’re not trying to be greedy.”

Know when to go. Some things are obvious. Take your pet to the emergency hospital in the following situations:

1. Allergic reactions
2. Any animal bite
3. Blurred belly
4. Bloated belly
5. Bloating
6. Bloody diarrhea
7. Difficulty breathing
8. Distress from excessively hot or cold temperatures
9. Eye injuries
10. Frequent or projectile vomiting
11. Heavy bleeding
12. Ingestion of a toxic substance, such as anti-freeze, human medications or snail bait
13. Seizures
14. Serious trauma, such as being hit by a car
15. Straining to urinate or defecate
16. Sudden lameness
17. Unconsciousness or collapse
18. Venomous snake or spider bites

If you’re not sure, well, we recommend erring on the side of caution. Like their counterparts in human medicine, veterinary emergency clinics are expensive, but sometimes the cost of a visit is a price worth paying for peace of mind. And when a visit saves your pet’s life? Priceless.

To adopt a pet
Dogs and cats adopted from the Humane Society Naples come with vaccinations, sterilization surgery, ID microchip and 30 days of health insurance. Visit the animals ready for adoption at the main shelter at 370 Airport-Pulling Road N, (11 a.m. to 7 p.m. Tuesday and Thursday, and 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. Wednesday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday), or at the satellite adoption center at Coastland Center during mall hours. Call 434-1555 or visit HSNaples.org for more information.
What's so wonderful about the worm?

Several years ago, a friend who knows me very well gifted me with a little wall plaque that reads: “The early bird gets the worm, but has a very boring social life.” While some might find the phrase cute or funny, I consider them words of wisdom. My personal motto. My mantra, even. When it comes to mornings, I am decidedly diva-esque. I have never, ever, EVER been a morning person. I tend to think it might even be genetic. My dear mother was a big fan of “sleeping in.” In fact, whenever my dad would take me to Sunday morning services and some of the nosy church ladies would ask him why my mom wasn’t there, he’d just smile and tell them that she preferred to worship at St. Mattress. Meanwhile, we always had house cats, so to get me up for school in the morning, my father would resort to putting kittens all over my bed — it was the only thing that worked. When I was 12 and got a job delivering the Dayton Daily News during a particularly cold Ohio winter, getting out of my warm, comfy bed at 4 a.m. was pure torture. So you can probably guess how thrilled my mom was to be woken up by umpteen phone calls from livid newspaper subscribers along my route nearly every morning. The next job I got was when I was 15 — as a bus girl in a restaurant — at night. A much better fit, career wise. I have always been and always will be a night owl, and I no longer apologize for it. I blame Benjamin Franklin for labeling morning people as virtuous with that whole “Early to bed, early to rise …” nonsense. Mornings do nothing for me. First of all, the morning lighting is harsh and unflattering, while sunset casts such warm, soft rays — everyone looks better at sunset. Also, morning traffic is just awful, loud and chaotic and speedy and scary. And then there are morning events, which I rarely cover for obvious reasons, but also because there’s no sparkle. Everyone is wearing business suits and nametags and drinking coffee and acting way to perky — it’s like they’re all congratulating themselves for getting up when it was still pitch black outside and attending an event before they even go to work. I’ll admit it right now: I’m not even crazy about luncheons, because usually you have to be there at the crack of 10:30 a.m. I’m attracted to evening events. Give me cocktail dresses, martinis and music. I know, I know that the early bird gets the worm. But honestly, I really do not want the worm. Give me the stars instead.

A milestone Hospital Ball

When it comes to the ultimate night out with lots and lots of sparkle and glitter, nothing trumps the NCH Hospital Ball year after year — for 55 years. And the fact that it’s happening this Saturday, Oct. 26, means that gala season is officially underway. Co-presenting sponsors are TeamHealth and DeAngelis Diamond Healthcare Group, and with Sen. Garrett and Diana Richter as chairs and Mary Jane Briggs as honorary chair, the 55th annual ball at The Ritz-Carlton Beach Resort is THE hot ticket of the fall. A limited number of tickets remain available for $500 per person, with all proceeds earmarked to benefit the expansion of the Pediatric Emergency Department at the North Naples campus of NCH. Call 624-2000 for more info.

— Ciao for now, my lovelies! Stay tuned for another divalicious diary entry next week …

THE DIVA DIARIES
Two years in a row!

**Winner!**

**Winner!**

**Winner!**

**Winner!**

**Winner!**

Foresite Homes detached $3.5 Million+
in Olde Naples • CDH Interior Designers Wilfredo Emanuel & Susan Petril

Stock Development (detached: $1.26 Million+)
at Treviso Bay • CDH Interior Designer Susan Petril

Imperial Homes detached $1.75 Million+
at Talis Park • CDH Designers Charlie Hansen & Rebekah Errett-Pikosky

Imperial Homes detached $1.75 Million+
at Talis Park • CDH Designers Charlie Hansen & Rebekah Errett-Pikosky

Winner!

Whole House Remodel $900,000+ • CDH Interior Designer Myra Cogen

---

**CDI THE DIFFERENCE! Clive Daniel Home. local. original. exceptional!**

- **October is Breast Cancer Awareness Month**
  - You can help fight Breast Cancer. With your purchase of any PINK item in our gift boutique, CDH will **donate 10% to the National Breast Cancer Foundation!**

- **Two years in a row!**

  **Winner of 16 Awards** for design excellence at the recent Annual CBIA Sand Dollar Awards including
  - **Best Interior Design of the Year** in multiple categories from $500,000+ to $3.5 Million+
  - **Best Interior Design Features** including best kitchen, best flooring, best use of wood
  - **Best Interior Design Remodel** for whole house remodel $900,000+ ...and best of all...

  **Best Showroom** in SW Florida!

---

**CDI CLIVE DANIEL HOME**

**Twice as Nice!**

**Winner!**

**Winner!**

**Winner!**

**Winner!**

**Winner!**

---

**Clive Daniel Home**

2777 Tamiami Trail North, Naples, FL 34103

239.261.home(4663)

www.clivedaniel.com

Shop Mon through Sat 10am to 6pm
Sunday 12 noon to 5pm

---

**C the Difference! Clive Daniel Home. local. original. exceptional!**

**Like** Clive Daniel Home on our Facebook page and you might **WIN 2 TICKETS to the LPGA event at Tiburon!**

Check out all the fun at Clive Daniel Home on Facebook! "Like" us and you may be the winner of 2 tickets to the exciting LPGA Tour Event at Tiburon in November!

Go to www.facebook.com/CliveDanielHome and get in the swing!

---

**Clive Daniel Home**

2777 Tamiami Trail North, Naples, FL 34103

239.261.home(4663)

www.clivedaniel.com

Shop Mon through Sat 10am to 6pm
Sunday 12 noon to 5pm
There’s a little friendly competition going on within the ranks of Florida Power & Light. Workers are competing to see who can best maximize their fuel economy.

Claude Masters, FPL manager of vehicle acquisition and fuel, calls it an “internal phenomenon,” a new company culture focused on fuel savings.

FPL has amassed more than 550 vehicles that are either plug-in hybrids, electric-gas hybrids or all-electric. These electric vehicles make up about 92 percent of the company’s light-duty fleet. The largest utility in the state, FPL possesses one of the largest hybrid-electric fleets in the nation.

"Automotive Fleet Magazine ranks us up with the big guys: UPS, FedEx, Coca-Cola," Mr. Masters says. “We’re No. 8 in the nation. That’s a pretty good statistic.”

FPL has gone electric, the company wants to go more electric and it wants you to go electric too. But FPL sells electricity. To those who think an electric company pushing electric cars might be self-serving, FPL management maintains that besides being better for the environment and reducing the country’s dependency on foreign oil, electric vehicles lower their operating costs, and if their operating costs go down, customer bills could go down.

“Electric vehicles are 80 percent cheaper to operate,” says Anne-Louise Seabury, FPL Electric Vehicles Program Manager. “Reducing our operating costs helps us reduce customer bills.”

FPL execs want to increase their electric fleet across all product lines, meaning any new vehicle they acquire, would be electric.
The final filing deadline for taxes was on Oct. 1, but for many high-income filers, there is no rest for the tax weary. Taxes remain very much on their minds and, after reading this column, might be elevated to the top priority concern.

U.S. taxpayers in upper income brackets are feeling the effects of increased levels of taxation and they rightly worry that tax increases and new levies are not over. The issue of taxation has become a prominent global discussion, so much so, that the International Monetary Fund just released a report titled “Taxing Times.”

The IMF considers global taxation to be within the purview of its pontificating, as it is concerned about the world’s monetary and debt conditions.

Taxation is thought by many political leaders to be the solution to their problems. Their reasoning is quite simple: taxation forms that satisfy an economy’s growth are tied to economic activity). Therefore, diminished future tax receipts that impact a country’s GDP growth (and thus, overall fiscal performance) will ultimately slow down the economy and earnings growth. Thus, it remains important to lower public debt, although it will inevitably be a slow process.

How will it be done? Per the IMF report, advanced economies will move to capture more tax revenue dollars. Some of the “coolest” companies have led the multinational pack by creating “mind-boggling complexity” to evade taxes. “Google, Starbucks, and other household names have famously managed to pay very little corporate tax” but the IMF report, in its search for more revenue from the corporate income tax (Gravelle, 2013).” Some of the “coolest” companies have led the multinational pack by creating “mind-boggling complexity” to evade taxes. “Google, Starbucks, and other household names have famously managed to pay very little corporate tax” but the IMF report, in its search for more tax revenue dollars. The report reviews the many varied forms of taxation and looks at their effects on long-term growth. The concern is quite simple: taxation forms that satisfy an immediate need for funds might negatively impact a country’s GDP growth (and therefore diminish future tax receipts that are tied to economic activity).

In Layman’s terms, corporate taxation should be the last form of taxation to be toyed with (as increases and constant changing of corporate tax rates discourage corporate capital investment/formation). In IMF jargon: “The effects of the tax mix on long-term growth have been widely studied. The common approach suggests that corporate income taxes have the most negative effect, followed by labor income taxes, then consumption taxes, and finally property taxes. In line with this “growth hierarchy,” a recent IMF work finds, for a wide set of countries, that a revenue-neutral rebalancing that reduces income taxes while increasing consumption and property taxes is associated with faster long-term growth (Acosta-Ormaeche and Yoo, 2012).”

However, the IMF does suggest that the days of multinational corporate tax evasion are (and should be) numbered. “For the United States (where the issue has been most closely studied) an upper estimate of the loss from tax planning by multinationals is about U.S. $60 billion each year — about one-quarter of all revenue from the corporate income tax (Gravelle, 2013).”

The IMF report, in its search for more taxation-grab ideas, poses the question: are the wealthy “a revenue source that could be tapped more?” The IMF expands its campaign to include an increase of tax levels of taxation and they rightly worry that tax increases and new levies are not over. The issue of taxation has become a prominent global discussion, so much so, that the International Monetary Fund just released a report titled “Taxing Times.”

The IMF considers global taxation to be within the purview of its pontificating, as it is concerned about the world’s monetary and debt conditions.

Taxation is thought by many political leaders to be the solution to their problems. Their reasoning is quite simple: taxation forms that satisfy an economy’s growth are tied to economic activity). Therefore, diminished future tax receipts that impact a country’s GDP growth (and thus, overall fiscal performance) will ultimately slow down the economy and earnings growth. Thus, it remains important to lower public debt, although it will inevitably be a slow process.

How will it be done? Per the IMF report, advanced economies will move to capture more tax revenue dollars. Some of the “coolest” companies have led the multinational pack by creating “mind-boggling complexity” to evade taxes. “Google, Starbucks, and other household names have famously managed to pay very little corporate tax” but the IMF report, in its search for more revenue from the corporate income tax (Gravelle, 2013).” Some of the “coolest” companies have led the multinational pack by creating “mind-boggling complexity” to evade taxes. “Google, Starbucks, and other household names have famously managed to pay very little corporate tax” but the IMF report, in its search for more tax revenue dollars.

The report reviews the many varied forms of taxation and looks at their effects on long-term growth. The concern is quite simple: taxation forms that satisfy an immediate need for funds might negatively impact a country’s GDP growth (and therefore diminish future tax receipts that are tied to economic activity).

In Layman’s terms, corporate taxation should be the last form of taxation to be toyed with (as increases and constant changing of corporate tax rates discourage corporate capital investment/formation). In IMF jargon: “The effects of the tax mix on long-term growth have been widely studied. The common approach suggests that corporate income taxes have the most negative effect, followed by labor income taxes, then consumption taxes, and finally property taxes. In line with this “growth hierarchy,” a recent IMF work finds, for a wide set of countries, that a revenue-neutral rebalancing that reduces income taxes while increasing consumption and property taxes is associated with faster long-term growth (Acosta-Ormaeche and Yoo, 2012).”

However, the IMF does suggest that the days of multinational corporate tax evasion are (and should be) numbered. “For the United States (where the issue has been most closely studied) an upper estimate of the loss from tax planning by multinationals is about U.S. $60 billion each year — about one-quarter of all revenue from the corporate income tax (Gravelle, 2013).”

Some of the “coolest” companies have led the multinational pack by creating “mind-boggling complexity” to evade taxes. “Google, Starbucks, and other household names have famously managed to pay very little corporate tax” but the IMF report, in its search for more revenue from the corporate income tax (Gravelle, 2013).” Some of the “coolest” companies have led the multinational pack by creating “mind-boggling complexity” to evade taxes. “Google, Starbucks, and other household names have famously managed to pay very little corporate tax” but the IMF report, in its search for more tax revenue dollars.

The report reviews the many varied forms of taxation and looks at their effects on long-term growth. The concern is quite simple: taxation forms that satisfy an immediate need for funds might negatively impact a country’s GDP growth (and therefore diminish future tax receipts that are tied to economic activity).

In Layman’s terms, corporate taxation should be the last form of taxation to be toyed with (as increases and constant changing of corporate tax rates discourage corporate capital investment/formation). In IMF jargon: “The effects of the tax mix on long-term growth have been widely studied. The common approach suggests that corporate income taxes have the most negative effect, followed by labor income taxes, then consumption taxes, and finally property taxes. In line with this “growth hierarchy,” a recent IMF work finds, for a wide set of countries, that a revenue-neutral rebalancing that reduces income taxes while increasing consumption and property taxes is associated with faster long-term growth (Acosta-Ormaeche and Yoo, 2012).”

However, the IMF does suggest that the days of multinational corporate tax evasion are (and should be) numbered. “For the United States (where the issue has been most closely studied) an upper estimate of the loss from tax planning by multinationals is about U.S. $60 billion each year — about one-quarter of all revenue from the corporate income tax (Gravelle, 2013).” Some of the “coolest” companies have led the multinational pack by creating “mind-boggling complexity” to evade taxes. “Google, Starbucks, and other household names have famously managed to pay very little corporate tax” but the IMF report, in its search for more revenue from the corporate income tax (Gravelle, 2013).” Some of the “coolest” companies have led the multinational pack by creating “mind-boggling complexity” to evade taxes. “Google, Starbucks, and other household names have famously managed to pay very little corporate tax.”

The IMF rationale is: “Household wealth is very unequally distributed — even more so than income. In advanced economies, the top 10 percent own, on average, more than half of the wealth (up to 75 percent in the United States). It is, arguably, a better indicator of ability to pay than annual income — and indeed taxes on wealth and transfers have historically been a major source of revenue. Now, however, they yield very little — slightly fewer than 2 percent of GDP on average in the OECD.”

Possibly the most frightening part is the IMF report’s ending… which proposed the merits of a special, onetime tax on the very wealthy. The very wealthy should take heed that the worst might possibly be yet to come, as a capital levy is already being suggested and discussed by world leaders.

— Jeannette Showalter, CFA is a commodities broker with Worldwide Futures Systems. Find her on Facebook at Jeannette Showalter, CFA.

— Trading futures and options on futures and Forex transactions involve substantial risk of loss and may not be suitable for all investors. You should carefully consider whether trading is suitable for you in light of your circumstances, knowledge and financial resources. You may lose all or more of your initial investment. Opinions, market data and recommendations are subject to change at any time.

looking to purchase or refinance a home?
Rates are still near a 40 year low!

3.50% Fixed
3.913% APR

Based on a conventional 10-year fixed rate. $200,000 loan amount, 20% down, primary residence, 720 credit.

We are a direct lender offering the following loan products:
Conventional • FHA VA • USDA Florida Bond Homepath

The American Eagle Mortgage Co., LLC
239-434-0300 • www.aemcc.com
THE OFFICES AT MERCATO • 9128 STRADA PLACE, #10106
NAPLES, FL 34108 • (239) 343-0300
INTERNATIONAL CENTER • 6804 PORTO FINO CIR UNIT E-2
FT. MYERS, FL 33912

www.CalusaBluewayPaddlingFestival.com
WEEK OF OCTOBER 24-30, 2013
THE GREAT CALUSA BLUeway PADDLING FESTIVAL
Nov. 1 - 3, 2013
8-TIME WINNER COMMUNITY OF THE YEAR
2 TOM FAZIO DESIGNED GOLF COURSES
A PRIVATE BEACH CLUB ON THE GULF
&

6 LUXURY MODEL HOMES

GRAND OPENING for THE CAPRIANO MODEL

CAPRIANO at LUCARNO
4,402 Total A/C • By London Bay Homes • $2,106,000

To Schedule a Private Showing of Our 6 Luxury Model Homes, call (239) 494-5398 or visit LifeAtMediterra.com.
Member Owned Club. From the $700s to over $7 million • A London Bay Homes Community Development Enterprise

Visit us daily at The Mediterra Sales Center 15836 Savona Way, Naples, FL 34110
Located on Livingston Road, approximately 2 miles north of Immokalee Road between I-75 and US 41.
Firm launches anti-bullying initiative

The Naples law office Quailes & Brady, in conjunction with the social responsibility program called Quailes Cares, has launched an anti-bullying program that provides important financial support to organizations that offer anti-bullying education and raise awareness of bullying effects.

"Quailes & Brady is committed to leading by example in its Quailes Care efforts during its tenure, and I'm particularly excited about this new initiative," says Kimberley Leach Johnson, elected chairperson of Quailes & Brady. "I believe an appreciation for fairness and justice develops at an early age, so it is important to me personally to help create a safe and cruelty-free environment in our schools." The Quailes Cares program provides opportunities for the firm’s attorneys and staff to commit themselves personally to civic and charitable efforts as good corporate citizens, to make better the world around them. Ms. Johnson sees Quailes encouraging cause to represent a part of her leadership legacy.

"To kick off the initiative, the Naples office of Business Observer with representatives of the Collier County Sheriff's Office for a discussion about the causes of bullying and prevention measures. According to information at the presentation, one in four teenagers will report the case, often humorous.
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"Quailes & Brady is committed to leading by example in its Quailes Care efforts during its tenure, and I'm particularly excited about this new initiative," says Kimberley Leach Johnson, elected chairperson of Quailes & Brady. "I believe an appreciation for fairness and justice develops at an early age, so it is important to me personally to help create a safe and cruelty-free environment in our schools." The Quailes Cares program provides opportunities for the firm’s attorneys and staff to commit themselves personally to civic and charitable efforts as good corporate citizens, to make better the world around them. Ms. Johnson sees Quailes encouraging cause to represent a part of her leadership legacy.

"To kick off the initiative, the Naples office of Business Observer with representatives of the Collier County Sheriff's Office for a discussion about the causes of bullying and prevention measures. According to information at the presentation, one in four teenagers will report the case, often humorous.
Mr. Norris currently has employees who are members of both the National Guard and Reserve.

Aviation

Gustavo Botura has joined Naples Jet Center as director of Embraer sales, Naples Jet Center and its parent company, Eagle Creek Aviation Services, are Embraer Authorized Phenom Service Centers. Mr. Botura is responsible for marketing sales and maintenance services for the Embraer Phenom 100 and 300 aircraft locally and in South America. He previously worked for Embraer in São José dos Campos for seven years.

Board Appointments

Collier Child Care Resources has welcomed two new members on its board of directors and six new members on its advisory board. The board members are Kristin Seeger, a principal with the advertising and marketing firm of Seeger & Associates; and Joseph Davidow, managing member and trial attorney with the Naples firm of Davi- dow Law. New advisory board members are Sasa Henry, a licensed marriage and family therapist; Amy Landrum, owner of Florida PC Distributors; William Myers, partner, Porter Wright Morris & Arthur; Trista Hines, Florida Community Bank; Indira Mahraj, Iberia Bank; Dennis Froshdham, retired CFO, Judson College; and Jeanne Sweeney, CEO, the Above Board Chamber of Commerce, the American Cancer Society of the Greater Naples Chamber of Commerce, the American Cancer Society of the Greater Naples Chamber of Commerce. The executive committee of the board of trustees for the Community Founda- tion of Collier County for 2013-14 is as follows: Alan Horton, retired head of the newspaper division of the E.W. Scripps Company; chair; Dennis Brown, trust and estate attorney at Bond, Schoeneck & King, chair-elect; Jennifer Walker, a former journalist and retired public relations executive, secretary; William Lange, senior offi- cer for the Naples office of Regions Bank Private Wealth Management, trea- surer; and Thomas McCann, retired vice president of public affairs for Br Isto-McSquib, immediate past chair. Returning executive committee members are Kim Ciccarelli Kantor, president and co-founder of Ciccarelli Advisory Services; and Deborah Rus- sell, a principal of Cummings & Lock- wood in the Naples office. New board members are Mary Lynn Myers and Robert Bulloch.

Scott Kellett has been promoted to regional president-Southwest Flori- da for Sabadell Bank & Trust to over- see private banking, wealth manage- ment and fiduciary services within the Naples, Fort Myers and Sarasota markets. Mr. Kellett joined Sabadell in 2010 and has more than 18 years of experience in the financial services industry. Prior to this promotion, he served as the executive vice president, market execu- tive for Southwest Florida and headed the initiative to open Sabadell Bank & Trust’s Naples office two years ago. He is the immediate past chairman and a member of the Trust Executive Board of the Florida Bankers Association, and he also serves as board member for T2 Aquatics.

Maria Senica has been named branch manager of Central Bank Southwest Flori- da in Naples. Ms. Senica has 30 years of experience in the banking industry and has been working in the Naples mar- ket since 1995. She holds a bachelor’s degree and an MBA in management from Hodges University, where she has served on the advisory council and the president’s council.

Awards and Recognition

Wilma Boyd, president and CEO of Preferred Travel of Naples, has been named the first recipi- ent of the Manic Tooke Trailblazer Award at the Excellence in Industry Awards lun- cheon hosted by the Naples Chamber of Collier’s Future Economy, an initia- tive of The Greater Naples Chamber of Commerce. Manic Tooke has long been known by many as the mother of Naples; the award named for her is given to a woman or minority-owned business owner who has shown excep- tional achievement and admirable community- leadership qualities, a profes- sional whose leadership is an example to the community and whose combina- tion of hard work and determination serves as inspiration to others.

Larry Norris, the owner and president of Norris Home Furnishings, has received the Patriotic Employ- er Support of the Guard and Reserve Freedom Award from the U.S. Secretary of Defense. The award recognizes private and public compa- nies that go above and beyond what the law requires to support their deployed National Guard and Reserve employees.
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they want it to be electric, even medium or heavy-duty trucks. The company was instrumental in the development of hybrid-electric bucket trucks, designing the specs and deploying the first truck of its kind in 2005.

“In 2012 we were able to reduce our CO2 emissions by 2,500 metric tons,” says Mr. Masters, attributing the decline to the company’s hybrids, plug-in hybrids, all-electric vehicles and their biodiesel fleet, which includes hybrid-electric bucket trucks.

“We calculated 295,000 gallons of fuel reduction over the last year,” Mr. Masters continues. “And we’re seeing that number grow.” It’s difficult to convert those gallons into monetary terms, as the price of fuel fluctuates, but Mr. Masters says if you multiply those gallons by a conservative $3.50 per gallon, that’s over a million dollars in fuel savings.

Mr. Masters says FPL has made public commitments to increase its electric fleet because the company wants to mobilize the marketplace. “Our intent is to send a signal to these guys: ‘If you build it, we will buy it,’” he says. “And we’re putting our money where our mouth is. For instance, we have 74 hybrid-electric bucket trucks and we intend to add another 30 to 35 this next year … These guys building these medium, heavy-duty trucks, we want them to know, the market is real!”

Mr. Masters says natural gas seems to be the “soup du jour,” but when trying to decide whether to go the natural-gas route or the electric-hybrid route, he likes to remind people that natural gas does not have an established infrastructure, but when it comes to electric, the infrastructure’s already there.

Even in the exaggerated event of every Floridian going out and buying an electric car tomorrow, Ms. Seabury says FPL would not be concerned with its electric grid. The company has noticed most electric car owners charge their cars at night, not at a time of peak power use.

“People overcomplicate electric vehicles. They are very simple,” says Ms. Seabury, who has been driving an electric car for over two years. “You plug it in at night, the car does its thing while you’re sleeping, you wake up and go about your business.”

Ms. Seabury says Floridians are responding to the appeal, with more than 5,200 electric vehicle owners in the state. She encourages anyone to take a test drive when they can. Beyond saving money and the environment, she says people buy electric cars for the thrill of the ride.

The Lee County Electric Cooperatives has been keeping an eye on electric vehicles. LCEC serves 200,000 customers in five counties. Public Relations Manager Karen Ryan says that’s “small potatoes” compared to FPL’s 4.6 million accounts across 35 counties.

“Our fleet, although adequate for our customer base, is not that large. We have an excellent preventative maintenance program so we typically don’t need to purchase replacement vehicles that often, one or two a year maybe,” Ms. Ryan says.

LCEC has approximately 65 heavy-duty trucks and 150 smaller trucks and vans. But compared to FPL’s total fleet of roughly 3,508 vehicles, Ms. Ryan says LCEC savings would be limited.

“We are keeping an eye on the developments in vehicle technology and exploring our options to see when electric vehicles might be beneficial for our business,” Ms. Ryan says. “The last time we evaluated it, it was not cost effective for us.”

LCEC purchased a hybrid car in 2002 and Ms. Ryan says when the timing is right, the company will be part of the electric vehicle movement. As far as the conundrum of electric utilities pushing electric cars, Ms. Ryan agrees with FPL. “Promoting electric vehicles isn’t self-serving for utilities for several reasons. We have an obligation to help preserve/conserve natural resources,” she says. “Conserving fuel resources that are used to power vehicles makes a positive impact on the customer’s wallet. If you compare the cost of a kilowatt to the cost of a gallon of gasoline, there is no comparison.”

Talking about alternative fuel, Mr. Masters says natural gas seems to be the “soup du jour,” but when trying to decide whether to go the natural-gas route or the electric-hybrid route, he likes to remind people that natural gas does not have an established infrastructure, but when it comes to electric, the infrastructure’s already there.

“Promoting electric vehicles isn’t self-serving for utilities for several reasons.”
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My Smartest Investment

Going for the Gold

I retired in 1975, and up to that point I'd lost money in the stock market by allowing the advice of brokers. I learned to use Value Line reports to pick stocks, and as a result I did very well in the market. My wife and I have traveled around the world and attended six Olympic Games.

The Fool Responds: Value Line has been around since 1938 and has both fans and foes. At Value Line.com, you can read about how stock analysts rate stocks based on price relative per the Value Line system have soundly beaten the market over time.

Detractors will point out that trading costs and taxes are ignored in such calculations, and that the portfolio rebalancing required to hold top-rated stocks would generate significant commission charges and short-term capital gains taxes. The flagship Value Line Fund (VLFX), launched in 1950, has underperformed the S&P 500 index over the past 10 and 15 years. Still, you don't have to blindly follow Value Line — you might just learn about companies from its reports and then make your own decisions. You seem to have done just that, with solid results.

Ask the Fool: IRA or Mortgage

I have a lot of money in my IRA. Should I use it to pay off my mortgage?

— R.W., Lake City, Fla.

 Probably not. With a traditional IRA, you'll be taxed on the withdrawal at your ordinary income tax rate, and you'll face a 10 percent early withdrawal fee, too, if you're younger than 59 1/2. In addition, the sum you withdraw will boost your taxable income, potentially moving you into a higher tax bracket, such as from 25 percent to 33 percent. Another consideration is that by wiping out your mortgage debt, you'll lose the deductibility of your mortgage interest payments.

Think also of your mortgage rate versus the growth rate you're shooting for your IRA holdings. If your mortgage rate is 5 percent, paying any of it off early essentially means you're paying 5 percent.

If your alternative is 8 percent that you earn on your IRA stocks, you're not coming out ahead. Cashing in your IRA account also means that money won't be available for you to grow over time (tax-free, in the case of a Roth IRA).

Do the math for your particular situation, but consider keeping your IRA and trying to make extra payments on your mortgage when you can. Just this year each can save you around the same as your mortgage payment and save you thousands in interest payments.

Value Line has recommended a stock picked by The Fool. I think you're on to something. My thanks for sharing your story.

— The Fool

Name That Company

I began in 1863 as a paper mill in Finland and today am a global telecommunications giant, connecting more than a billion people. Over the years I've produced rubber boots, tires, television, landline telephones, television and more. I introduced the first car phone in 1982, and in 1997, the first handheld mobile phone for Nordic Mobile Telephony (NMT) networks. I aimed to sell a millionth phone in 2005, and sold my entire phone business to Alcatel this year for about $7 billion. Who am I?

Answer: Know the answer? Send it to us with Foolivia entries to /fool@fool.com or via regular mail c/o this newspaper, attn: The Motley Fool. Sorry, we can't provide individual financial advice.

The Motley Fool Take

A Health Care Giant

If long-term sustainable wealth creation is your goal, look no further than Johnson & Johnson (NYSE: JNJ) as a candidate for your portfolio. It performs well in every U.S. household — think Band-Aid, Tylenol, aspirin, and earlier this year increased its namesake baby care products. Its pharmaceutical business is less steady, but operating in more than 70 nations and the world’s top pizza delivery company, Centra operates in 70 nations and delivering more than a million pies per day. I'm 95 percent franchise-owned and sold more than 300,000 homes in the United States.

I rake in about $3.5 billion in U.S. sales per year, so operations are small. I average about $3 billion in revenue per year, and, on average, more trades per day than any other U.S. market. Learn more at nasdaq.com.

What does “NASDAQ” refer to?


Created in 1971 as the National Association of Securities Dealers Automated Quotations (NASDAQ), NASDAQ is now the primary stock market in America, where shares of about 3,200 companies are traded. NASDAQ lists more companies and, on average, more trades per day than any other U.S. market. Learn more at nasdaq.com.

Got a question for the Fool? Send it in — see Write to Us

The MOTLEY FOOL®
To Educate, Amuse & Enrich

Fool’s School

Should You Sell?

Too many of us are much more focused on whether we own a certain stock than on when we should sell it. That’s a mistake, because profits are reaped only when you sell. But when should you sell? It’s a tough call, but if you hold onto a stinker for too long can hurt you.

So when should you sell? Well, don't sell just because a stock or the market is falling, or you've heard some rumors, or someone tells you to consider selling.

If you don't know exactly how the company makes its money.

If you can't remember why you bought it.

If the reason you bought a stock is no longer valid. Maybe it's no longer growing briskly, or it's moving in a new direction that doesn't seem promising.

If it has some persistent troubling characteristics, such as shrinking profit margins. Short-term problems can be OK, but be on the lookout for long-term ones.

If a stock has become significantly overvalued relative to what you think it's worth. Consider the tax consequences, though. If you expect continued growth, consider selling when the stock price drops 25 percent.

Do you have an embarrassing lesson learned the hard way? Bull it down to 100 words (or less) and send it to us with Foolivia entries to /fool@fool.com or via regular mail c/o this newspaper, attn: The Motley Fool. Sorry, we can't provide individual financial advice.
NETWORKING

After 5 at Rookery Bay for the Greater Naples Chamber of Commerce

“Like” us on Facebook.com/NaplesFloridaWeekly to see more photos. We take more society and networking photos at area events than we can fit in the newspaper. So, if you think we missed you or one of your friends, go to www.floridaweekly.com and view the photo albums from the many events we cover. You can purchase any of the photos too.

Send us your society and networking photos. Include the names of everyone in the picture. E-mail them to society@floridaweekly.com.

Kevin Knapp and Kristen Helton

Laura Reed, Nicole Forbis and Debron Fowles

Misty Snyder, Adam James and Amber Nabors

Clay Brooker, Julie Edmister, David Gordley and Shelby Evans

Lynn and Mitch Mitchell

Stephen Stadlen and Jimmy McEvoy

M.J. Scarpelli and Ed Dort

Monica and Jorge Cordero
NETWORKING

Ground-breaking celebration for The Arlington Naples

State Rep. Matt Hudson

Roger Paulsberg, Lutheran Communities CEO

Rev. David Abrahamson and Vicki Tracy

Sharon Brooks, Marie Carlson and Vicki Tracy

Tina Osceola

U.S. Coast Guard Chief William Carl

Claudine Wetzel, Brian Stock and James French

William Cormack, Paula Parks, John Walz, Michael Renetzky and Rev. David Abrahamson

“Like” us on Facebook.com / NaplesFloridaWeekly to see more photos. We take more society and networking photos at area events than we can fit in the newspaper. So, if you think we missed you or one of your friends, go to www.floridaweekly.com and view the photo albums from the many events we cover. You can purchase any of the photos too.

Send us your society and networking photos. Include the names of everyone in the picture. E-mail them to society@floridaweekly.com.

Your local hometown hero

As your local independent agent, we’re your neighbor – someone you can trust and someone who’s here when you need us!

Our experienced, friendly insurance professionals will advise and recommend protection for your specific insurance needs. For experienced, local insurance advice talk to BB&T - Oswald Trippe and Company today.

BB&T - Oswald Trippe and Company

4089 Tamiami Tr. N., Suite A203 • Naples, FL 34103
239-261-0428 • Insurance.BBT.com

© 2013 Branch Banking and Trust Company.
At Central Bank, we value the relationships that we build with our customers and the communities that we serve. We’re proud to be part of the SW Florida community and to provide the highest-level of service and innovative financial products for all of your banking needs. Stop in to Central Bank to enjoy a greater level of service and convenience today!

- Full Service
- Consumer & Business Banking Products
- Internet Banking
- Mortgage Programs
- Cash Management Services

www.centralbnk.com
House Hunting:

2569 ESCADA DRIVE – TIBURON

Solely in its design and boasting impecable attention to detail, this two-story estate home is oriented to take full advantage of the views over the infinity-edge pool to the lake and beyond to Tiburon’s championship golf course. There is a formal dining room and a butler’s pantry, main floor master suite and office, and three guest suites plus a loft on the second level. The outdoor living space, a combination of expansive decking, guest cabana, spa and screened sunroom, complete with outdoor kitchen and fireplace, sets the stage for comfortable, effortless entertaining. Tranquil koi ponds can be viewed from the kitchen and family room. Other features include a gated motor court with two separate two-car garages.

Offered for $3,495 million, Michael Lawler and Terri Moellers of Premier Sotheby’s International Realty have the listing. Call Mr. Lawler at 213-7475 or Ms. Moellers at 404-7887 for more information.

COURTESY PHOTOS
We take care of the rest.

From locating your perfect property to handling all the move-in details, Royal Shell is Southwest Florida’s leader in luxury seasonal and annual rentals. We invite you to let us help you find the home you want, at the location and price you need. With our vast array of extraordinary properties and exceptional services, living where you want – and how you want – has never been so easy.

We have qualified guests and tenants ready to move in, and we’ll take care of everything so your property earns income for you all year. Contact us today!

The Name You Can Trust:

- Locally owned and operated for 15 years
- More rental properties than any other company in Southwest Florida
- Locations in the region’s most luxurious communities
- Experienced and professional agents with specialized market knowledge
- Comprehensive and hassle-free service – 24/7

Don’t wait – call today!

800-346-0336
239-482-8040
www.RoyalShellAnnuals.com

All you do is unpack.
New Listings at Cap Ferrat

CAP FERRAT IN PELICAN BAY - 6597 Nicholas Boulevard, #1701
Panoramic Gulf, Bay and sunset views from 17th floor residence in luxurious Pelican Bay high rise. Desired 01 end-unit, light and bright floor plan. Amenities galore! 3BR/3BA. Offered at $3,150,000

ROBYN PFISTER GRIFFIN - 239.404.8222
RPGNAPLES@AOL.COM - ROBYNPGRIFFIN.COM

Old Naples - 505 8th Avenue South
Caribbean style home with sparkling lake views. Shows like new! Expansive open floor plan, main floor Master Suite, pool with spa, summer kitchen. Blocks to beach and 5th Avenue. 5BR+den/5½BA. Offered at $3,300,000

ROBYN PFISTER GRIFFIN - 239.404.8222
RPGNAPLES@AOL.COM - ROBYNPGRIFFIN.COM
Enjoy Resort Style Living at It’s Best In Village Walk & Island Walk of North Naples!

The Heart of Village Walk and Island Walk is the focus of the community’s unique Town Center that creates a carefree lifestyle - a lifestyle people dream about; meeting friends for a swim, a work out at the state of the art fitness center, a set of tennis, or meeting for one of the planned activities...then grabbing lunch or dinner at the on-site restaurant...relaxing to the soothing sounds of fountains or taking a relaxing stroll back home around the many lakes and footbridges! The Town Center is reserved exclusively for resident’s use with no equity or membership fees! The communities offer prime locations close to local beaches, fine dining, entertainment, shopping, area hospitals, and SW International Airport. Schedule your private tour of the awarding winning communities today!

Village Walk * Featured Property * Village Walk

Great Location! Calabuni 3BR, 2.5BA plus den and 2 car garage. This lovely single family is nicely upgraded and MOVE IN READY! Features include freshly painted neutral interior, upgraded tile in the living areas and guest bedroom, updated master bath, plantation shutters, brand new stove and microwave, built-in entertainment center, hurricane shutters, and large screened lanai with private pool and lake views. Perfectly located in the community just step from the amenities Center! Visual Tour Available! Call to schedule you private showing today!

$390,900

Magificent Details set this 4BR, 3.5BA 3 Car Garage Stately Manor apart from all the rest! The open floor plan is stunning, offering plenty of room to entertain family and friends with formal dining and living rooms, a large family room and Florida room, 3 guest suites, and a private master suite that is a self contained hideaway designed to give the homeowner a private retreat. The master suite offers a sitting room, walk-in closets, and a fabulous master bath that has just been completely updated with new shower, new counter tops, and cabinets. This lovely home also features new granite counters, cook top, microwave, and double oven. The very private screened lanai features a heated pool, lush tropical landscaping and is sure to be a favorite gathering place. This meticulously maintained home also has newer A/C units, electric hurricane shutters for the entire home, and a paver brick driveway creates get curb appeal!

VISUAL TOUR AVAILABLE! A MUST SEE OFFERED AT $563,000

$280,000

Village Walk Extended Capri Villa in the original North Naples Village Walk. 2 bedroom, 2 bath, 2 car garage, large screened patio, hurricane shutters, lake and fountain views.  PRICED TO SELL $279,000

Classic DiVosta 3BR,2.5BA plus den Calabuni with pool on Benicia Court with easy access to the gate and a short walk to the amenities center. Well cared for home by these original owners on a very wide easement lot with wide water views. Love this home and Love this community - come see it today! $399,000

New Listing

Illustrated Properties

3250 Village Walk Cir, #101 • Naples, Florida 34109 • 239-596-2520

Joanne Ciesielski | 239.287.6732 Brian Carey | 239.370.8687
Executive Homes with exceptional value!

Whether you’re actually an executive or simply share the same high expectations for luxury and true understanding of value, Twin Eagles was designed just for you!

EVERYTHING’S INCLUDED IN YOUR HOME AT NO EXTRA CHARGE!

- Lanai with summer kitchen
- Impact glass (no shutters necessary)
- Home technology package
- Glass frameless shower in master
- Upgraded kitchen
- Heated pool & spa
- Crown molding & tray ceilings
- Much more

TWIN EAGLES

12495 Fenhurst Way, Naples
Open daily 9am – 6pm, Sun. 10am – 6pm
Located 6 miles east of I-75 on Immokalee Rd.

888-204-3475

LENNAR.COM/SWFLSAVE
**GRAND ISLE TOSCANO ESTATE**
- 6 bedrooms, 7 Full & 4 Half Baths
- 800 bottle Wine Room, 100’ Infinity Pool
- Chef’s Kitchen & Butler’s Pantry
- Absolutely Stunning Swimming Pool & Spa
- $5,995,000 MFS 2120178979
- Steve Suddeth & Don Malotte 239.784.6093

**GREY OAKS**
- Mediterranean Palace
  - 40243 Gourley Estates Drive, Estero
  - Custom Home with European Elegance
  - Indoor Outdoor Living at its Best
  - 3 bedrooms, 3 Full & 1 Half Bath
  - $4,995,000 MFS 2120085463
  - Laurie & Mike Taranto 239.572.2078

**NAPELS**
- BAYSIDE ISLAND
  - Bamboo Island
  - Custom Home on 1.45 Acres
  - 4 bedrooms, 4.5 baths
  - Ocean Views
  - $3,995,000 MFS 2120051522
  - Comer Lawrence, The Lawrence Team 239.289.2043

**BONITA TOWN**
- Sun City Custom Home
- 3 bedrooms, 2.5 baths
- Open Floor Plan
- Sunset Views
- $475,000 MFS 239.292.2150

**MARBELLA AT SPANISH WELLS**
- HARBOR LAKES
- Bonita Springs
  - 2 bedrooms, 2 baths
  - Beautiful Lake Views
  - Open Floor Plan
  - $497,000 MFS 239.292.2150

**ARROYO VISTA**
- New Listing
  - Property
  - 2 bedrooms, 2 baths
  - Beautiful Lake Views
  - $375,000 MFS 239.689.1234

**GOLDEN GATE ESTATES**
- Naples
  - Eagle’s Nest
  - 2 bedrooms, 2 baths
  - Beautiful Lake Views
  - Open Floor Plan
  - $497,000 MFS 239.292.2150

**PORT ROYAL**
- 2 bedrooms, 2 baths
- Open Floor Plan
- Beautiful Lake Views
- $497,000 MFS 239.689.1234

**THE MONACO BEACH CLUB**
- Park Shore Beaches
  - Beautiful Beaches
  - 2 bedrooms, 2 baths
  - Beautiful Lake Views
  - $497,000 MFS 239.689.1234

**GRANDANZA**
- New Listing
  - Property
  - 2 bedrooms, 2 baths
  - Beautiful Lake Views
  - $497,000 MFS 239.689.1234

**LELGY RESORT**
- New Listing
  - Property
  - 2 bedrooms, 2 baths
  - Beautiful Lake Views
  - $497,000 MFS 239.689.1234

**PRESTIGE**
- New Listing
  - Property
  - 2 bedrooms, 2 baths
  - Beautiful Lake Views
  - $497,000 MFS 239.689.1234

**ROYAL SHELL REAL ESTATE**
- We make it easy. You make it home.
13,516 associates. 635 offices. 49 countries worldwide. 20 locations along the Gulf Coast.
Port Royal

Surrounded by water, this elite residential community has direct deepwater access to Naples Bay, Gordon Pass and the Gulf of Mexico. Exclusive Port Royal Club memberships are for residents only.

Coquina Sands | The Moorings

These quiet, tree-shaded neighborhoods are a mix of single-family homes and condominiums, some enjoy waterfront access on Moorings Bay, Compass Cove, Venetian Bay and Hurricane Harbor. The Moorings has a private golf and country club.
Pelican Bay

Pelican Marsh

North Naples

6098 Green Tree Drive
Linda Perry/Lady Perry 239.404.7052 premiersir.com/idx/213501942 $2,095,000

St. Raphael #1005
Jean Turckenton 239.595.0544 premiersir.com/idx/213501973 $2,395,000

Montecito #34
Bali Low/Li/Lo Low Scarp 239.296.9735 premiersir.com/idx/213503069 $1,795,000

St. Raphael #1009
Jean Turckenton 239.595.0544 premiersir.com/idx/213501981 $1,975,000

306 Holybrook Lane
Fahdah Saad 239.615.0946 premiersir.com/idx/213502036 $1,795,000

6555 Mariner Loop
Bali Low/Li/Lo Low Scarp 239.296.9735 premiersir.com/idx/213501989 $1,495,000

Crescent #15
Jean Bond 239.595.9515 Crescent #15 $2,395,000

708 Moulthron Lane
Jana V. Lopez/Lara Lopez 239.615.0932 premiersir.com/idx/213501994 $975,000

507 Bay Villas Lane
Jerry Mahonowski 239.777.0974 premiersir.com/idx/213501901 $675,000

Crescent PA-13
Bali McHugh 239.615.0946 premiersir.com/idx/213501993 $640,000

504 Bay Villas Lane
Fahdah Saad 239.615.0946 premiersir.com/idx/213501994 $750,000

Michalla #705
John Jordan 239.595.5231 premiersir.com/idx/213501989 $485,000

8698 Purslane Drive
Toni Moulthron 239.404.7887 premiersir.com/idx/213501947 $2,295,000

1035 Terrace Drive
Rod Soars 239.290.2448 premiersir.com/idx/213501994 $3,295,000

1981 Imperial Golf Course Blvd.
Jeanne Ring 239.821.7550 premiersir.com/idx/213501947 $3,650,000

1060 Spanish Moss Trail
Toni Moulthron 239.404.7887 premiersir.com/idx/213501947 $2,800,000

Dorcas Briscoe 239.860.6985 premiersir.com/idx/213501954 $3,495,000

Cheryl Turner 239.250.3311 premiersir.com/idx/213501947 $2,295,000

Jean Tarkenton 239.595.0544 2093 Mission Drive premiersir.com/idx/213501962 $820,000

Jenni Moellers 239.404.7887 2903 Mission Drive premiersir.com/idx/213501962 $795,000

Jonna Harnar 239.273.5443 14681 Beaufort Circle premiersir.com/idx/213501947 $1,399,000

Stefan Peloso 239.860.6985 2569 Escada Drive premiersir.com/idx/213501962 $1,098,000

Elle Fawkes 239.250.6051 2718 Medallist Lane premiersir.com/idx/213501968 $1,399,000

Shaw Jay 239.595.0544 14681 Beaufort Circle premiersir.com/idx/213501947 $1,098,000

1060 Spanish Moss Trail
Toni Moulthron 239.404.7887 premiersir.com/idx/213501947 $2,800,000

Jenni Moellers 239.404.7887 2903 Mission Drive premiersir.com/idx/213501962 $820,000

Jonna Harnar 239.273.5443 14681 Beaufort Circle premiersir.com/idx/213501947 $1,399,000

Stefan Peloso 239.860.6985 2569 Escada Drive premiersir.com/idx/213501962 $1,098,000

Elle Fawkes 239.250.6051 2718 Medallist Lane premiersir.com/idx/213501968 $1,399,000

Shaw Jay 239.595.0544 14681 Beaufort Circle premiersir.com/idx/213501947 $1,098,000

1060 Spanish Moss Trail
Toni Moulthron 239.404.7887 premiersir.com/idx/213501947 $2,800,000

Jenni Moellers 239.404.7887 2903 Mission Drive premiersir.com/idx/213501962 $820,000

Jonna Harnar 239.273.5443 14681 Beaufort Circle premiersir.com/idx/213501947 $1,399,000

Stefan Peloso 239.860.6985 2569 Escada Drive premiersir.com/idx/213501962 $1,098,000

Elle Fawkes 239.250.6051 2718 Medallist Lane premiersir.com/idx/213501968 $1,399,000

Shaw Jay 239.595.0544 14681 Beaufort Circle premiersir.com/idx/213501947 $1,098,000

North Naples boasts beautiful beaches, fine dining, shopping and essential amenities. Single-family homes, villas and townhomes offer diverse floor plans and an array of features. Enjoy walking or cycling along the bayfront or driving by the picturesque beachfront properties on Bay Drives. Find your perfect beach home in North Naples – a beachfront dream come true! North Naples' most notable neighborhoods include Pelican Bay, Pelican Marsh and North Naples. Pelican Bay and Pelican Marsh are in close proximity to the beach and offer stunning golf courses and waterfront properties. North Naples is popular among the wealthy and those looking for a more relaxed lifestyle and is home to many upscale communities. Pelican Bay's attractions include an 18-hole golf course, tennis courts, a spa and fitness center. Pelican Marsh offers a variety of upscale homes, villas and townhomes in close proximity to the beach. North Naples is well-known for its rich history, impressive architecture, and a vibrant community. It features shopping areas, fine dining and is home to many upscale communities. The city is a popular choice for families, retirees and those seeking a more relaxed lifestyle. North Naples is home to many distinguished neighborhoods, comprised of single-family estate homes, townhomes, high-rise condominiums, and villas built on the side of the hill. It is an oasis amidst the bustling city, featuring large lakes and preserves. Discover all of Naples' finest amenities here. Private golf and club memberships. North Naples boasts beautiful beaches, fine dining, shopping and essential amenities. Single-family homes, villas and townhomes offer diverse floor plans and an array of features. Enjoy walking or cycling along the bayfront or driving by the picturesque beachfront properties on Bay Drives. Find your perfect beach home in North Naples – a beachfront dream come true! North Naples' most notable neighborhoods include Pelican Bay, Pelican Marsh and North Naples. Pelican Bay and Pelican Marsh are in close proximity to the beach and offer stunning golf courses and waterfront properties. North Naples is popular among the wealthy and those looking for a more relaxed lifestyle and is home to many upscale communities. Pelican Bay's attractions include an 18-hole golf course, tennis courts, a spa and fitness center. Pelican Marsh offers a variety of upscale homes, villas and townhomes in close proximity to the beach. North Naples is well-known for its rich history, impressive architecture, and a vibrant community. It features shopping areas, fine dining and is home to many upscale communities. The city is a popular choice for families, retirees and those seeking a more relaxed lifestyle. North Naples is home to many distinguished neighborhoods, comprised of single-family estate homes, townhomes, high-rise condominiums, and villas built on the side of the hill. It is an oasis amidst the bustling city, featuring large lakes and preserves. Discover all of Naples' finest amenities here. Private golf and club memberships. North Naples boasts beautiful beaches, fine dining, shopping and essential amenities. Single-family homes, villas and townhomes offer diverse floor plans and an array of features. Enjoy walking or cycling along the bayfront or driving by the picturesque beachfront properties on Bay Drives. Find your perfect beach home in North Naples – a beachfront dream come true! North Naples' most notable neighborhoods include Pelican Bay, Pelican Marsh and North Naples. Pelican Bay and Pelican Marsh are in close proximity to the beach and offer stunning golf courses and waterfront properties. North Naples is popular among the wealthy and those looking for a more relaxed lifestyle and is home to many upscale communities. Pelican Bay's attractions include an 18-hole golf course, tennis courts, a spa and fitness center. Pelican Marsh offers a variety of upscale homes, villas and townhomes in close proximity to the beach. North Naples is well-known for its rich history, impressive architecture, and a vibrant community. It features shopping areas, fine dining and is home to many upscale communities. The city is a popular choice for families, retirees and those seeking a more relaxed lifestyle. North Naples is home to many distinguished neighborhoods, comprised of single-family estate homes, townhomes, high-rise condominiums, and villas built on the side of the hill. It is an oasis amidst the bustling city, featuring large lakes and preserves. Discover all of Naples' finest amenities here. Private golf and club memberships.
Glistening beachfront towers, bay-side mansions and finely crafted island homes make Park Shore the perfect blend for desirable living. Enjoy superlative shops and bistros at The Village on Venetian Bay plus beach and boating amenities.

Bay Colony is the very definition of privileged living. From the beachfront high-rises to the golf course estate homes with luxurious single-family estate homes of a grand scale and elegant villas.

Grey Oaks’ 14 holes of award-winning golf serve as the centerpiece in this heart-of-Naples community interspersed with luxurious single-family estate homes of a grand scale and elegant villas.

Premier | Sotheby’s International Realty | premiersothebysrealty.com
With sun-drenched sugar-sand beaches, stretching over 10 miles, temperate year-round weather and abundant fishing and boating activities, Naples has been a natural attraction for affluent travelers and sun seekers from around the world. For decades, Vanderbilt Beach has been home to The Ritz-Carlton, trendy shops, cafes and a host of retail establishments. Single-family homes, luxurious beachfront and waterfront condominiums and real estate listings are found here.
Marco Island

3601 Cotton Green Path Drive
Paul Strong
239.404.3240
premiersir.com/id/212038400
$495,000

357 Morning Glory Lane
Cathy Rogers
239.621.7520
premiersir.com/id/210009435
$749,000

Duchess #105
Cathy Rogers
239.921.7926
premiersir.com/id/212029779
$749,900

Fiddle’s Creek

Cottages, the Islands are the perfect refuge for living year-round or as a getaway in the sun. From condominiums to resorts to villas to

Long beloved for their white-sand beaches, prolific seashells, and flora and fauna, the islands provide a haven for families, vacationers and those who simply enjoy a slower pace of life. From condominiums to resorts to villas to

FORT MYERS

CAPE CORAL

SANIBEL

CAPE CORAL

SANIBEL

Premier Sotheby’s International Realty

premiersothebysrealty.com

Long beloved for their white-sand beaches, prolific seashells, and flora and fauna, the islands provide a haven for families, vacationers and those who simply enjoy a slower pace of life. From condominiums to resorts to villas to
guest-cottages, the Islands are the perfect refuge for living year-round or as a getaway in the sun.

Premium Sotheby’s International Realty

premiersothebysrealty.com

Long beloved for their white-sand beaches, prolific seashells, and flora and fauna, the islands provide a haven for families, vacationers and those who simply enjoy a slower pace of life. From condominiums to resorts to villas to
guest-cottages, the Islands are the perfect refuge for living year-round or as a getaway in the sun.
Something new and wonderful at The Strada Residences at Mercato.

Now, you can not only live a lifestyle that puts a world of shopping, dining and entertainment within walking distance of home, but for a limited time when you purchase a 3-bedroom residence, a social membership at the fabulous LaPlaya Beach & Golf Club is included. Have it all—enjoy access to special beach and golf amenities. Hurry, we only have five 3-bedroom residences remaining.

Strada Sales Center – 9123 Strada Place, Suite 7125, Naples, FL 34108 | 239.645.4712
Mon–Sat 10am–8pm, Sun 12pm–8pm | MercatoNaples.com
MORE Inventory MORE Models MORE of What You’re Looking For!

Tour 40 model homes across 8 incredible communities

With an amazing selection of under construction & move-in-ready homes now available!

COMMUNITY OF THE YEAR 8 YEARS IN A ROW!

From the $160s
Fr. Myers • 239.425.6777

CASITAS
Includes $10,000 Towards Options
CARMEL #901 2 bed/2.5 bath 1,531 sq. ft. $197,890
CORDOVA #11704 2 bed/2.5 bath 1,531 sq. ft. $199,990
CARMEL #9002 2 bed/2.5 bath 1,531 sq. ft. $198,160
CAPISTRANO #9102 2 bed/2.5 bath 1,776 sq. ft. $238,575

TOWNHOMES
Includes $10,000 Towards Options
SANTA ROSA #6801 3 bed/2.5 bath 2,084 sq. ft. $251,660
SANTA ISABELLA #8403 2 bed/2.5 bath 1,520 sq. ft. $192,755
SANTA MARIA #8406 2 bed/2.5 bath 1,459 sq. ft. $194,440

COMMUNITY OF THE YEAR 6 YEARS IN A ROW!

From the $200s to over $1 million
Naples • 239.795.2100

SINGLE FAMILY HOMES

CLASSICS – PONTE VEDRA GRANDE #63 4 bed/4.5 bath 3,525 sq. ft. $1,047,795 Fully Furnished
CHATHAM POINT – TIVOLI #99 3 bed/2 bath 1,975 sq. ft. $579,615
LAKOYA – RUFFINO II #28 3 bed/2.5 bath 2,585 sq. ft. $692,800
LAKOYA – ORCHID II #76 4 bed/3.5 bath 3,158 sq. ft. $767,315
LAKOYA – GREENBRIAR II #98 3 bed/4 bath 2,994 sq. ft. $991,124 Fully Furnished \* PENDING
LEY ISLAND ESTATES – CARRINGTON #7 4 bed/3 bath 2,685 sq. ft. $604,990 \* PENDING

CORDOBA SINGLE FAMILY HOMES

TRIANA #4 3 bed/3 bath 2,213 sq. ft. $642,400 Model Leaseback
BARCELONA #50 4 bed/3.5 bath 2,219 sq. ft. $549,290

TWIN VILLA

MOORGATE – ARVANITA #40 3 bed/2 bath 1,916 sq. ft. $428,435 \* PENDING

TOWNHOMES

OLÈ – SAN CLEMENTE #4008 2 bed/2 bath 1,404 sq. ft. $222,490
OLÈ – SANTA ANA END #4005 2 bed/2 bath 1,733 sq. ft. $227,490
OLÈ – SAN BENITO #4304 2 bed/2 bath 1,501 sq. ft. $283,915

From the $400s
Naples • 239.687.2264
Includes $15,000 Towards Options & Upgrades Plus Full Golf Membership

LANTANA SINGLE FAMILY HOMES

TIVOLI III #17 3 bed/3 bath 2,062 sq. ft. $565,810
RUFFINO II #72 3 bed/2.5 bath 2,585 sq. ft. $670,225

BLACK BEAR RIDGE

From the $500s
Naples • 239.514.2706

SINGLE FAMILY HOMES
Includes $15,000 Towards Options
MONTESSA #79 3 bed/2 bath 2,293 sq. ft. $506,270
TIVOLI III #64 3 bed/3 bath 2,062 sq. ft. $346,420

SINGLE FAMILY HOMES
Includes Social Membership
ISLA DEL SOL – CHESTERFIELD #29 4 bed/5.5 bath 4,224 sq. ft. $1,650,303
MAHOGANY BEND – RIVIERA II #23 4 bed/4.5 bath 3,174 sq. ft. $1,143,888
MAJORCA – SCOTTSDALE II #6 3 bed/3 bath 2,719 sq. ft. $894,425

QualWest

From the $700s to over $7 million
Naples • 239.592.1010

SINGLE FAMILY HOMES
Includes Social Membership
ESCALA – MARLOWE #10 4 bed/4.5 bath 3,239 sq. ft. $1,205,725
Model Leaseback, Fully Furnished
ESCALA – ASTBURY #13 4 bed/4.5 bath 3,050 sq. ft. $1,289,131
Fully Furnished
NEWLANDS – BERKSHIRE #CC6 3 bed/3.5 bath 3,104 sq. ft. $1,200,000
TAMWORTH – GENEVA #MM16 4 bed/4.5 baths 3,597 sq. ft. $1,359,195
ESTATE HOMES – CORTONA #50 4 bed/4.5 bath 4,139 sq. ft. $2,013,710

Treviso Bay

From the $700s
Naples • 239.249.6220

SINGLE FAMILY ESTATE HOMES
Includes $15,000 Towards Options Introducing new homes in Lipari & Pavia by Stock Signature Homes from the $700s.
PAVIA – WINDSOR #1 4 bed/4.5 bath 4,155 sq. ft. $1,019,990
LIPARI – GENEVA #24 4 bed/4.5 bath 3,597 sq. ft. $829,990
Luxury Options Being Selected

Mediterra

From the $800s
Naples • 239.949.8989

SINGLE FAMILY ESTATE HOMES
BUONASERA – PONTE VEDRA II #3 4 bed/4.5 bath 3,490 sq. ft. $1,235,065
CELLINI – RIVIERA II #4 4 bed/4.5 bath 3,203 sq. ft. $1,155,423

For community locations & directions visit StockDevelopment.com
NABOR numbers are in, and the market looks strong

The Naples area real estate market is outperforming last year’s third quarter activity as shown by three key indicators: sales, median closed price and inventory.

According to the latest report from the Naples Area Board of Realtors, which tracks home listings and sales within Collier County (excluding Marco Island), the Naples area housing market’s third quarter 2013 Southwest Florida MLS statistics demonstrate:

- A 22 percent increase in overall sales from 1,882 units in the third quarter of 2012 to 2,290 units in the third quarter of 2013.

- A 24 percent increase in overall median home prices, from $190,000 in the third quarter of 2012 to $235,000 in the current reported third quarter.

- A 20 percent decrease in overall inventory from 6,195 units in the third quarter 2012 to 4,964 units in the third quarter 2013.

- Overall closed sales for the third quarter of 2013 increased 48 percent in the $500-$1 million segment, from 196 properties sold in the third quarter of 2012 to 290 properties sold in the third quarter of 2013; and increased 128 percent in the $2 million and above segment, from 36 properties sold in the third quarter of 2012 to 82 properties sold in the third quarter of 2013.

- Wes Kunkle of Kunkle Realty, NABOR president, describes the local market as “a prime example of economics. It’s the law of supply and demand,” he says.

-LISA TASHJIAN
259.259.7024
lisa.tashjian@sothebysrealty.com
lisa.tashjian.premiersir.com
Global Reach. Local Expertise.
Home inventory (supply) is decreasing, home sales (demand) are increasing, and we continue to see an increase in the median closed price of homes. The decline in inventory is a good sign. People are buying homes.

Cindy Carroll of the real estate appraisal and consultancy firm Carroll & Carroll says, “These factors contribute to increasing values in many market sectors and necessitate the use of time adjustments in appraisals to accurately measure current market value. Leading the pack are property values up to $300,000.”

— Cindy Carroll
Real estate appraiser

“Leading the pack are property values up to $300,000.”

The NABOR 2013 third quarter report provides comparisons of single-family home and condominium sales (via the Southwest Florida MLS), price ranges and geographic segmentation and includes an overall market summary. Second quarter sales statistics are presented in chart format, including these overall (single-family and condominium) findings:

■ The overall average days on the market decreased 18 percent from 174 days in the third quarter 2012 to 143 days in the third quarter 2013.
■ Overall pending sales increased 8 percent from 2,362 in the third quarter 2012 to 2,548 in the third quarter 2013.
■ Condominium closed sales increased 31 percent from 869 in the third quarter 2012 to 1,142 in the third quarter 2013.
■ Naples coastal area overall pending sales increased 14 percent reflecting 439 pending sales in the third quarter 2013 compared to 388 pending sales in the third quarter 2012.

The NABOR report for September 2013 reflects sales statistics presented in chart format, including these overall single-family and condominium statistics:

■ Overall closed sales increased 45 percent in the $2 million-plus category from 213 closed sales in the 12 months ending September 2012 to 303 closed sales in the 12 months ending September 2013.
■ Overall inventory decreased by 20 percent from 6,195 properties in September 2012 to 2,548 in the third quarter 2013.
■ Overall pending sales in the Naples coastal area increased 14 percent from 1,985 pending sales to 2,255 pending sales, and closed sales increased 17 percent from 1,279 closed sales to 2,066 closed sales for the 12 months ending in September 2013.

Condominium closed sales increased 102 percent from 49 sales to 100 sales in the 12 months ending September 2013.

“Demand for homes in the coastal area is driving activity in other segments due to reduced inventory,” says Kathy Zorn of Florida Home Realty. “Demand is also aggressive in the condominium market regardless of location,” Mr. Kunkle says. View the entire report at www.NaplesArea.com.

The Barbados (Model)
861 N. Barfield Dr.
Marco Island, FL 34145

Opportunities from $550k to over $1.5 million

Contact Tina Deady at 239-404-4468 or Donna Panarello at 239-405-3621 to schedule an appointment.

FreyAndSonTurnKeyHomes.com

*Not priced separately

COMBINING TASTE, VALUE & FINE CRAFTSMANSHIP. THAT’S THE KEY TO A GREAT CUSTOM HOME.
Miomar Development marks 15 years in Southwest Florida

SPECIAL TO FLORIDA WEEKLY

Miomar Development Corp. this month marks its 15th anniversary in south Lee County. The corporation’s properties include Miomar Outlets shopping mall, Miomar Lakes Beach & Golf Club residential community and the Miomar Design Center for home furnishing; plans are in progress for University Village, a student and faculty housing community and retail center to complement Florida Gulf Coast University.

The construction phase of these projects to date has created more than 1,000 jobs and has resulted in more than 2,500 sustainable jobs at Miomar Development’s commercial properties. More than 2,000 people live in Miomar Lakes, and the company’s properties have generated more than $45 million in tax revenue and development fees for the county. Miomar Lakes Beach Club was honored in 2010 with the National Association of Home Builders’ Gold Award for Best Clubhouse, and in 2011 the community earned the NAHB Gold Award for Community of the Year.

The vision for each of the corporation’s award-winning properties was that of company founder and CEO Margaret Antonier, who previously developed retail and commercial buildings in Canada and elsewhere in the U.S.

The company’s philanthropic efforts include Lee County’s Golisano Children’s Hospital in Southwest Florida. Miomar also brought the Dancing Classrooms program to the state of Florida for the first time in 2008. The television program for Title I schools is funded by Miomar Outlets and administered by the Foundation for Lee County Public Schools.

“We are part of this community,” says Ms. Antonier. “The entire Miomar team is committed to making Southwest Florida a better place to live. Our employees volunteer their time for the charitable events at Miomar and to countless other charities and causes.

REAL ESTATE RUNDUP

Christie’s International Real Estate, a subsidiary of Christie’s auction house, has awarded affiliate status to Naples-based Campbell & Prebish residential real estate brokerage firm. Wholly owned by Christie’s, the world’s leading art business, Christie’s International Real Estate is represented in more than 41 countries. Campbell & Prebish joins a network of brokerages with proven records of success in high-end property sales and exemplary client service.

In a press release announcing the affiliation, Rick Moeser, senior vice president of Christie’s International Real Estate, said, “It is an honor to welcome Campbell & Prebish to our esteemed network.”

Thomas Campbell of Campbell & Prebish added, “Being selected to exclusively represent Christie’s International Real Estate is not only great for our competitive edge in the marketplace, but furthers the reach of our international representation.”

For more information, visit www.christiesrealstate.com or www.naplesluxuryhomes.com.

One of two Edison inventory homes nearing completion in Amador at Fiddler’s Creek. COURTESY PHOTO

The following new sales associates have joined John R. Wood Realtors:

In the Bonita Springs office: Jill Kushner and Corey Wayland. Mr. Kushner previously worked in broadcasting for NBC-2 and ABC-7. She has 17 years of experience in real estate. Mr. Wayland is a graduate of South Plains College and Texas Tech University. Prior to joining the real estate industry in 2006, he worked in banking, property management, sales and purchasing.

In the North Naples office: Robert Kapish and Lynne Hancock. Mr. Kapish is a graduate of California State University, Fullerton. He previously worked in retail as a vice president and store manager for Macy’s for 27 years. Ms. Hancock is a graduate of Stetson University and the University of South Florida.

In the Central office: Peter Zouck and Stacey Healy-Dooney. Mr. Zouck attended the University of Maryland and Loyola College and holds a bachelor’s degree in economics and an MBA in finance. Ms. Healy-Dooney attended Ramapo College of New Jersey and Hodges University and holds a degree in interdisciplinary studies. Prior to real estate, Healy-Dooney worked in sales for corporate health and wellness benefit plans.

The following have joined the Vanderbilt office of Premier Sotheby’s International Realty: Joseph Buch, Lizette Candela and Craig Curran. Mr. Buch’s professional career spans numerous genres including general real estate, commercial real estate, legal practice, fundraising and finances. He earned a law degree from the West Virginia University College of Law in Morgantown, WVa., and graduated from the University of Notre Dame with a bachelor’s degree in Economics. He previously was a broker associate at Premier Commercial Properties, Grubb & Ellis/VIP D’Alessandro in Bonita Springs.

Ms. Candela has worked in new home construction and in general real estate. She began working with Pulte Homes in 2004 and earned the Pinnacle Award multiple times for the highest volume and number of sales throughout her career. She earned a bachelor’s degree in biology from Florida Southern College in Lakeland.

Mr. Curran has 30 years of real estate experience, having started his career in his hometown of St. Louis, Mo. He relocated to Naples in 2012. He holds a master’s degree in music composition from Walt Disney’s California Institute of the Arts and performing on the piano at local art galleries and for charitable events.

The following associates have joined the Naples Parkshore and The Ritz-Carlton offices of Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices Florida Realty: Lynn Applebaum, Christine Higgins and Jody Levy, all formerly of Coldwell Banker; and Erica Risher and Lou Sut- douk, both formerly of Weichert Realtors.

Marc Boatman has joined Neal Communities as a builder responsible for construction operations in the Canopy community in Naples and Villa Palmers in Estero. Mr. Boatman has more than 18 years of experience in systems design, new construction project management and operations supervision for large-scale initiatives. He started his career as a draftsman for Tiger Tractor Corp., in Lee’s Summit, Mo., where he was promoted to vice president- engineering. After relocating to Southwest Florida, he became a construction manager for Harthan Homes of South Florida.

B. R. Horton is nearing completion on two Edison inventory homes at Amador, an enclave of 38 homes in Fiddler’s Creek. The one-story Edison has 1,983 square feet under air with three bedrooms, two baths and a den. Base price is $404,990.

The inventory home at 9304 Canaile Circle features options including upgraded maple kitchen cabinets with expanded crown molding; upgraded Venetian bronze hardware in the kitchen, bathrooms and laundry; granite laundry countertops; stainless steel countertops; upscale fixtures; and the furniture package will include dark tan brick pavers and Stonehurst waterfall tile. The lanai area will be prepared for an optional outdoor kitchen. This inventory home also will be staged with furniture and the furniture package will be available as an optional purchase. This Edison is priced at $495,207, and will be available staged with furniture as an optional purchase.

The inventory home at 9353 Campanile Circle also features extensive options, including the gas pool and spa package with a raised deck area and sheer-deep waterfall. The lanai area will be prepared for an optional outdoor kitchen. This inventory home also will be staged with furniture and the furniture package will be available as an optional purchase. This Edison is current priced at $499,957.

Three floor plans are available in the Amador community, all with a 2-car garage. The following floor plans are available: Courtyard entry, lanai, 2-car garage and landscaping package.

The entrance to Fiddler’s Creek is off Collier Boulevard on the way to Marco Island. For more information, call 732-9800, stop by the Fiddler’s Creek sales center or visit www.fiddlerscreek.com.
Our Gulf views tend to be somewhat distracting. Stunning views dominate each luxurious residence and every on-site amenity at Moraya Bay. From the beachside service, restaurant and grato bar to resort-style pool, lap pool and fitness center, the views are quite distracting. Residences of 4,000-4,500 square feet. Prices from $2.5 million.
Open Houses are Sunday 1-4, unless otherwise marked

$100,000
1 • BONITA BAY – WILD PINES • 3661 Wild Pines Drive #406 • $499,000 • Premier Sotheby’s International Realty • Cathy Lieberman/Cindy Reiff • 239.777.2441
2 • BONITA BAY – CROSSINGS • 3281 Crossings Court #202 • $399,000 • PSIR • Cathy Lieberman/Cindy Reiff • 239.777.2441

$200,000
3 • PELICAN LANDING – MERANO • 23820 Merano Court #102 • $1,306,000 • PSIR • John Coburn • 239.495.1105

$300,000
4 • PELICAN MARSH – RAVENNA • 2391 Ravenna Blvd. #103 • $375,000 • PSIR • Kim Rose • 239.404.7203
5 • PELICAN MARSH – OSPREY • 25353 Galashields Circle • $419,000 • PSIR • Pam Umscheid • 239.691.3541

$400,000
6 • MERCATO – THE STRADA • 16642 Cortona Lane • $1,595,000 • John R Lane • $575,000 • PSIR • Cathy Lieberman/Cindy Reiff • 239.777.2441

$500,000
7 • THE BROOKS – SHADOW WOOD • 23850 Via Italia Circle • $3,095,000 • PSIR • Linda Kennedy • 239.564.1579
8 • WINDSTAR – SOMERSET • 280 Grande Way • From $2,995,000 • PSIR • Frank Sajtar • 239.290.9111

$600,000
9 • PELICAN MARSH – OSPREY • 18140 Bandelier • $2,995,000 • PSIR • Ruth Trettis • 239.340.0295

$700,000
10 • VANDERBILT BEACH – REGATTA • 400 Flagship Drive #601 • $765,000 • PSIR • Lynda Kennedy • 239.564.1579

$800,000
11 • THE DUNES – GRANDE PRESERVE • 280 Grande Way • From $999,000 • PSIR • Call 239.994.1700 • Open Monday-Saturday 10am-5pm & Sunday 12-5
12 • THE COLONY AT PELICAN LANDING • 23880 Via Italia Circle Unit#103 • $839,000 • Engel and Volkers • Thomas Ostrander • 239.692.9449

$1,000,000
13 • THE COLONY AT PELICAN LANDING • 23880 Via Italia Circle Unit#102 • $889,000 • Engel and Volkers • Thomas Ostrander • 239.692.9449
14 • PELICAN LANDING – THE RIDGE • 23048 Ridge Oak Drive • $860,000 • PSIR • John Coburn • 239.825.3464

$2,000,000
15 • BONITA BAY – TAVIRA • 2691 Country Club Drive • From $1,306,000 • PSIR • Call 239.495.1205 • Open Monday-Saturday 10am-5pm & Sunday 12-5
16 • BONITA BAY – SPRING LAKE • 2605 Fawood Court • $1,399,000 • PSIR • Ginger Lidkey/Carol Johnson • 239.860.4661

$3,000,000
17 • LUCARNO AT MEDITERRA • 16601 Cortona Lane • $1,995,000 • John R Wood, Realtors • Emily K. Bua & Tade Bua-Bell • 239.955.0097
18 • BELLEZZA AT MEDITERRA • 14578 Bellezza Lane • $1,995,000 • John R Wood, Realtors • Emily K. Bua & Tade Bua-Bell • 239.955.0097
19 • GREY OAKS – EUSTURY • 1504 Marsh Wren Lane • $1,725,000 • PSIR • Melissa Williams • 239.248.7238

$4,000,000
20 • MARCO ISLAND – TIGERTAIL • 440 Cottage Court • $1,750,000 • PSIR • Jim Prange • 239.642.1133
21 • PARK SHORE – HORIZON HOUSE • 991 Golf Shore Blvd. North #FH-2A • $1,750,000 • PSIR • Jeanne McGreary • 239.248.4333
22 • PELICAN MARSH – TERRABELLA • 9013 Terranova Court • $1,750,000 • PSIR • Ruth Trettis • 239.340.0295

$5,000,000
23 • GREY OAKS – MIAMONTE • 2901 Mizamonte Way • $2,850,000 • PSIR • Sam Heitman • 239.327.2028

$6,000,000
24 • GREY OAKS – EUSTURY • 1220 Gordon River Trail • From $2,049,000 • PSIR • Call 239.495.1205 • Open Monday-Saturday 9am-5pm & Sunday 12-5
25 • OLD NAPLES • 270 5th Avenue South • $2,095,000 • PSIR • Tom McCarthy • 239.243.5520
26 • QUIL WEST • 6230 Burnham Road • $2,750,000 • John R Wood, Realtors • Emily K. Bua & Tade Bua-Bell • 239.955.0097
27 • BANYAN ISLAND AT GREY OAKS • 1819 Chinaberry Court • $2,795,000 • John R Wood, Realtors • Emily K. Bua & Tade Bua-Bell • 239.955.0097
28 • PADDOVA AT MEDITERRA • 13796 Belveda Way • $2,849,000 • John R Wood, Realtors • Emily K. Bua & Tade Bua-Bell • 239.955.0097
29 • AQUALANE SHORES • 1540 4th Street South • $2,950,000 • PSIR • Ruth Trettis • 239.340.0295
30 • MARCO ISLAND – ESTATES • 1758 Ludlow Road • $2,995,000 • PSIR • Jim Prange • 239.642.1133
31 • PARK SHORE • 360 Devill Bight • $2,999,000 • PSIR • Frank Sajtar • 239.776.6392

$7,000,000
32 • GREY OAKS • 2895 Bellflower Lane • $3,950,000 • John R Wood, Realtors • Emily K. Bua & Tade Bua-Bell • 239.955.0097
33 • GREY OAKS – EUSTURY • 1456 Anhinga Pointe • $3,200,000 • PSIR • Ruth Trettis • 239.340.0295
34 • TIBURON – ESCADA • 2569 Escada • $3,200,000 • PSIR • Dan Anhinga • 239.357.8121
35 • AQUALANE SHORES • 533 15th Avenue South • $3,495,000 • PSIR • Vincent Bauder • 239.594.1700

$8,000,000
36 • PORT ROYAL • 3060 Green Dolphin Lane • $4,695,000 • PSIR • Ryan Nordyke • 239.776.9390
37 • PORT ROYAL • 1060 Galion Drive • $5,650,000 • PSIR • Michael G. Lawler • 239.263.3999
destination
SANIBEL & CAPTIVA

Long beloved for white-sand beaches, seashell treasures, and variety of flora and fauna, the Islands provide a haven for families, vacationers and those who simply enjoy a slower pace of life. From condominiums to resorts to villas to cottages, the Islands are the perfect refuge for year-round living or as a private getaway under the sun. Kick-back on the beach or join in on unlimited recreational activities including golf, tennis, parasailing, birding, kayaking or bicycling. Call 888.592.4699, visit premiersothebysrealty.com or stop by one of our 19 office locations from Marco Island to Clearwater.
TwinEagles

The most popular new homes by the region's best builders – in Naples’ most magnificent natural setting.

Why move into a noisy construction site and wait months for amenities when you can move into a brand new home in a quiet, elegant, established community and start enjoying life today? We’ve got two world-class golf courses, a new pool and fitness center – and a gorgeous clubhouse! Prices range from the mid $200’s to over $2 million and include full membership.

239-352-8000 • TwinEagles.com
Players set stage for a gothic spoof and an American classic

BY NANCY STETSON
nstetson@floridaweekly.com

HAVE YOU EVER WANTED TO WALK THROUGH THE SCREEN OF YOUR VIDEO GAME AND STEP RIGHT INTO THE ACTION?

Daniel Ruke, who goes by just his last name, knows how you feel. He’s wanted to jump into the video games he plays, too.

And now he’s created a way to do just that: a video-game theme park and resort.

Dubbed Game Nation, the actual park won’t open for several years — at least seven, Ruke says — but on Friday, Nov. 1, Game Nation Celebration in downtown Naples holds its inaugural immersive video game celebration.

Players set stage for a gothic spoof and an American classic

BY NANCY STETSON
nstetson@floridaweekly.com

Mike Santos and Mark Vanagas play seven different roles in “The Mystery of Irma Vep,” a quick-change send up of horror stories. Oct. 30-Nov. 23 in the Tobye Studio at the Sugden Community Theatre, starring Mike Santos and Mark Vanagas in seven different roles.

Show times are 8 p.m. Wednesday-Saturday and 2 p.m. Sunday. Tickets are $23 for adults and $10 for students.

The company is also preparing for “Our Town,” which runs on the main stage in Blackburn Hall Nov. 27-Dec. 21.

Set in the early 20th century in the fictional town of Grover’s Corners, N.H., Thornton Wilder’s classic play explores the beauty of love, marriage, family and the everyday moments that often are taken for granted. A production known for its minimalistic use of set and props, “Our Town” takes on the American classic in a contemporary way.

The Naples Players’ production of “Our Town” is directed by James D. Chalmers, who also directed the Naples Players’ production of “The Mystery of Irma Vep.”

“The Mystery of Irma Vep” is a quick-change send up of horror stories, with Santos and Vanagas playing seven different roles. The production features a cast of seven in less than 50 minutes, with Santos and Vanagas switching roles on a dime.

“The Mystery of Irma Vep” is a gothic spoof that leaves no stone unturned when it comes to satirizing the melodramatic likes of “Dracula,” “Rebecca,” “Wuthering Heights,” “The Wolfman,” and “The Mummy’s Curse,” and many more.

See ‘The Naples Players’ production of “The Mystery of Irma Vep,” a quick-change send up of horror stories, Oct. 30-Nov. 23 in the Toby Studio at the Sugden Community Theatre, starring Mike Santos and Mark Vanagas in seven different roles.

Show times are 8 p.m. Wednesday-Saturday and 2 p.m. Sunday. Tickets are $23 for adults and $10 for students.

The company is also preparing for “Our Town,” which runs on the main stage in Blackburn Hall Nov. 27-Dec. 21.

Set in the early 20th century in the fictional town of Grover’s Corners, N.H., Thornton Wilder’s classic play explores the beauty of love, marriage, family and the everyday moments that often are taken for granted. A production known for its minimalistic use of set and props, “Our Town” takes on the American classic in a contemporary way.
A good friend just came out with a book and invited me to his book party, a fancy soiree held at an expensive boutique—the kind of place I’d never venture into on my own.

A model-beautiful blond greeted me at the door and asked if I was there for the party. She pointed me toward an elevator at the back of the store, and as I made my way to the second floor I wondered which mutual friends would be at the event. But as the doors slid open and I stepped into the dazzling crowd, I quickly realized: none of them. A passing waiter offered me a glass of wine, and I must have given him a desperate look because he smiled encouragingly before disappearing into the throng.

Glass in hand, I lodged myself against the back wall, practically in the corner, trying to look as nonchalant as I could. My blood pressure ratcheted up as more people arrived, each lovelier than the last, and it became obvious that no one I knew would be coming.

I was thoroughly on my own.

My wine almost finished, the book signing still not started, I noticed someone next to me looking equally lost. He thumbed through his phone in that desperate way people have when they’re at a party without a plus-one. I weighed the awkwardness of introducing myself against the shame of standing there alone for another half-hour. Finally, I gathered my courage.

“So, do you know anyone at this party?” I said.

The man laughed. “My friend is coming, but he’s running late.”

I started to turn away, feeling foolish, but he smiled and introduced himself.

“Let’s just get these books signed and chat,” he said. I thought, Maybe this meeting-new-people thing is not so bad.

I smiled back and we started chatting. Before long we were comparing favorite books and TV shows. He had a good sense of humor and he laughed at my jokes. I actually thought, Maybe this meeting-new-people thing is not so bad.

But just as we settled into an easy conversational rhythm, his plus-one showed up. The second man worked in finance, they knew each other from a networking group. No friends, exactly, but professional acquaintances. The financier let me know that they were there to network, not meet women.

“Well, we’re going to walk around,” he said.

I should have known better. Maybe if I were used to the social scene, I would have had a feel for these things. Maybe I would have known what a polite brush-off looks like. But the first man had been so nice and such a good social anchor at that strained party, that when he smiled and said I should join them, I did.

They stopped in an alcove and the two men grabbed more drinks. The financier talked business and it slowly dawned on me that I should have already made an exit. Before I could summon just what to say, the financier stuck out a fleshy hand.

“Well,” he said, “it was nice meeting you. Take care.”

I knew I had been dismissed even as I turned away. The moment stung and I silently kicked myself. Had I really thought it would be that easy?
4th Annual
STONECRAB FESTIVAL
Naples’ Newest Tradition!

FRIDAY - SUNDAY
OCTOBER 25TH-27TH
Old Naples’ Waterfront

FREE ADMISSION • LIVE MUSIC! • STONE CRAB & DRINK SPECIALS
NAPLES PRINCESS, PURE NAPLES & NAPLES EXTREME DISCOUNTED CRUISES
VENDOR BOOTH • KIDS ACTIVITIES & MORE!

Band Schedule

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 25TH
Pinchers Crab Shack:
Deb & the Dynamics • 6-9PM

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 26TH
Tin City:
Blue Mason Barter Company • 11AM-1PM
Little Eddie & the Fat Fingers • 2-5PM
The Beatlesmania (Beatle Tribute) • 6-9PM

Bayfront Naples:
Sarah Hadeka • 12-3PM
Asarte’s Gypsy Cabaret • TBD
Jimmy Stowe & the Stowaways • 5-7PM

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 27TH
Tin City:
Rachel Hughes Band • 11AM-1PM
The Dazzling Delays • 2-5PM

Bayfront Naples:
Naples Youth Jazz Orchestra • 12PM
Dance Arts by Maria • 1PM
Asarte’s Gypsy Cabaret • 2PM
Calendar Girls of Florida • 3PM

Parking Available on Goodlette & US41 across from Bayfront

Full Event Details:
STONECRABFESTIVAL.ORG

Text STONES to 71431 to receive live event updates, specials and discounts!
A pared down opening party
Originally scheduled for three days and encompassing the entire downtown Fort Myers area, the launch event has been scaled back considerably. Earlier press releases promised interactive play in scenarios such as “Saving the Princess,” “Pirate Ship” and “Capturing the Alien Threat.”

“After reviewing all the aspects of our three-day event, I came to the decision that Game Nation Celebration as planned wasn’t delivering a financially appropriate event for our brand, for our future and for our long-term strategy to build your video game theme park,” Ruke told fol-
lowers of his website in a video released last week. “We’ve scaled celebration into a more intimate, yet still awe-inspiring experience.”

Now, Game Nation Celebration will begin at Hotel Indigo’s ground floor bar, with video-game competitions, industry performers, a You-
Tube star and a DJ who mixes dubstep with video games. From the hotel, attendees will be driven to Harborside Event Center to participate in The Starved, an imme-
sive video-game experience. Armed with airsoft guns, they’ll enter the arena and fight their way through hordes of the undead.

“Basically, you and your friends fight in a first-person shooter against the undead, which are our actors,” Ruke explains. How is this different from paintball?

“We’re bringing technology and theatrics to it,” he says.

A place for gamers
Ruke says the idea for the Game Nation theme park was sparked four years ago, when he and his wife, who live in a gated golf course community, were discussing where they’d like to live in the future.

“We’re not golfers,” Ruke says, noting that all the gated communities they discussed were a long drive to a theme park.

“Instead of a golf course, we thought, ‘We’re not the kind of people who’d like to live in that kind of community. We want to be where the fans can help us pioneer our collective future,’” he says.

Game Nation Celebration will be where the fans can help us pioneer our collective future,” he says. Ruke says, “He looked at me and said, ‘You know, I’ve been looking for you. I left Universal five years ago, looking for someone like you!’ He proceeded to tell me that he’d started with Disney as an original Imagineer. He was hired by Uni-

versal Studios to take their best back-
tour and turn it into a theme park. He’s the co-founder of Universal Creative (and former senior vice president of interna-
tional business development for Univer-
sal Parks & Resorts).

He said, ‘I’m going to help you do this.’ And I said, ‘I guess we can do this now.’”

Mr. Ward is currently in Korea, Ruke says, helping Samsung build a theme park. The Game Nation team also includes Charles Weber (financing, negotiations, production, licensing and merchandising) and international relations, corporate program fund-

ation and international retail development. (Drive the Creative Direction of GN, YOUR Video Game

The team has assembled to create Game Nation is filled with heavy hitters in the industry.

When Ruke originally told his agent, Marc Mencher, about his idea, he told Ruke he had to meet Bob.

Game Nation Celebration will feature traditional
Bob turned out to be Bob Ward, the man who’d taken the Universal Studios tour and turned it into a theme park.
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**WHAT TO DO, WHERE TO GO**

### Theater


- **Afterlife of the Rich and Famous** – Trumped Nov. 2 by Let’s Play. On A Show Productions in the Joan Jenks Auditorium at the Golden Gate Community Center. 4701 Golden Gate Parkway. 398-9052 or lespa@tonoshowproductions.com.

- **The Mystery of Irma Vep** – Oct. 30-Nov. 23 by The Naples Players in the Toyota Studio at the Sugden Community Theatre. 263-7790 or www.naplesplayers.org. See story on page CI.

- **You Say Tomato, I Say Shut Up!** – Through Nov. 2 at The Off Broadway Palm Theatre, Fort Myers. 278-4422 or www.broadwaypalm.com.

- **Blame it on Beckett** – Nov. 16 by the Island Theater Company at the Marco Island Historical Society on Marco Island. 394-0080 or www.theadamors.com.

### Live & Local

- **Green Market** – Naples Green Market takes place from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the parking lot at Clive Daniel Home. 2777 Tamiami Trail N. 594-9388 or www.greenmarketflorida.com.

- **Live & Local** – Fake Problems take the stage at 7 p.m. as part of the Live & Local series in the Daniels Pavilion at Artis—Naples. Naples-born group consists of vocalist and guitarist Chris Farren, bassist Derek Perry, drummer Sean Eagle Drive, Marco Island. 642-9700 or www.marcoislandart.org.

- **Stone Crab Festival** – The fourth annual Naples Stone Crab Festival runs today through Oct. 27 at Tin City, Old Naples West, Bayfront, Earle Hagen Bay Resort and neighboring areas. www.naplesstonecrabfestival.org.

- **Lecture Series** – Authors Don Farmer and Chris Carle present “An Intimate Evening with Marzocchilese” from 5-7 p.m. at the Marco Island Center for the Arts. $35 includes cocktails and buffet. 501 Winterberry Drive, Marco Island. 304-8795 or www.naplesartcrafters.com.

### Weekend Entertainment

#### Saturday, Oct. 26

- **Classic Music** – FGCU Bower School of Music students present a wind orchestra/symphonic band concert at 7:30 p.m. at Holmes Plaza at FGCU. www.fgcu.edu (click on “concerts”).

- **Be Entertained** – Hypnotist and stand-up comic Rich Guzzi takes the stage at 8 p.m. at the Off the Hook Comedy Club, Marco Island. 389-6901 or www.offthehookcomedyclub.com.

#### Thursday, Oct. 24

- **Artcrackers Show & Sale** – The Naples Artcrackers hold a juried fine art and craft show from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at Cambier Park. Free admission, free parking, 250-0804 or www.naplesartcrackers.com.

- **Trick-Or-Treat** – The Golisano Children’s Museum of Naples holds members-only family-friendly trick-or-treating from 8-10 a.m. 514-0084 or www.cmorn.org.

- **Muck Around** – Guided swamp walks take place every Saturday through March in the wet wilderness behind Clyde Butcher’s Big Cypress Preserve gallery off U.S. 41 in Ochopee. $50 for adults; $25 for ages 18 and younger. Reservations required. 695-2428 or www.clydebutcher-ebiggs-cypressgallery.com.

- **Give Me An I** – University of Iowa alumni and fans are invited to join members of the Naples IOWA Club to cheer the Hawkeyes on against Northwestern University beginning at noon at Weekend Willie’s. 5310 Shirley St. (38) 431-8845 or npiosowil@gmail.com.

#### Friday, Oct. 25

- **Sur La Table**

- **Community Day** – Arts—Naples hosts a family-friendly Community Day beginning at noon with pumpkin decorating, trick-or-treating, paper crafts, balloon artists and more. Free. 597-9090 or www.artisnaples.org.

- **Foreign Film** – The Renaissance Academy of FGCU hosts a screening and discussion of “Bliss” (Turkey/Greece, 2007) from 1-4 p.m. 100 Fifth Ave. S. Pre-registration strongly suggested. www.fgcu.edu/racademy.

- **See You at Stan’s** – The Hot Damn Band performs from 1-6:30 p.m. at Stan’s Idle Hour on Marco Island. 394-3041 or www.stansidlehour.net.

- **Little Bar Jam** – John Lowbridge performs at 2 p.m. at the Little Bar Restaurant on Marco Island. 205 Harbor Blvd, Goodland. 394-5663 or www.littlebar-restaurant.com.

- **Zombie 5K** – Palmetto Ridge High School hosts the Key Club’s first-ever Zombie 5K Run/Walk including zombie costume contest at 3 p.m. 165 Victory Lane. 377-2400.

- **Cooking for Two** – Sur La Table hosts a “Seafood on the Grill” cooking class at 3 p.m. 879 per person. 906 Strada Place. (800) 243-0852 or www.surlatable.com.
WHAT TO DO, WHERE TO GO

**Reggae Sunday** – Army Gideon takes the stage at 9:30 p.m. at South Street City Oven Bar & Grill. 1410 Pine Ridge Road. 485-9333 or www.south-streetnaples.com.

**More Tunes** – Kirk Mcfee performs at Vandy’s Brothers starting at 11:30 p.m. 1089 N. Collier Blvd., Marco Island. 394-8767.

**Monday, Oct. 28**

**Sing Along** – It’s karaoke night starting at 7 p.m. at Weekend Willie’s. 5310 Shirley St. 597-3333 or www.weekendwillies.com.

**Model Tour** – Clive Daniel Home interior designers Rebekah Errett-PIkosky and Charlie Hansen lead a tour of the newest model home in The Estuary at Grey Oaks at 11 a.m. and 2 p.m. Reservations required. 213-7844 or www.clivedaniel.com.

**Deadly News** – Marco Island Florist hosts a wine & cheese reception for Don Farmer and Chris Curle, authors of the book “Deadly News,” from 4-6 p.m. 178 S. Barfield Drive, Marco Island. 661-541 or www.marcoislandflorist.com.

**Halloween Milonga** – Pablo Repun Tango hosts an evening of live music, dancing and costumes from 7-11 p.m. 178 S. Barfield Drive, Marco Island. 661-541 or www.pablorepu.tango.com.

**Wednesday, Oct. 30**

**Brain Changer** – Sea Salt hosts a luncheon and book signing with Dr. David Perlmutter, author of the national best seller “Grain Brain,” beginning at noon. $75 per person includes a copy of the book. 434-7258.

**Pinot Passion** – Sample a variety of pinot noir wines from 5-7 p.m. at Decanted Wines. 101 1410 Pine Ridge Road. Reservations required. 434-1814 or www.decantedwines.com.

**Wine Seminar** – Artichoke & Company and Lyeth winery host a wine seminar from 6-8 p.m. 1410 Rail Head Blvd. 263-6979.

**Debutant Anniversaries** – Designer Diva’s Resale Boutique celebrates its first anniversary by donating a portion of proceeds from the day’s sales to the Miss Southwest Florida Scholarship fund from 1-4 p.m. Nov. 2. Pageant volunteers will model select fashions from the store throughout the afternoon. 2355 Vanderbilt Beach Road. 433-6341 or www.designederdivas.com.

**Halloween on Fifth** – Fifth Avenue South hosts the third annual Halloween Spooktacular on Fifth from 4:30-9:30 p.m. Oct. 31 with children’s activities, trick-or-treating, adult and pet costume contests and more. www.fifthavenuesouth.com.

**Dancing by the Fountain** – The Village on Venetian Bay hosts dancing by the fountain – music, dancing and costumes from 7-11 p.m. Nov. 3 at the Fire Station at the corner of San Marco Boulevard and 59th Street. 433-6341 or www.fifthavenuesouth.com.

**American Indian Art** – The Ah-Tah-Thi-Ki Museum holds an American Indian Art Celebration from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Nov. 4. $1-2, $9 for adults, $6 for seniors, students and members of the military. (877) 902-1113 ext. 12211 or www.ahthahthik.com.

**Art Exhibition** – The Gallery on Fifth in Mercato hosts an opening for the exhibition “Heat Wave” featuring the works of Russian-German artist Alexander Solotzew from 6-9 p.m. Nov. 1. 220-7503 or www.artisnaples.org.

**Concert in the Park** – Conductor Stuart Chavez returns when the Naples Philharmonic performs a free concert in Cambier Park at 7 p.m. 597-8000 or www.artisnaples.org.

**Cook’s Corner** – Chef Kristina San Filippo of The Good Life hosts a cooking class featuring flavors of Mexico from 6-8 p.m. Nov. 1. 660 2355 Vanderbilt Beach Road. 514-4663 or www.goodlifena.com.

**Designer Anniversary** – Designer Diva’s Resale Boutique celebrates its first anniversary by donating a portion of proceeds from the day’s sales to the Miss Southwest Florida Scholarship fund from 1-4 p.m. Nov. 2. Pageant volunteers will model select fashions from the store throughout the afternoon. 2355 Vanderbilt Beach Road. 433-6341 or www.designederdivas.com.

**Pancake Breakfast** – Marco Island Fire Rescue Foundation hosts a pancake breakfast from 8 a.m. to 12 p.m. Nov. 3 at the Fire Station at the corner of San Marco Boulevard and Bald Eagle Drive, Marco Island. $6/Person. 231-9908.
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**Concert in the Park** – Conductor Stuart Chavez returns when the Naples Philharmonic performs a free concert in Cambier Park at 7 p.m. 597-8000 or www.artisnaples.org.

**Cook’s Corner** – Chef Kristina San Filippo of The Good Life hosts a cooking class featuring flavors of Mexico from 6-8 p.m. Nov. 1. 660 2355 Vanderbilt Beach Road. 514-4663 or www.goodlifena.com.

**Designer Anniversary** – Designer Diva’s Resale Boutique celebrates its first anniversary by donating a portion of proceeds from the day’s sales to the Miss Southwest Florida Scholarship fund from 1-4 p.m. Nov. 2. Pageant volunteers will model select fashions from the store throughout the afternoon. 2355 Vanderbilt Beach Road. 433-6341 or www.designederdivas.com.

**Pancake Breakfast** – Marco Island Fire Rescue Foundation hosts a pancake breakfast from 8 a.m. to 12 p.m. Nov. 3 at the Fire Station at the corner of San Marco Boulevard and Bald Eagle Drive, Marco Island. $6/Person. 231-9908.


**More Tunes** – Kirk Mcfee performs at Vandy’s Brothers starting at 11:30 p.m. 1089 N. Collier Blvd., Marco Island. 1-2. $9 for adults, $6 for seniors, students and members of the military. (877) 902-1113 ext. 12211 or www.ahthahthik.com.

**Art Exhibition** – The Gallery on Fifth in Mercato hosts an opening for the exhibition “Heat Wave” featuring the works of Russian-German artist Alexander Solotzew from 6-9 p.m. Nov. 1. 220-7503 or www.artisnaples.org.

**Concert in the Park** – Conductor Stuart Chavez returns when the Naples Philharmonic performs a free concert in Cambier Park at 7 p.m. 597-8000 or www.artisnaples.org.

**Cook’s Corner** – Chef Kristina San Filippo of The Good Life hosts a cooking class featuring flavors of Mexico from 6-8 p.m. Nov. 1. 660 2355 Vanderbilt Beach Road. 514-4663 or www.goodlifena.com.

**Designer Anniversary** – Designer Diva’s Resale Boutique celebrates its first anniversary by donating a portion of proceeds from the day’s sales to the Miss Southwest Florida Scholarship fund from 1-4 p.m. Nov. 2. Pageant volunteers will model select fashions from the store throughout the afternoon. 2355 Vanderbilt Beach Road. 433-6341 or www.designederdivas.com.

**Pancake Breakfast** – Marco Island Fire Rescue Foundation hosts a pancake breakfast from 8 a.m. to 12 p.m. Nov. 3 at the Fire Station at the corner of San Marco Boulevard and Bald Eagle Drive, Marco Island. $6/Person. 231-9908.


**More Tunes** – Kirk Mcfee performs at Vandy’s Brothers starting at 11:30 p.m. 1089 N. Collier Blvd., Marco Island. 1-2. $9 for adults, $6 for seniors, students and members of the military. (877) 902-1113 ext. 12211 or www.ahthahthik.com.

**Art Exhibition** – The Gallery on Fifth in Mercato hosts an opening for the exhibition “Heat Wave” featuring the works of Russian-German artist Alexander Solotzew from 6-9 p.m. Nov. 1. 220-7503 or www.artisnaples.org.

**Concert in the Park** – Conductor Stuart Chavez returns when the Naples Philharmonic performs a free concert in Cambier Park at 7 p.m. 597-8000 or www.artisnaples.org.

**Cook’s Corner** – Chef Kristina San Filippo of The Good Life hosts a cooking class featuring flavors of Mexico from 6-8 p.m. Nov. 1. 660 2355 Vanderbilt Beach Road. 514-4663 or www.goodlifena.com.

**Designer Anniversary** – Designer Diva’s Resale Boutique celebrates its first anniversary by donating a portion of proceeds from the day’s sales to the Miss Southwest Florida Scholarship fund from 1-4 p.m. Nov. 2. Pageant volunteers will model select fashions from the store throughout the afternoon. 2355 Vanderbilt Beach Road. 433-6341 or www.designederdivas.com.

**Pancake Breakfast** – Marco Island Fire Rescue Foundation hosts a pancake breakfast from 8 a.m. to 12 p.m. Nov. 3 at the Fire Station at the corner of San Marco Boulevard and Bald Eagle Drive, Marco Island. $6/Person. 231-9908.

Disappointment rules in the teachers’ lounge

It’s been a while since I’ve attended school. But yet, from time to time, I’ll have those nightmares. You know, the ones where you’re back in the classroom and about to take a test, but you don’t know the subject or you can’t understand the questions. Or the one where you’re standing in front of the class, about to give a speech, but you’re not prepared.

“All My Raisins in the Son” has given me another scenario: being stuck in a teachers’ lounge with a group of teachers.

The 90-minute play by John M. Twomey is this year’s Theatre Conspiracy New Play Contest winner. This run, through Saturday, Nov. 2, at the theater at the Alliance of the Arts in Fort Myers, is its world premiere.

The story revolves around a quintet of high school teachers — one of them brand new — and a power-hungry, bureaucratic vice principal. Virginia (Katie Pankow) has returned to her unnamed alma mater, this time as a teacher. She’s so new, the ink on her teaching certificate has barely dried, and her fellow educators at the school think she’s still a student.

Twomey presents us with the typical school politics, teacher frustrations with students not wanting to learn and a vice principal arbitrarily cancelling a school play.

But not much happens in “All My Raisins in the Son.” There are some great lines here and there, and some minor conflicts, but there’s not enough drama or comedy. Instead, the playwright has put speech-ettes into the mouths of his characters — speeches about the importance of experience over theory, about the benefits of the teachers’ union, about the importance of, and sometimes the futility of, fighting mindless bureaucracy.

And instead of giving us characters that we care about, he gives us types — the teachers’ lounge, with a soda machine, bulletin board, microwave, filing cabinet, fire extinguisher and industrial garbage can.

The incidental music, between scenes, was also creative and nicely chosen. “All My Raisins in the Son” felt like sitting in a public school, with the playwright, mistakenly seemed to feel the play was suggesting that all public school teachers are incompetent.

Unfortunately, for me, watching “All My Raisins in the Son” felt like sitting through detention.

The actors are better than the material; the play just doesn’t seem to hold together. (And kudos to Mr. Ruisi, who stepped into his role at the last minute, with less than a week of rehearsal. He also has some funny pro-punctuation lines, including, “Punctuation is my passion” and “One day you will regret your disdain for punctuation.”)

The playwright seems more focused with the teachers’ lounge dressed as Hester Prynne in “The Scarlet Letter.”

But even these visual jokes didn’t get big laughs on opening night.

The play is not consistently funny. The pacing is off, and the staging’s a little strange too; surprisingly, the Foulds Theater stage now feels too big, and the people stretched out across it.

The actors are better than the material; the play just doesn’t seem to hold together. (And kudos to Mr. Ruisi, who stepped into his role at the last minute, with less than a week of rehearsal. He also has some funny pro-punctuation lines, including, “Punctuation is my passion” and “One day you will regret your disdain for punctuation.”)

The playwright seems more focused on having his characters make speeches than actually interact with each other. The set (by Bill Taylor, who also directed) is excellent. It’s a typical teachers’ lounge, with a soda machine, bulletin board, microwave, filing cabinet, fire extinguisher and industrial garbage can.

The incidental music, between scenes, was also creative and nicely chosen. But the play itself seems preachy and predictable. It tries to do too much, introducing myriad struggles teachers face, including student apathy, parental interference, endless paperwork, nonsensical rules and clueless authoritarian administrators.

“All My Raisins in the Son” might appeal to those who teach, who might feel comforted to see their daily struggles represented on stage. (But one audience member, in the opening night’s talkback with the playwright, mistakenly seemed to feel the play was suggesting that all public school teachers are incompetent."

Unfortunately, for me, watching “All My Raisins in the Son” felt like sitting through detention.

>> Where: Theatre Conspiracy at the Alliance of the Arts, Fort Myers
>> Cost: $20
>> Info: 936-3239 or www.theatreconspiracy.org

Waterfront Dining
LOTSA LOBSTER!!!

Lot two-1 pound lobsters with fries and slaw or black beans and rice for only $26.95

Friday, Saturday, Sunday

The Dock
The Real Taste of Naples®
Established 1976
12th Avenue South
263-9940

Riverwalk
The Flavor of the Gulf Coast
Established 1979
1200 Fifth Avenue South
263-2734
NUISANCE ANIMALS

NAPLES ARTCRAFTERS

Saturday, October 26th
10am - 4pm

IN CAMBIER PARK - DOWNTOWN NAPLES
580 8th Street South
JUST SOUTH OF 5TH AVENUE

FREE ADMISSION
FIRST SHOW OF THE SEASON!

Celebrating 46 Years! 239.250.0804 • www.naplesartcrafters.com

PUZZLE ANSWERS

1. A V E N U E
2. A R T
3. G A L L E R Y
4. C R E A T I V E
5. C A N I T Y
6. L I F E
7. P A R K
8. S H O W
9. S H O P
10. T A L E
11. T O K E
12. W A L K

OCEANIA CRUISES®
Your World. Your Way.*

2 FOR 1 CRUISE FARES*
EARLY BOOKING SAVINGS UP TO $5000*
upto $750 SHIPBOARD CREDIT*
FREE PRE-PAID GRATUITIES*
FREE UNLIMITED INTERNET PACKAGE AND MORE!

2014 SAIL DATE      DAYS FROM/TO      FARES*      SHIPBOARD CREDIT*
FEB 22               16           HONG KONG – BEIJING     ~$5,949       $500
MAR 10               21           BEIJING – BANGKOK        ~$5,599       $500
MAR 21               15           BANGKOK – ROME           ~$7,999       $750
MAY 16               30           ROME – PROVENCE          ~$3,649       $200
MAY 26               12           PROVENCE – VENICE        ~$3,649       $200
JUN 7                7            LONDON – COPENHAGEN       ~$3,149       $200
JUN 30               12           ISTANBUL – VENICE         ~$4,349       $200
JUL 22               7            ROME – MONTE CARLO        ~$1,799       $200
JUL 29               7            MONTE CARLO – BARCELONA   ~$1,999       $500
AUG 15               12           LISBON – BARCELONA        ~$4,799       $200
SEP 6                14           MONTE CARLO – LONDON      ~$5,099       $200

*Offer applies to new bookings made by Dec. 31, 2013. Fares are per person, cruise only, based on double occupancy and reflect the 2 for 1 savings. Government fees and taxes are additional. Shipboard credit is per suite based on double occupancy. Subject to change and availability. Restrictions apply. Ships’ Registry: Marshall Islands.

Wilma Boyd - CEO

SunTrust Building at Pelican Bay
801 Laurel Oak Drive
Suite 300
Hablamos Espanol

(239) 261-1177
(800) 523-3716

www.preferrednaples.com
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BROADWAY PALM PRESENTS

“CATS”
Now – Nov 23

2 DINNERS 1 BOTTLE OF WINE

CAFÉ LUNA

Exceptional Food, No Exception.

(239) 278-4422 • www.cafelunnaples.com

“LUNATIC HOUR” HAPPY HOUR GONE CRAZY!
4-6pm DAILY 50% OFF ALL BEERS WINES ALL COCKTAILS (Top Shelf Included)

FIVE DOLLAR MENU AVAILABLE

Andrew Lloyd Webber’s CATS is a unique, spectacular musical with fantastic costumes and electrifying dancing that has young and old chesting! You’ll be surrounded by theatre cats, rock and roll cats, mischievous cats, romantic cats, magical cats and more! Whether you’re reliving a memory or creating a new one, CATS lets the memory live again! $35 - $58

You Say Tomato, I Say Shout Up!
Now – Nov 2

IN THE OFF BROADWAY PALM
From the hilarious and touching memoir by writers-actors-and-real-life-married-couple Annette Jaffe and Jeff Kohn comes the stage play you won’t want to miss! This new comedy about love and marriage, tales a look back at their years together from their differing personalities to marriage conflicts. $29 - $49

broadway palm children’s theatre
How I Became a Pirate
October 25 – November 22

A story of adventure and finding one’s own heart - a path that can’t be found on any treasure map! $18

BROADWAY PALM PRESENTS
Southwest Florida’s Premier Dinner Theatre
1380 Colonial Boulevard, Fort Myers  • 239-278-4422 • www.broadwaypalm.com
**Puzzles**

### STEALING HARTS

Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way that each row across, each column down and each small 9-box square contains all of the numbers from one to nine.

**Sponsored By:**

- ★ ★ ★: Expert
- ★ ★: Challenging
- ★: Moderate

**Puzzle Difficulty this week:** ★ ★ ★

### HOROSCOPES

**SCORPIO (October 23 to November 21)** A more-positive mood might be difficult to assume in light of a recent problem involving the health of someone special. But by week’s end, your emotional barometer should start to rise.

**SAGITTARIUS (November 22 to December 21)** A tug of war develops between the artistic Aquarian’s creative aspect and his or her practical side. Best advice: Prioritize your schedule so you can give appropriate time to both.

**CAPRICORN (December 22 to January 19)**

This time, a difference of opinion might not be resolved in your favor. But it ultimately could all work out to your advantage, as new information begins to develop.

**AQUARIUS (January 20 to February 18)**

A more-positive mood might be difficult to assume in light of a recent problem involving the health of someone special. But by week’s end, your emotional barometer should start to rise.

**SAGITTARIUS (November 22 to December 21)** Look for a changed attitude from a former adversary once he or she realizes you have your colleagues’ full support. Now you can refocus your energies on that workplace project.

**CAPRICORN (December 22 to January 19)** This time, a difference of opinion might not be resolved in your favor. But it ultimately could all work out to your advantage, as new information begins to develop.

**AQUARIUS (January 20 to February 18)**

A more-positive mood might be difficult to assume in light of a recent problem involving the health of someone special. But by week’s end, your emotional barometer should start to rise.
Is it worth $10? Yes

In this technological age, the role of the individual has simultaneously been homogenized and powerful. Although millions of social media users around the world keep information superhighways busy with senseless chatter and pictures of waterskiling squirrels, there are times when select individuals use the power of connectivity for what they believe in: the greater good.

Most famously, Julian Assange pioneered modern citizen journalism with his website WikiLeaks, which was founded in 2007 with the goal of allowing anonymous whistle-blowers the opportunity to unveil news leaks and other classified secrets.

"The Fifth Estate" chronicles the first three years of WikiLeaks.

Mr. Assange (Benedict Cumberbatch), a white-haired Internet activist from Australia with a clear disdain for corporate corruption, views himself as a revolutionary, a man of the people and for the people who wants to change the way we consume news. He also believes the public has the right to know everything. "Privacy for individuals, transparency for organizations," he virtuously tells his right-hand man, Daniel Berg (Daniel Bruhl).

With the help of Mr. Berg and other volunteer support staff, WikiLeaks goes to great pains to ensure that the information revealed is truthful. Because the sources are anonymous, tips are submitted to an encrypted online platform and checked for veracity before they are published. Notable WikiLeaks revelations included footage of a military shooting in Iraq, Peruvian politician bribes and Sarah Palin's not-so-flattering depiction of his likeness, it's doubtful that he would endorse it.

About the leaks, which threatened national security and the job status of two foreign attaches (played by Laura Linney and Stanley Tucci) and a White House staffer (Anthony Mackie), among others, Mr. Bruhl, who deserves a supporting actor Oscar nomination for his work in "Rush" and is solid here, nicely complements Mr. Cumberbatch's eccentric Mr. Assange, who's a charismatic megalomaniac with a troubled past. Mr. Cumberbatch is good but not spectacular; after "Star Trek Into Darkness" (he played Khan), his star remains on the rise, but this performance won't elevate him to A-list status. He's close, though.

The central question director Bill Condon ("Kin- sey") raises is a question that is as much a sign of modern times as any film this year — is where should the line be drawn between the public's right to know and an organization's right to secrecy? We know how Mr. Assange feels about this, self-spooling his efforts to expose all misdeeds as "social justice." On the flip side is the adage that "individuals who are smart, people are stupid," meaning a single person can exercise rational thought and act accordingly when given information, but a herd mentality can sometimes overtake a group of people and chaos ensues.

Surely, it is possible that sometimes the government doesn't reveal information to the public for a good reason. How you feel about this will depend on your personal and political beliefs, but what's notable is that this is one of the few films to bring that question to mind.

Mr. Condon's only notable misstep comes toward the end of the film, as WikiLeaks is viewed as a vanity project for Mr. Assange rather than grassroots citizen journalism. No matter: By that point, the intention of "The Fifth Estate" has been made clear, and the result is a movie that's more dangerous than it is damning.

In the know

"The Fifth Estate" was adapted by Josh Singer ("Fringe") from the books "Inside WikiLeaks: My Time with Julian Assange at the World's Most Dangerous Website" by Daniel Berg and "WikiLeaks: Inside Julian Assange's War on Secrecy" by David Leigh and Luke Harding. Mr. Assange did not participate in the making of the film, and given that it's not exactly a flattering depiction of his likeness, it's doubtful that he would endorse it.

In this technological age, the role of the individual has simultaneously been homogenized and powerful. Although millions of social media users around the world keep information superhighways busy with senseless chatter and pictures of waterskiling squirrels, there are times when select individuals use the power of connectivity for what they believe in: the greater good.

Most famously, Julian Assange pioneered modern citizen journalism with his website WikiLeaks, which was founded in 2007 with the goal of allowing anonymous whistle-blowers the opportunity to unveil news leaks and other classified secrets.

"The Fifth Estate" chronicles the first three years of WikiLeaks.

Mr. Assange (Benedict Cumberbatch), a white-haired Internet activist from Australia with a clear disdain for corporate corruption, views himself as a revolutionary, a man of the people and for the people who wants to change the way we consume news. He also believes the public has the right to know everything. "Privacy for individuals, transparency for organizations," he virtuously tells his right-hand man, Daniel Berg (Daniel Bruhl).

With the help of Mr. Berg and other volunteer support staff, WikiLeaks goes to great pains to ensure that the information revealed is truthful. Because the sources are anonymous, tips are submitted to an encrypted online platform and checked for veracity before they are published. Notable WikiLeaks revelations included footage of a military shooting in Iraq, Peruvian politician bribes and Sarah Palin's not-so-flattering depiction of his likeness, it's doubtful that he would endorse it.

About the leaks, which threatened national security and the job status of two foreign attaches (played by Laura Linney and Stanley Tucci) and a White House staffer (Anthony Mackie), among others, Mr. Bruhl, who deserves a supporting actor Oscar nomination for his work in "Rush" and is solid here, nicely complements Mr. Cumberbatch's eccentric Mr. Assange, who's a charismatic megalomaniac with a troubled past. Mr. Cumberbatch is good but not spectacular; after "Star Trek Into Darkness" (he played Khan), his star remains on the rise, but this performance won't elevate him to A-list status. He's close, though.

The central question director Bill Condon ("Kin- sey") raises is a question that is as much a sign of modern times as any film this year — is where should the line be drawn between the public's right to know and an organization's right to secrecy? We know how Mr. Assange feels about this, self-spooling his efforts to expose all misdeeds as "social justice." On the flip side is the adage that "individuals who are smart, people are stupid," meaning a single person can exercise rational thought and act accordingly when given information, but a herd mentality can sometimes overtake a group of people and chaos ensues.

Surely, it is possible that sometimes the government doesn't reveal information to the public for a good reason. How you feel about this will depend on your personal and political beliefs, but what's notable is that this is one of the few films to bring that question to mind.

Mr. Condon's only notable misstep comes toward the end of the film, as WikiLeaks is viewed as a vanity project for Mr. Assange rather than grassroots citizen journalism. No matter: By that point, the intention of "The Fifth Estate" has been made clear, and the result is a movie that's more dangerous than it is damning.
Jump start your creative muse at fourth annual conference

The fourth annual Storytellers Creative Arts Conference takes place Thursday through Saturday, Nov. 7-9, at Covenant Church of Naples-PCA, 6926 Trail Blvd., across from Pelican Bay.

The conference helps emerging and professional artists, as well as people with a passion for the arts, to connect, share ideas and build mentor relationships. Literary, visual and performing arts leaders will gather to share their expertise for using creativity to positively impact culture.

Events include a Thursday songwriters' workshop led by award-winning singer and songwriter Martha Christian and the Evening of Music & Arts, a Friday showcase of talented artists who come together for a night of music, dance, live art and other performances. Saturday workshops range from “Change the World Through Movies” led by film director David Nixon and “Ten Commandments of Fine Art” with Naples artist and author Marco Bronzini to Jerry Roots’ writers’ workshop “Learning from CS Lewis – The Craft of Storytelling” and sessions on speed painting, writing for Hollywood, vocal coaching, journaling, improv and other topics.

Register at www.StorytellersCreativeArts.com for $89 per person; group and student discounts are available.

The conference is sponsored by Storytellers Creative Arts, which was founded in 2010 to inspire and develop creative people to use their artistic gifts to influence culture. For more information, call 250-1822.

Bonita concert band welcomes players

The New Horizon Concert Band, a Bonita Springs-based group for seniors eager to return to their love of music after years of busy careers and who now have the time, skills and passion to reconnect with a concert band, is tuning up for its seventh season. Rehearsals will be held at 2 p.m. every Wednesday beginning Oct. 30 and continuing through March at the First Presbyterian Church on Bonita Beach Road.

The band plays favorites from John Phillip Sousa marches to Hollywood and Broadway show tunes. Last season, 45-55 members under the direction of Ben Truax performed a number of concerts in the community as well as the band’s signature performance for a crowd of 900 at the church.

The band is seeking musicians for all chairs. Auditions are not required. Just show up Wednesday afternoon, Oct. 30, with instrument in hand.

For more information, call Bob Welling at (617) 281-1108 or e-mail bobthedrummer13@gmail.com.

Jump start your creative muse at fourth annual conference

The fourth annual Storytellers Creative Arts Conference takes place Thursday through Saturday, Nov. 7-9, at Covenant Church of Naples-PCA, 6926 Trail Blvd., across from Pelican Bay.

The conference helps emerging and professional artists, as well as people with a passion for the arts, to connect, share ideas and build mentor relationships. Literary, visual and performing arts leaders will gather to share their expertise for using creativity to positively impact culture.

Events include a Thursday songwriters' workshop led by award-winning singer and songwriter Martha Christian and the Evening of Music & Arts, a Friday showcase of talented artists who come together for a night of music, dance, live art and other performances. Saturday workshops range from “Change the World Through Movies” led by film director David Nixon and “Ten Commandments of Fine Art” with Naples artist and author Marco Bronzini to Jerry Roots’ writers’ workshop “Learning from CS Lewis – The Craft of Storytelling” and sessions on speed painting, writing for Hollywood, vocal coaching, journaling, improv and other topics.

Register at www.StorytellersCreativeArts.com for $89 per person; group and student discounts are available.

The conference is sponsored by Storytellers Creative Arts, which was founded in 2010 to inspire and develop creative people to use their artistic gifts to influence culture. For more information, call 250-1822.
Play a minimum of 2 hours to qualify then return to the Player’s Club to collect up to $100 in Free Machine Play.

We’ll Match Your Wins Or Losses Up to $100 Join Today!
It’s fast, easy, and FREE!

Spooktacular Costume Contest
October 31 • 7:30pm
$3,500 in Cash Prizes
Registration 4pm – 7pm

Hosted by Babs from the Wild Bunch on B103.9

$100 FOR NEW MEMBERS!
Play a minimum of 2 hours to qualify then return to the Player’s Club to collect up to $100 in Free Machine Play.
We’ve chosen three short stories this week that all take place in the misty park scene you see pictured here.

We’d like to read your take on the image as well. Using the picture as a starting point for your creative process, we’d like you to come up with a narrative work of fiction of 1,500 words or less. There is no minimum length. No poems, please. Previous entrants are welcome to submit again.

Florida Weekly will accept your original stories in Word format or pasted into the body of an e-mail until Saturday, Oct. 26. E-mail them to writing@floridaweekly.com and we will print some of the best submissions. No “snail mail” copies will be accepted. Be sure to include your name, address and contact information with your submission.

This is the final round of four heats of competition. Two winners selected by our editorial staff will win a ticket each to the eighth annual Sanibel Island Writers Conference Nov. 7-10. Winners will be notified on Friday, Nov. 1. So far, we’ve been impressed with every single entry that’s come in. Thanks for writing and good luck.

Misty park the scene of surprising encounters

Don Ruhl
Naples

The misty air still hung in the trees though it was now mid-morning. He entered the Parc Monceau, turned west past the rotunda along the Boule- vard de Courcelles, to the two benches by the lamppost just beyond the small lake. He made this journey often, espe- cially on this day, today. This is where it had started for them, where they had first met, soon after the war. He took his seat on the south-facing bench, sitting quietly, as he had for all these past 15 years. Fifteen? No. Not that long since she had died: more like only 12? No, more, 13! Yes, 13 years since she had died from eating bad sushi. Really? Nobody dies from bad sushi. The very idea made him chuckle briefly. Then he felt bad, truly bad. Being amused by someone’s death should be left to bad sitcoms.

He would doze of and on through the morning on these days, roused often by passing strollers or random street sounds. Until finally she would be there, sitting across from him, every year on this day of the past 12.

The first time he had called to her, “Susanne?” But no response. He tried to rise and walk over but of course couldn’t. She may have been there, or maybe not. But not for him.

So he came back year after year, just for the glimpse. She would sit quietly looking out someplace beyond his see- ing. Then, after a time she would rise, glance his way and a slight smile would cross her lips. She would turn and in two steps fade away into the mist or the sunlight or the rain or the sleet, vapor again. And he would sit and doze a while longer until startled by the sud- den pop of the gas lamplight igniting. Dusk and time to find his way through the park to their old apartment on the Rue L’Murat.

So today he dozed through the after- noon. But she had not come. The afternoon passed and suddenly he was jarred awake by the lamplight’s igni- tion. Confused, he looked up and down the lane. Nothing. He felt suddenly very empty, very alone, staring at his shoes.

“It’s time.”

He heard it, raising his head. Yes! She had come. But she was standing in front of the opposite bench. She stepped toward him, smiling, holding out her hand, palm up.

He rose. “It’s time.”

He reached out for her hand, really feeling her for the first time in more than a dozen years.

“You.”

He wouldn’t need to find his way home today. Or ever.

‘I saw you…’

Jefferson Airplane, Surrealistic Pillow – 1967

‘...my only love was you...’

NICK KALVIN

Gravel crunched with my footsteps. Damned daylight savings delayed the dawn.

Our old spot lay just ahead. Fall’s first cold night left grass, leaves and our benches with glinting drops of dew. Annette woke me with her call. Pain of bone marrow metastases is not condu- cive to sleep.

Here, since fifth grade, we exchanged expeditorations and dilemmas — boys, parents, teachers, hair and skin prob- lems, geometry and algebra, tortures of pubescent femininity. Our senior year, Dad was transferred to West Pac. We moved to San Diego, his aircraft car- rier’s home port. At a post-deployment party I met a young pilot, a Top Gun graduate in one of Dad’s Squadrons.

Celebrate Thanksgiving!

Aboard the Naples Princess

Relax this Thanksgiving! Treat you and your family to a cruise and delicious Thanksgiving dinner on the water!

Cruise Naples Bay catching the beautiful homes of Port Royal while enjoying a traditional Thanksgiving Dinner.

The best part... No cooking, no mess!

Thursday, November 28th

Early Dinner: 12-2pm

Sunset Dinner: 4:45-6:45pm

$58.95* per adult

$28.48* per child

*tax, port and service not included

No Coupons or Discounts

Book yourself and your family today!

Call (239) 649-2275

www.NaplesPrincessCruises.com

550 Port-O-Call Way | Naples, FL 34102

Stone Crab Festival

at Port-O-Call Marina

Saturday & Sunday

October 26th - 27th 2013

$15 SIGHTSEEING CRUISES

Plus Tax.

Cruise Times on Saturday & Sunday

10:00 am - 11:30 am

12:00 pm - 1:30 pm

2:00 pm - 3:30 pm (Sun. only)

Reservations Required.

Food & Drink Specials available for purchase on board

Call (239) 649-2275 for reservations
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I married Bill. Annette married a handsome classmate, Frank Turner. The four of us got together twice, in the SHS transformed gym, 10th and 15th reunions. Otherwise, cards, e-mail, long calls kept us connected.

Bill died providing air support for Marines in some hell hole. Two years later, I moved back to our old home in historic Savannah. Mom and Dad decided to retire in California. Before I came, Annette suggested I hire Frank, a contractor, to get the rundown wood and brick place up to code, stop the leaks and repair the chimney. About halfway through the job, she found a lump. That led to a biopsy, another biopsy, a partial and then a double mastectomy, chemotherapy and radiation. I became Frank’s listener while a lot of this went down. He was having a long consultation with Jack Daniels. Getting worse, he turned to me. When the day came that he cried on my shoulder, on this same bench, I took him to A.A. A Twelve Stepper, I was familiar with that path, too. Everybody at the meeting cried along with him. When the phone rang, I knew it was her. I knew where she’d want to meet. I knew what she would say... that her hair never grew since the last round of chemo... that Frank couldn’t bring himself to touch her since the first operation... that Frank was having an affair... that she didn’t blame him... that... Horizontal shafts of sunlight cut through the mist. One hit the bright kerchief wrapped around her head. The gravel told me where she was... almost here. She sat across from me, on the other bench, our knees almost touching. I prayed she didn’t know.
Florida Gulf Coast University invites aspiring writers and other devotees of the written word to attend the Sanibel Island Writers Conference Thursday through Sunday, Nov. 7-10, at BIG ARTS and the Sanibel Island Public Library. Registration is open for a variety of workshops, panels, lectures and readings presented by celebrated and experienced writers and teachers. Richard Blanco, Dan Bern and Craig Finn headline the conference.

Mr. Blanco has written several award-winning poetry collections, the most recent of which is “Looking for the Gulf Motel.” His poem “Boston Strong,” written in response to the...
Join us for a 5-course meal in the kitchen at the Waldorf Astoria Naples. NOVEMBER 8
DECEMBER 2

Each course will be uniquely paired with wines or beers.

{ $125 per person }

For reservations, please call 239.594.6058

475 SEAGATE DRIVE, NAPLES, FL 34103
WALDORFASTORIANAPLES.COM

CHEF’S TABLE DINNERS

Join us for a 5-course meal in the kitchen at the Waldorf Astoria Naples.

NOVEMBER 8
DECEMBER 2

Each course will be uniquely paired with wines or beers.

( $125 per person )

For reservations, please call 239.594.6058

STAYINDIEMYFRIENDS.COM

INDIE FILMS
INDIE MUSIC
INDIE SHOWS
THANK GOD for INDIE MONDAYS

EVERY MONDAY AT THE SIDNEY & BERNE DAVIS ART CENTER
ENJOY TGIM — THANK GOD FOR INDIE MONDAYS!

THE FORT MYERS FILM FESTIVAL, MARCH 19-23, 2014
FORTMVFILMFESTIVAL.COM

The Fort Myers Film Festival supports Lee County Schools filmmakers and Golisano’s Children’s Hospital, Sponsored by All About Closets, UNIT A, Florida Weekly, Garth Francis Photography, Bennett’s Fresh Roast Coffee. Edison Foundation, Twisted The Kitchen, Yankton Farms, Land O Lakes, J. Bohlman VCP, T.A.C.O.S, Food Express, La Madeleine Cake Shoppe, White Hair Capers, Riptide Strings, Inlandia Colocations, RED Cuppoware, COMCAST/T.V. Marketing, Florida Southern College, Marshall’s, Mark in Space, Al Noush Events, Market Earth, Florida Mall and P&Y and Chop Suey, Epicure P.A.

INDULGE TO THE FULLEST THIS FALL

CHEF’S TABLE DINNERS

Join us for a 5-course meal in the kitchen at the Waldorf Astoria Naples.

NOVEMBER 8
DECEMBER 2

Each course will be uniquely paired with wines or beers.

( $125 per person )

For reservations, please call 239.594.6058

10.28.2013 CELEBRITY JUDGES

Judges: Mayoral candidate Raimond Aulen, filmmaker Chris Bright, The River Weekly News & Island Sun’s Tish Molloy, hosted by Eric Raddatz and co-host Melissa Delmanes.

10.28.2013 CELEBRITY JUDGES

Judges: Mayoral candidate Raimond Aulen, filmmaker Chris Bright, The River Weekly News & Island Sun’s Tish Molloy, hosted by Eric Raddatz and co-host Melissa Delmanes.

10.28.2013 CELEBRITY JUDGES

Judges: Mayoral candidate Raimond Aulen, filmmaker Chris Bright, The River Weekly News & Island Sun’s Tish Molloy, hosted by Eric Raddatz and co-host Melissa Delmanes.

T.G.I.M.; EVERY MONDAY THROUGH FEB. 24, 2014
FORT MYERS FILM FESTIVAL; MARCH 19-23, 2014
FORTMYERSFILMFESTIVAL.COM

The Fort Myers Film Festival supports Lee County Schools filmmakers and Golisano’s Children’s Hospital, Sponsored by All About Closets, UNIT A, Florida Weekly, Garth Francis Photography, Bennett’s Fresh Roast Coffee, Edison Foundation, Twisted The Kitchen, Yankton Farms, Land O Lakes, J. Bohlman VCP, T.A.C.O.S, Food Express, La Madeleine Cake Shoppe, White Hair Capers, Riptide Strings, Inlandia Colocations, RED Cuppoware, COMCAST/T.V. Marketing, Florida Southern College, Marshall’s, Mark in Space, Al Noush Events, Market Earth, Florida Mall and P&Y and Chop Suey, Epicure P.A.


MISS SOUTHWEST FLORIDA PAGEANT CELEBRATES...

FIRST ANNIVERSARY!
Sales proceeds benefit scholarship fund

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 2
1-4 PM

WHO:
MISS SOUTHWEST FLORIDA PAGEANT VOLUNTEERS AND DESIGNER DIVA’S RESALE BOUTIQUE OWNERS NANCY BUCELANO AND ZOE LANTELME-KERN.

WHAT:
DESIGNER DIVA’S RESALE BOUTIQUE CELEBRATES ITS FIRST ANNIVERSARY IN BUSINESS BY PARTNERING WITH THE MISS SOUTHWEST FLORIDA SCHOLARSHIP PAGEANT.
A PORTION OF PROCEEDS FROM THE DAY’S SALES WILL BE DONATED TO THE MISS SOUTHWEST FLORIDA SCHOLARSHIP FUND.
PAGEANT VOLUNTEERS WILL ALSO MODEL SELECT FASHIONS FROM THE STORE THROUGHOUT THE AFTERNOON.
DESIGNER DIVA’S RESALE BOUTIQUE FEATURES NEW AND CONSIGNMENT DESIGNER AND MAINSTREAM CLOTHING AND ACCESSORIES FROM CHANEL, PRADA, MICHAEL KORS, KATE SPADE AND LOUIS VUITTON, AMONG OTHERS.

WHERE:
DESIGNER DIVA’S RESALE BOUTIQUE
SHOPPES AT VANDERBILT
2355 VANDERBILT BEACH ROAD, SUITE 136
NAPLES, FL

239.431.6341
NaplesDesignerDivas.com

The Shoppes at Vanderbilt
Suite 136
2355 Vanderbilt Beach Road, Naples

No Appt. Necessary
M-F 10-6 • Sat 9:30-5:30 • Sun 11-4

Resale - Cash on the Spot - We Buy & Consign Items in Mint Condition 12-18 Months Young

Facebook: Naples Designer Divas

KOVEL: ANTIQUES

Decorative lanterns lit the way on Halloween

BY TERRY AND KIM KOVEL
Special to Florida Weekly

Lanterns are among the earliest Halloween collectibles — and not just jack-o’-lanterns. The early-1900’s jack-o’-lantern was made of metal. Within a few years, jack-o’-lanterns were being made of pressed paper with thin paper inserts creating see-through eyes, nose and mouth. That way, a candle inside the paper pumpkin could light a path. But it was dangerous to walk and run with a lit candle in a flammable container. By the 1920s, special Halloween lamp shades were made for display in a front window. You also could buy flat-sided lanterns made in a “stained-glass” style with black cardboard strips and translucent orange paper. These lanterns were made in Germany and the United States until the 1940s. But beware — some were reproduced in the 1990s. Old lanterns usually have round, indented candle-holders on the bottom; most reproductions have flat bottoms. A very famous 12-panel lantern was made in Germany in the 1920s and sold was by Beistle, an important American company that sold (and still sells) holiday decorations. A vintage example sells for more than $500 today. One recently offered at Morphy Auctions had a presale estimate of $400 to $600.

Q: My mother left me a collection of Kewpie dolls, all in good condition. Please tell me something about them. I’m in my 70s now and probably will give them to my granddaughters rather than sell them. But I’d like to know if they’re valuable.

A: Artist Rose O’Neill (1874-1944) drew the first Kewpies, little naked, winged, Cupid-like characters, for a Ladies’ Home Journal story that ran in 1909. Within two years, O’Neill’s drawings were turned into 3-D designs for Kewpie dolls and figurines. They were

Wrap Your Holidays in Gold

Promenade Bonita Bay
On the Plaza
3rd Street S.
Venetian Village
Park Shore

for the modern woman
Pelican Marsh Golf Club Garners Worldwide Recognition

2013 “Renovation of the Year” honors from Golf Inc.

Visits Us During Reciprocal Season

Pelican Marsh is at the center of it all: home to an award-winning community and championship golf. Experience the welcoming vitality of this private club, fully owned by its members and a model of financial strength.

Come and experience our award winning newly renovated course; visit us before reciprocal season ends.

Pelican Marsh Golf Club

Membership (239) 597-0016 • PelicanMarshGC.com
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239.348.4357
www.naplescosmeticsurgerycenter.com

Andrew Turk, MD, FACS
Board Certified Plastic Surgeon of the Face, Breast and Body

TRUST your face, breast and body to the ONLY one you need...
...a board certified plastic surgeon.

NAPLES COSMETIC SURGERY CENTER
Physicians-Regional Medical Center | Pine Ridge Campus
6101 Pine Ridge Road, Suite 15 | Naples, FL 34119

Tip: Paintings displayed in a dining room often are splattered with food and sometimes even pick up food odors. Have an oil painting professionally cleaned.

— Terry Kovel and Kim Kovel answer as many questions as possible through the column. By sending a letter with a question, you give full permission for use in the column or any other Kovel forum. Names, addresses or e-mail addresses will not be published. We cannot guarantee the return of any photograph, but if a stamped envelope is included, we will try. The amount of mail makes personal answers or appraisals impossible. Write to Kovels, (Florida Weekly), King Features Syndicate, 300 W. 57th St., New York, NY 10019.
PLAYERS

From page 1

“Our Town” is the love story of George Gibbs and Emily Webb as narrated by a stage manager. Jim Corsica has been cast as the stage manager, who also also assumes many small parts as he guides this play about life in a small town. Brigid Wallace and Michael Frank, making his Naples Players debut, will perform as Emily and George.

Others in the cast include: Ray Kane and Nancy Menaldi-Scanlan as Dr. and Mrs. Gibbs; Greg White and Sharon True as Mr. and Mrs. Webb; Thomas Richardson as Wally Webb; Larry Shoop as Simon Stimson; Sophia-Bella Carrasquillo and Diliana Gresbrink sharing the role of Si Crowell; Joe Byrne as Joe Crowell; Andrew Ciliberto as Howie Newsome; Carla Grieve as Mrs. Soames; Len Becker as Constable Warren; and Jessica Daniels and Amanda Pusler sharing the role of Rebecca Gibbs.

The townspeople will be played by Douglas Casement, Rhonda Davis, Scott Douscette, Cynthia Graf, Michelle Langlas, Preslie True, Denise Villareal, Carolyn, Weinand and Mariel Weinand.

“Our Town” will be performed at 8 p.m. Wednesday-Saturday and at 2 p.m. Sunday. Tickets are $35 for adults and $20 for students.

For tickets to “The Mystery of Irma Vep” or “Our Town,” call the box office at 239-7990 or visit www.naplesplayers.org.
Runaway nose stars in Shostakovich’s unconventional opera ‘Live in HD’

The eighth season of “The Met: Live in HD” continues in theaters across the country with an innovative production of Shostakovich’s shocking, unconventional “The Nose.” Show time is 12:55 p.m. Saturday, Oct. 26.

Pavel Smelkov conducts a cast led by Tony Award-winning Paulo Szot as the hapless Kovalyov, a beleaguered Russian bureaucrat with a runaway nose. Andrey Popov performs as the menacing police inspector, and Alexander Lewis as Kovalyov’s peripatetic nose.

Running time is approximately 1 hour, 50 minutes.

In Southwest Florida, “The Met: Live in HD” screenings are at the Hollywood Stadium 20 in Naples, Coconut Point 16 in Estero, Bell Tower 20 in Fort Myers and Town Center Stadium 16 in Port Charlotte.

Live screenings of eight more operas continue through May 10 and include Met Music Director James Levine’s return to the podium in December. Metropolitan Opera stars serve as hosts for the HD series, conducting live interviews with cast, crew and production teams, and introducing the popular behind-the-scenes feature. Soprano Patricia Racette hosts the broadcast of “The Nose.” Encore presentations also are on the schedule.

The “Live in HD” 2013-14 season continues with:
- Nov. 9: Puccini’s “Tosca,” starring Ms. Racette
- Dec. 14 Verdi’s Falstaff, with Mr. Levine at the podium
- Feb. 8: Dvorak’s “Rusalka,” with Renee Fleming in the title role
- March 1: Borodin’s rarely heard epic, “Prince Igor”
- March 15: Massenet’s “Werther”
- April 5: Puccini’s “La Boheme”
- April 26: Mozart’s “Così fan tutte”
- May 10: Rossini’s Cinderella story, “La Cenerentola”

Tickets for The Met’s “Live in HD” transmissions are $25 ($23 for seniors, $19 for children) and are available online at www.metopera.org/hdlive and also at participating theater box offices.

Prepare to experience The Woodhouse Day Spa, a 6,000-square-foot luxury, resort-style spa dedicated to your relaxation and well-being.

Located in the newly renovated Naples Plaza 2059 Tamiami Trail North, Naples, FL Naples.WoodhouseSpas.com • 239-403-SPAS (7727)

EXPERIENCE A TRANQUIL, TRANSFORMATIONAL ENVIRONMENT

massage | facials | body treatments | microdermabrasion | manicures | pedicures | waxing | gifts | more

MENTION THIS AD AND RECEIVE 10% OFF YOUR NEXT SERVICE DURING THE MONTH OF OCTOBER.
TASTES LIKE HEAVEN BURNS LIKE HELL

TREASURE ISLAND TOWN HALL - The Naples Christian Women's Connection holds its next luncheon at 11:30 a.m. Friday, Nov. 1, at the Quail Creek Country Club. Guest speaker Meryl Bishop will present “Stepping Out of Your Comfort Zone!” Author Cathy Whalen will discuss flower arranging and will have copies of her books available for purchase. All are welcome. Cost is $23. For reservations, call 254-0584. For more information about the organization, visit www.cwclnet.

The Naples Orchid Society holds its next meeting at 6 p.m. Thursday, Nov. 7, at Moorings Presbyterian Church. Guest speaker will be Rafael Romero, import/export manager at Plantio La Orquidea, an orchid producer with operations in Sarasota and Venezuela. Mr. Romero will discuss the large, frilly-petaled Schomburgka orchids that grow in tropical areas of Venezuela. He will have plants available for purchase. Before the program, AOS judge Bill Overton will present a 30-min-ute class on orchid pests and diseases beginning at 6 p.m. Admission is free, and all are welcome. The society’s annual orchid sale takes place from noon to 3 p.m. Saturday, Nov. 9, at the church. Admission is free. For more information, call 775-5220 or visit www.naplesorchidsociety.org.

Pi Phi alumni in Naples, Bonita Springs and Marco Island are invited to the Pi Phi Naples mixer at 5 p.m. Thursday, Oct. 24, at M Waterfront Grill in Venetian Village. The club holds its next luncheon at 11:30 a.m. Saturday, Nov. 9, at Pelican’s Nest Golf Club in Pelican Landing, Bonita Springs. Artist Heidi Saletko’s will present “Frood Zoo,” a program showcasing her animal masks made from recycled palm fronds. Cost is $25. Reservations and advance payment are required. Call Connie Kindsvater at 597-8787 or e-mail csokind@aol.com.

The Southwest Florida Chapter of the American Airlines Kiwi Club holds its next luncheon and meeting starting at 11:30 a.m. Saturday, Oct. 26, at Naples Lakes Country Club. The club is a social and charitable organization of present and former flight attendants of American Airlines. The chapter supports Pace Center for Girls-Collier County, and the Collier County Humane Society. New members are always welcome. For reservations or more information, call Eileen Pearson at 995-1761 or e-mail Barbara Traci at summerbri@comcast.net.

The Greater Naples Branch of AAUW meets from 9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Saturday, Nov. 2, at Hodges University in the Science & Technology Building. Guest speaker Dr. Allen Weiss, president and CEO of the NCH Healthcare System, will discuss “The Future of Health Care.” Guests are welcome. For reservations or more information, visit www.aauwgnb.org.

The Naples Garden Club celebrates its 60th anniversary at a members-only luncheon beginning at 11:30 a.m. Monday, Nov. 4, at Windstar Country Club. Cost is $45. For more information, call 262-1272 or e-mail info@naplesgardencub.org.

The Italian Cultural Society holds its next meeting at 6:30 p.m. Thursday, Nov. 7, at Moorings Presbyterian Church. Guest speaker will be Raphael Romero, import/export manager at Plantio La Orquidea, an orchid producer with operations in Sarasota and Venezuela. Mr. Romero will discuss the large, frilly-petaled Schomburgka orchids that grow in tropical areas of Venezuela. He will have plants available for purchase. Before the program, AOS judge Bill Overton will present a 30-min-ute class on orchid pests and diseases beginning at 6 p.m. Admission is free, and all are welcome. The society’s annual orchid sale takes place from noon to 3 p.m. Saturday, Nov. 9, at the church. Admission is free. For more information, call 775-5220 or visit www.naplesorchidsociety.org.

Pi Phi alumni in Naples, Bonita Springs and Marco Island are invited to the Pi Phi Naples mixer at 5 p.m. Thursday, Oct. 24, at M Waterfront Grill in Venetian Village. The club holds its next luncheon at 11:30 a.m. Saturday, Nov. 9, at Pelican’s Nest Golf Club in Pelican Landing, Bonita Springs. Artist Heidi Saletko’s will present “Frood Zoo,” a program showcasing her animal masks made from recycled palm fronds. Cost is $25. Reservations and advance payment are required. Call Connie Kindsvater at 597-8787 or e-mail csokind@aol.com.

The Southwest Florida Chapter of the American Airlines Kiwi Club holds its next luncheon and meeting starting at 11:30 a.m. Saturday, Oct. 26, at Naples Lakes Country Club. The club is a social and charitable organization of present and former flight attendants of American Airlines. The chapter supports Pace Center for Girls-Collier County, and the Collier County Humane Society. New members are always welcome. For reservations or more information, call Eileen Pearson at 995-1761 or e-mail Barbara Traci at summerbri@comcast.net.

The Greater Naples Branch of AAUW meets from 9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Saturday, Nov. 2, at Hodges University in the Science & Technology Building. Guest speaker Dr. Allen Weiss, president and CEO of the NCH Healthcare System, will discuss “The Future of Health Care.” Guests are welcome. For reservations or more information, visit www.aauwgnb.org.

The Naples Garden Club celebrates its 60th anniversary at a members-only luncheon beginning at 11:30 a.m. Monday, Nov. 4, at Windstar Country Club. Cost is $45. For more information, call 262-1272 or e-mail info@naplesgardencub.org.

The Italian Cultural Society holds its next meeting at 6:30 p.m. Thursday, Nov. 7, at Moorings Presbyterian Church. Guest speaker will be Raphael Romero, import/export manager at Plantio La Orquidea, an orchid producer with operations in Sarasota and Venezuela. Mr. Romero will discuss the large, frilly-petaled Schomburgka orchids that grow in tropical areas of Venezuela. He will have plants available for purchase. Before the program, AOS judge Bill Overton will present a 30-min-ute class on orchid pests and diseases beginning at 6 p.m. Admission is free, and all are welcome. The society’s annual orchid sale takes place from noon to 3 p.m. Saturday, Nov. 9, at the church. Admission is free. For more information, call 775-5220 or visit www.naplesorchidsociety.org.

Pi Phi alumni in Naples, Bonita Springs and Marco Island are invited to the Pi Phi Naples mixer at 5 p.m. Thursday, Oct. 24, at M Waterfront Grill in Venetian Village. The club holds its next luncheon at 11:30 a.m. Saturday, Nov. 9, at Pelican’s Nest Golf Club in Pelican Landing, Bonita Springs. Artist Heidi Saletko’s will present “Frood Zoo,” a program showcasing her animal masks made from recycled palm fronds. Cost is $25. Reservations and advance payment are required. Call Connie Kindsvater at 597-8787 or e-mail csokind@aol.com.
its annual Welcome Back Brunch begin-
ing at 11 a.m. Tuesday, Nov. 5, at the Naples Beach Hotel & Golf Club.

Tom Turiechi, president of the society, will present “Finding the Fun in Italian Opera,” a multimedia program about the comic operas of Rossini. Mr. Turiechi, a former professor of music history and director of instrumental music at Texas Woman’s University, lectures regularly at the Center for Lifelong Learning at Hodges University and the Renaissance Academy of FGCU.

Cost of the Welcome Back Brunch is $36.

The new season of the society’s Italian film series begins with a screening of “Tosca’s Kiss” (1989) at 6:45 p.m. Monday, Nov. 4, at The Norris Center.

For luncheon reservations or more information about the society, call 434-3323, e-mail ics.naples@gmail.com or visit www.italianculturalsociety.com.

The Naples chapter of Ikebana International meets at 9 a.m. Wednesday, Nov. 6, at Moorings Presbyterian Church.

Senior teacher Mah Tavallali will conduct a workshop on Ohara landscape arrangements. All are welcome. Advanced registration is required. There is a $5 charge for provided workshop materials.

For reservations or more information, visit www.ikebananaples.com.

The Genealogical Society of Collier County meets at 7 p.m. Tuesday, Nov. 12, at Moorings Presbyterian Church.

Guest speaker Ray McAdams will discuss how to identify, date and preserve old photographs. Doors open at 6:30 p.m., and guests are always welcome. For more information, visit www.thegssc.org.

The Naples chapter of Ikebana International hosts its annual Welcome Back luncheon beginning at 11:30 a.m. Thursday, Nov. 14, at Grey Oaks Country Club. More than 250 members and guests are expected to hear guest speaker Bonita Springs resident and author Peggy Post, the granddaughter of Emily Post.

IWA is an affinity group of the Jewish Federation of Collier County. New members are always welcome. For more information, visit www.WomensCulture-

Alliance.com.

The Naples Women’s Club holds its annual Valentine Family Scholarship Luncheon beginning at 11 a.m. Friday, Nov. 15, at Windstar Country Club. Guest speaker Allison Blankenship will present “Lessons of a Life Diva.”

Tickets are $50, with all proceeds supporting the scholarship fund and The Shelter for Abused Women & Children. The Valentine family gives $500 a year and the club matches that for a total of $1,000 in scholarships.

For reservations, call Anne Palmer at 262-6331 or e-mail napleswomansclub@comcast.net.

— E-mail club news to Cindy Pierce at cpierce@floridaweekly.com.

The Everglades Astronomical Society holds its regular meeting from 7-8 p.m. Tuesday, Nov. 12, at The Norris Center.

Newcomers to astronomy and those experienced in star-gazing are welcome. The society also holds a monthly dark sky viewing at the Fakahatchee Strand, with the next one planned for Saturday, Oct. 26.

For more information, e-mail Mike Usher, society president, at usher34015@earthlink.net.
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CELEBRITY EXTRA

John O’Hurley can’t get enough of dogs

BY CINDY ELAVSKY

Q: Can you tell me what one of my favorite stars, John O’Hurley, has been up to? I’d love to see him in something soon.
— Beatrice W., Omaha, Neb.
A: For starters, the talented actor/host/dancer/singer/author will be hosting the National Dog Show Presented by Purina on Thanksgiving Day, which airs at noon for the 12th year in a row. Aside from all the cute doggy fun for the whole family that we’re used to with the dog show, this year sees the introduction of the Chinook, rat terrier and Portuguese podengo pequeno into the competition.
John also has a children’s book coming out Oct. 31 called “The Perfect Dog.”
Q: One of my favorite shows is “Cold Justice.” Will it be back for another season?
— Chris M., via e-mail
A: TNT has ordered a second season of its hit real-life drama “Cold Justice,” where former prosecutor Kelly Siegler and former crime-scene investigator Yolanda McClary solve cold cases, their season-one efforts having brought many criminals to justice already. The first season, which wrapped up Oct. 22, so far has helped to bring about a guilty plea (from the Sept. 3 episode), three indictments (Sept. 10 episode) and a grand jury trial to bring about more indictments (Sept. 17 episode). Season two will have 10 more episodes and is scheduled to air in early 2014.
Q: Seeing Tina Fey and Amy Poehler present at the Emmy’s this year made me wonder if they’d be back to host the Golden Globes! I loved them as co-hosts!
— Gina F., via e-mail
A: Tina and Amy have signed on to host the Golden Globe Awards for the next two years. Insiders are saying the deal is a coup for the Golden Globes, but I say it’s a coup for the viewers, as we’ll be treated to the comedic dynamic duo for at least two more ceremonies.
The Naples 2013-2014 Season

October 30 - November 23
Wednesdays – Saturdays 8:00 p.m.
Sundays 2:00 p.m.
A side-splitting gothic spoof that leaves no stone unturned when it comes to satirizing the melodramatic likes of Dracula, Rebecca, Wuthering Heights, The Wolfman, The Munny’s Curse and many more.

SPONSORED BY:

Tickets: 239-263-7990 or www.naplesplayers.org
Naples Players at Sugden Community Theatre
701 5th Ave. South, Naples, FL 34102

November 27 - December 21
Wednesdays – Saturdays 8:00 p.m.
Sundays 2:00 p.m.
This timeless classic is set in the early 20th century in the fictional town of Grover’s Corners. The play explores the beauty of love, marriage, family and the everyday precious moments that may be taken for granted. A rich, poignant piece of theatre that makes the mundane riveting and gets to the core of the human experience.

SPONSORED BY:

WATERFRONT DINING AT IT’S BEST

FISH
seafood • steak • sushi

WE’VE TAKEN THE TIME TO FIND THE BEST PRODUCE, THE FRESHEST SEAFOOD, AND THE HIGHEST QUALITY MEATS, TO ASSURE YOU THE BEST EXPERIMENTAL QUALITY YOU DESIRE. JOIN US AT OUR SPACIOUS BAR FOR A COLD GLASS OF WINE AND SAMPLING OF OYSTERS, CLAMS, AND OTHER DELICACIES OF THE SEA. OR TRY SOMETHING FROM OUR SUSHI MENU, WHERE OUR INNOVATIVE SUSHI CHEF WILL BRING YOU EXCITING DISHES MEANT TO DO WHAT WE DO BEST HERE AT FISH: SHOW OFF THE NATURAL FLAVORS. AT FISH WE LET THE QUALITY SUSHI CHEF WILL BRING YOU EXCITING DISHES MEANT TO DO WHAT WE DO BEST: THE SEA. OR TRY SOMETHING FROM OUR SUSHI MENU, WHERE OUR INNOVATIVE

THIS WEEK ON WGCU-TV

FRIDAY, OCT. 25, 9 P.M.
A Raisin in the Sun Revisited
The Raisin Cycle at Center Stage
Producers James Armstrong and John Paulson capture the history and legacy of Raisin and the backstage challenges of mounting two issue-driven plays simultaneously.

SUNDAY, OCT. 27, 9 P.M.
Masterpiece Classic
The Paradise, Part 4
Morty forges ahead with his plans to buy the other shops on the street, reluctantly taking on a partner, while Katherine meddles with his efforts in an attempt to get his attention.

10 P.M.
Masterpiece Classic
Downton Abbey Season 2, Part 3
Isobel and Cora lock horns over control of Downton’s medical role. Matthew and William embark on a perilous patrol behind German lines.

MONDAY, OCT. 28, 8 P.M.
Antiques Roadshow
Miami Beach
Highlights include a rare Qing Dynasty vase; a 1956 Gretsch Chet Atkins Model 6120 guitar; and an oil painting by popular Victorian artist John George Brown, valued at $40,000 to $50,000.

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 30, 10 P.M.
Raw to Ready
Mack Truck
How can rayon fibers be the material used to assemble jets? How does the sap of a tree help strengthen Houston’s new stadium? And how can balsa wood be powerful enough to create efficient windmills that power homes? Explore the science, innovation and sheer genius needed to transform basic ingredients into powerhouse machines.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 6
WALDORF ASTORIA

THIS IS AN EVENT YOU WILL NOT WANT TO MISS!
N.A.P.L.E.S GROUP

BIG EVENT
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 6
3PM - 6PM

FEATURING SPEAKER:
MYRA JANCO DANIELS

MYRA JANCO DANIELS IS AN INTERNATIONALLY RECOGNIZED WOMAN OF THE ARTS. AS FOUNDER OF THE PHILHARMONIC CENTER FOR THE ARTS AND THE NAPLES MUSEUM OF ART IN NAPLES, DANIELS HAS PRESENTED, PRODUCED AND PROMOTED THE ARTS FOR MORE THAN THREE DECADES.

5:00PM FOR REGISTRATION, COCKTAILS AND HORS D’OEUVRES.
PROGRAM BEGINS AT 5:45PM

TICKETS: $75 PER PERSON FOR TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS GO TO WWW.NAPLESGROUP.NET
TICKETS MUST BE PURCHASED IN ADVANCE.

TICKET INCLUDES: NETWORKING, SPEAKER, RECEPTION, DINNER AND VALET PARKING
SAVE THE DATE

Literacy Volunteers of Collier County stages the annual Dancing with the Stars for Literacy beginning at 6:30 p.m. Friday, Nov. 8, at the Naples Beach Hotel & Golf Club. Tickets are $175. For more information, call 262-4448 or visit www.collierliteracy.org.

Lighthouse of Collier Center for Blindness and Vision Loss presents the Beatles-themed Boogie on the Beach from 12:30-4:30 p.m. Sunday, Nov. 10, at the Naples Beach Hotel & Golf Club. A Fab Four cover band will entertain. Tickets are $75 for adults, $25 for ages 18 and younger, free for ages 5 and younger. Call 430-3934 or visit www.lighthousecollier.org.

Bayshore Cultural and Performing Arts Center presents “CAPA Art Forms — Sculpture” from 7-30 p.m. Saturday, Nov. 9, at The von Liebig Art Center. Admission is $20. Tickets proceeds and a portion of art sales will support the CAPA mission to build a state-of-the-art cultural and performing arts center that showcases local visual and performing artists.

Call 775-2800, e-mail bayshorecapacenter@centurylink.net or visit www.bayshorecapac.org.

The inaugural American Girl Fashion Show to benefit the Golisano Children’s Hospital of Southwest Florida comes to the Naples Beach Hotel & Golf Club on Sunday, Nov. 10, at 10 a.m. and 3 p.m. Each show will include brunch/lunch and a marketplace as well as local child models wearing historical and contemporary fashions from American Girl. NRC-2 anchor Kellie Burns will tell the history of American Girl. The event also includes lunch, party favors, raffle prizes, a keepsake photo, door prizes, doll salon and a pop-up bookstore. Tickets for $80 are available at www.swfashion.com. Call 822-9554.

Baby Basics of Collier County hosts its sixth annual Champagne Brunch & Fall Fashion Show at 9:30 a.m. Monday, Nov. 11, at Dillard’s in Coastland Center.

Baby Basics provides free diapers and supportive information to more than 325 infants and toddlers from low-income, working families in Collier County and Bonita Springs. Tickets are $75. For more information or to purchase a tickets, e-mail babybasicsncd@hotmail.com or visit www.BabyBasicsCollier.org.

The Immokalee Foundation’s 2013 Charity Classic Celebration: “Pathways to Success, Voices of the Future,” includes an evening of dining, entertainment and auctions of once-in-a-lifetime experiences to benefit TIF students.

This year’s celebration takes place Saturday evening, Nov. 16, at The Ritz-Carlton Beach Resort. Tickets are $550. For reservations or more information, call 430-9122, e-mail info@immokaleefoundation.org or visit www.immokaleefoundation.org.

The Naples Zoo holds its 2013 Children’s Gala: “Carnivale of the Animals” for kids and their grown-ups from 5:30-8 p.m. Saturday, Nov. 16, at the Zoo. The evening will include “wild” games and prizes, a family-friendly silent auction, dinner and a presentation by world-renowned storyteller Jim Weiss. Tickets are $85 for children, $65 for adults. Call 262-5409, ext 144. Ask about sponsorships and special tables that include story time with Mr. Weiss and other benefits.

Champions For Learning/The Education Foundation of Collier County, hosts the 2013 Heart of the Apple luncheon honoring Alan Kor- est on Tuesday, Nov. 19, at the Hilton Naples. For tickets or more information, call 643-4755 or visit www.educationforcollier.org.

The United Arts Council of Collier County hosts its annual fall fundrais and Celebrate the Arts month soiree Wednesday evening, Nov. 20, at a private club in Port Royal. Guests will enjoy performances by numerous musical and theater groups from the area as well as gourmet dining an auction with Bill Barnett at the podium.

For tickets or more information, call 263-8242 or visit www.celebratehearts.org.
Taste of the Town is a perennial favorite of southwest Florida. The outdoor food festival annually draws more than 10,000 people a year to sample “tastes” from more than 40 top local restaurants and to enjoy live music and children’s entertainment. Money raised at Taste of the Town funds the volunteer mission and programs of the Junior League of Fort Myers. Since 1966, we have been “Women Building Better Communities” through our volunteer programs and service.
An Adventure Travel Program by Wellfit Institute at Lululemon Athletica

Ken Hodsdon and Ken Olsen

Jill Wheeler and Megan Jerrard

Melissa Workinger and Margot Haglund

Audrey and Tami Wellford, Amanda Feaga and Samantha Nagle

Guest speaker Megan Clair and Wellfit Institute’s Jill Wheeler, front, with the Lululemon Athletica team

Megan Mukavetz, Andrea Maus and Julie Carlson

Nicole Soderlund, Daryl Sissman and Renea Tucker

Vanessa Suppa, Jenna Voelkerd, Mikaela Latimer and Nico Sanchez

Finley and Channing Wheeler

“Like” us on Facebook.com/NaplesFloridaWeekly to see more photos. We take more society and networking photos at area events than we can fit in the newspaper. So, if you think we missed you or one of your friends, go to www.floridaweekly.com and view the photo albums from the many events we cover. You can purchase any of the photos too.

Send us your society and networking photos. Include the names of everyone in the picture. E-mail them to society@floridaweekly.com.

STONE CRAB FESTIVAL
Bring this ad and receive 6 MONTHS FREE when you JOIN our boating club!
Saturday, October 26th
Sunday, October 27th
10am - 5pm
NAPLES
495 Bayfront Place
Freedom Boat Club Booth

Come for the Festival...
LEAVE WITH THE BOATING LIFESTYLE
YOU’VE ALWAYS WANTED.

Stop by our booth at the Naples Annual Stone Crab Festival on October 26-27, and learn how your options for hassle-free boating are as wide open as the waterways.

It’s everything you imagine boating should be!
877.804.0402
FreedomBoatClub.com
SOCIETY

High tea with members of the Opera Naples Guild

Jerry and Patti Wachowicz

Judy Mangini and Mary Ellen McSorley

Sean Lux and Debi Strand

Susan Christiano and Tom Weir

Donna Fiala, center, with Alexandra and Rob Carlson

Ron Bowman, center, with Dolores and Calvin Gaeta

Celebrating ‘Faith & Wine’ at St. John the Evangelist

Dolores Stillings and Marie Oberstar

Jeanine Kannensohn and Patty Colson

Mary Beth Clary and Sr. Nancy Murray

Maureen Reed and Joanne Stahlman

Rebecca Vaccariello and Brandie LaFond

Sheila and Sierra Studer

*Like* us on Facebook.com/NaplesFloridaWeekly to see more photos. We take more society and networking photos at area events than we can fit in the newspaper. So, if you think we missed you or one of your friends, go to www.floridaweekly.com and view the photo albums from the many events we cover. You can purchase any of the photos too. Send us your society and networking photos. Include the names of everyone in the picture. E-mail them to society@floridaweekly.com.
SOCIETY

Truluck’s hosts alums from The Ohio State University

Sara Ann Mouse, Jim Scartz and Sandi Dietrich

Brian and Ashley McNamara

Chris Waleri and Joe Mack

Jim and Bonnie Deagle

Dick and Sandy Ritchie

Hank and Eileen Pearson

Mary Lou Brenner, Gary Hirschman and Pat Robson

Skip and Nancy Potter

Doug Smith, Ron Brenner and Bruce Mousa

“Like” us on Facebook.com /NaplesFloridaWeekly to see more photos. We take more society and networking photos at area events than we can fit in the newspaper. So, if you think we missed you or one of your friends, go to www.floridaweekly.com and view the photo albums from the many events we cover. You can purchase any of the photos too.

Send us your society and networking photos. Include the names of everyone in the picture. E-mail them to society@floridaweekly.com.

*It’s more than Chocolate... it’s an Experience*

Discover Royal Palm Chocolates. The spacious chocolaterie offers a vast selection of filled chocolates and infused truffles in assorted flavors, chocolate bars and gourmet barks.

From our viewing area you can catch a glimpse of Chef Philip and his staff put the finishing touches on his delectable and handcrafted creations.

Be our guest and experience all that’s new at Royal Palm Chocolates.

Stop by today and receive 10% off any purchase of $20 or more.
Stepping out in style for the Stiletto Sprint

Erika Thalheimer

Lazaro Arbos sings the national anthem

Melissa Gonzalez, Richard Bell and Matthew Searles

Richard Krause, Ryan Oszonkiewicz and John Guzik

Terri Moria

Rebecca Carufe and adult sprint winner Nick Cherevko

“Like” us on Facebook.com/NaplesFloridaWeekly to see more photos. We take more society and networking photos at area events than we can fit in the newspaper. So, if you think we missed you or one of your friends, go to www.floridaweekly.com and view the photo albums from the many events we cover. You can purchase any of the photos too.

Send us your society and networking photos. Include the names of everyone in the picture. E-mail them to society@floridaweekly.com.
“Like” us on Facebook.com /NaplesFloridaWeekly to see more photos. We take more society and networking photos at area events than we can fit in the newspaper. So, if you think we missed you or one of your friends, go to www.floridaweekly.com and view the photo albums from the many events we cover. You can purchase any of the photos too.

Send us your society and networking photos. Include the names of everyone in the picture. E-mail them to society@floridaweekly.com.

SOCIETY

Stepping out in style for the Stiletto Sprint

And they’re off!

Spidey couple Hillary and Lawrence Perillo flanking Naila Charlery

Evan Williams and Rachel Engeldrecht

Sheba and Amina Matheu

Rick and Jean Uffalussy

Sandi Benton and Trevor Tibstra

STEPHEN WRIGHT / FLORIDA WEEKLY
Here are some capsule summaries of previously reviewed restaurants:

A Table Apart, 4295 Bonita Beach Road, Bonita Springs; 221-8540
The small but diverse menu spans the globe, embracing classic French techniques, bold Asian flavors and even a bit of Italian pasta panache while emphasizing a commitment to sustainable seafood and seasonal ingredients. The food is sophisticated but unfussy. The charbroiled fish of the day, Arctic char, was simply grilled and served. The fish of the day, Arctic char, was simply grilled and served.

Maguro Sushi & Steak House, 895 Wiggins Pass Road, Naples; 591-0003
Easily accessible but not so easy to find, Maguro is worth seeking out. Tucked into an out-of-the-way corner of U.S. 41 and Wiggins Pass Road (shared parking lot with Beall’s, Petco and other big-boxers), Maguro offers sushi and cooked entrées in one dining room, and the full teppan-yaki show and meal in another, both drenched in cool blue lights. The drink menu is inventive, too. I particularly liked the lychee martini. As for the food, everything we tasted — from the yellowtail nigrini to the Snow White roll (shrimp tempura and sliced cucumber, seaweed and rice topped with white tuna and unseasoned coconut, finished with spicy mayo and coconut sauce) to the miso soup, vegetable tempura and the shrimp and salmon b人们hichi combo — was carefully prepared and plated. The coconut bombe (layers of coconut cake, coconut custard and coconut icing) proved an excellent finale for two.

Texas Tony’s BBQ Shack, 459 Tamiami Trail East, Naples; 732-8392
A side venture of the Phelan family, owners of the locally grown Pinchers Crab Shacks, Texas Tony’s is plastered with Lone Star State flags, horseshoes and longhorns antlers. Foodwise, the loaded chopped pork nachos did not showcase the meat as well as it should have, and the boom boom shrimp lost their batter in a sea of spicy cream sauce. But the spice-rubbed baby back ribs had a good, charry bark along the edges, while the meat remained incredibly tender and had the all-important pink smoke ring. A quarter chicken was super-moist, and the meat slipped easily off the bone. Its darkly seasoned skin was visible evidence of the restaurant’s smoker, which uses orange wood — a subtle alternative to the stronger hickory or oak. The star of the meal was the Texas BBQ Shack, 459 Tamiami Trail East, Naples; 732-8392. The rustic charro lining a tequila-heavy cocktail list that goes on for days. The rustic charro lining a tequila-heavy cocktail list that goes on for days. The rustic charro lining a tequila-heavy cocktail list that goes on for days. The rustic charro lining a tequila-heavy cocktail list that goes on for days.

Margaret’s Mexican Restaurant, 8071 U.S. 41, Naples; 434-6206
Margaret’s features succulent hand-pulled meats and fresh seafood tucked into tender tortillas, served with brightly flavored house-made salsas and sauc es. Bracing margaritas in fruit flavors such as watermelon and pomegranate are served on the rocks or frozen, headlining a tequila-heavy cocktail list that goes on for days. The rustic charro beans, whole pintos laced with orégano and chunks of pork, are a revelation — and they’re just a side dish. The taco trio (miniature corn tortillas over-flowing with shredded beef, chicken and pork) is a good way to try it all, as is the sumptuous quesad fumido, a fondue of warm, silky white cheese garnished with diced scallions, jalapeños and chilis. A side venture of the Phelan family, owners of the locally grown Pinchers Crab Shacks, Texas Tony’s is plastered with Lone Star State flags, horseshoes and longhorns antlers. Foodwise, the loaded chopped pork nachos did not showcase the meat as well as it should have, and the boom boom shrimp lost their batter in a sea of spicy cream sauce. But the spice-rubbed baby back ribs had a good, charry bark along the edges, while the meat remained incredibly tender and had the all-important pink smoke ring. A quarter chicken was super-moist, and the meat slipped easily off the bone. Its darkly seasoned skin was visible evidence of the restaurant’s smoker, which uses orange wood — a subtle alternative to the stronger hickory or oak. The star of the meal was the Texas BBQ Shack, 459 Tamiami Trail East, Naples; 732-8392. The rustic charro lining a tequila-heavy cocktail list that goes on for days. The rustic charro lining a tequila-heavy cocktail list that goes on for days.

Maguro Sushi & Steak House, 895 Wiggins Pass Road, Naples; 591-0003
Easily accessible but not so easy to find, Maguro is worth seeking out. Tucked into an out-of-the-way corner of U.S. 41 and Wiggins Pass Road (shared parking lot with Beall’s, Petco and other big-boxers), Maguro offers sushi and cooked entrées in one dining room, and the full teppan-yaki show and meal in another, both drenched in cool blue lights. The drink menu is inventive, too. I particularly liked the lychee martini. As for the food, everything we tasted — from the yellowtail nigrini to the Snow White roll (shrimp tempura and sliced cucumber, seaweed and rice topped with white tuna and unseasoned coconut, finished with spicy mayo and coconut sauce) to the miso soup, vegetable tempura and the shrimp and salmon bpeoplehichi combo — was carefully pre pared and plated. The coconut bombe (layers of coconut cake, coconut custard and coconut icing) proved an excellent finale for two.

The food is sophisticated but unfussy. The charbroiled fish of the day, Arctic char, was simply grilled and served. The fish of the day, Arctic char, was simply grilled and served.
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Maguro Sushi & Steak House, 895 Wiggins Pass Road, Naples; 591-0003
Easily accessible but not so easy to find, Maguro is worth seeking out. Tucked into an out-of-the-way corner of U.S. 41 and Wiggins Pass Road (shared parking lot with Beall’s, Petco and other big-boxers), Maguro offers sushi and cooked entrées in one dining room, and the full teppan-yaki show and meal in another, both drenched in cool blue lights. The drink menu is inventive, too. I particularly liked the lychee martini. As for the food, everything we tasted — from the yellowtail nigrini to the Snow White roll (shrimp tempura and sliced cucumber, seaweed and rice topped with white tuna and unseasoned coconut, finished with spicy mayo and coconut sauce) to the miso soup, vegetable tempura and the shrimp and salmon bpeoplehichi combo — was carefully pre pared and plated. The coconut bombe (layers of coconut cake, coconut custard and coconut icing) proved an excellent finale for two.

The food is sophisticated but unfussy. The charbroiled fish of the day, Arctic char, was simply grilled and served. The fish of the day, Arctic char, was simply grilled and served.
Kitchen 41 offers flavorful Italian fare minus the fat.

The sous vide method might be French, but Domenico Bosco has done a fine job of adapting it to the Italian fare he cooks at Kitchen 41, the new venture he opened in late August with his wife, Barbara Gallone.

“People say you can taste everything in the sauce,” he says. “You don’t need a great palate to taste the ingredients.”

Customers at Kitchen 41 can pair sauces with their proteins. Choices include prunes and pine nuts; mushroom-rooms with Madeira wine; zucchini and mint; asparagus and caramelized onion; acqua paiza (cherry tomatoes, extra virgin olive oil, garlic, white wine and fish stock); or natural style, dressed with just extra virgin olive oil and Himalayan pink salt.

Side veggies could be a mix of zucchini, scallions and mint; or zucchini, diced eggplant in tomato sauce; or broccoli in garlic and extra virgin olive oil.

Lunch features panini sandwiches on homemade focaccia — with homemade sauces with their proteins. Choices include prunes and pine nuts; mushroom-rooms with Madeira wine; zucchini and mint; asparagus and caramelized onion; acqua paiza (cherry tomatoes, extra virgin olive oil, garlic, white wine and fish stock); or natural style, dressed with just extra virgin olive oil and Himalayan pink salt.

Now that’s Italian!

Sale e Pepe, the elegant yet casual restaurant at the Marco Beach Ocean Resort, has won the Ospitalita Italiana - Restauranti Italiani nel Mondo Seal of Quality Award from the Italy-America Chamber of Commerce.

The award recognizes the authenticity of the cuisine, products used and the maintenance of high standards of Italian hospitality. As a recipient, Sale e Pepe will be included in the third edition of “Ospitalita Italiana: The Authentic Italian Table,” which celebrates authentic Italian cuisine.

For more information or reservations, call the restaurant at 239-434-7258.

Quick bites

Barbetta hosts a wine dinner featuring the wines of Bertani on Tuesday, Oct. 29. It’s $50 per person. Barbetta is at 1290 Third St. South. Call 263-1955 for reservations.

A limited number of seats remain for lunch with Dr. David Perlmutter, author of “Grain Brain,” at noon, Wednesday, Oct. 30, at Sea Salt, 1186 Third St. S. It’s $75 per person, with proceeds to benefit Harvard’s Center for Celiac Research. Call 434-7258.

In honor of the holiday season, The Counter introduces Not Your Granny’s Thanksgiving. It’s $18 million expansion and $1.7 million renovation was recently completed at the inn, which prompted Mr. McCabe to upgrade the restaurant as well.

The restaurant’s daily happy hour runs 4:30-7 p.m. except Tuesday, when it extends to 11 p.m. L’Angolo is at 800 Fifth Ave. S. For details and reservations, call 263-6929 or visit www.langoilo5thave.com.

Countdown to Avenue5

While loyal patrons might still be mourning the September closing of McCabe’s Irish Pub, owner Phil McCabe is wasting no time creating his new concept at the Inn on Fifth.

Scheduled to open in December, Avenue5 will be a high-energy, 7000-square-foot restaurant with seating for 240. With a broad range of classic American cuisine, the menu will focus on grilled entrees. There will also be an extra virgin island bar, a private dining area and sweeping views of Fifth Avenue.

“Avenue5 is the next logical step in raising the standard of luxury at the Inn on Fifth,” says Mr. McCabe, who owns the inn and Club Level Suites. “We’re replacing the iconic pub with an exciting, ultra-modern restaurant that will offer a sophisticated, trendy dining experience consistent with the look and feel of the inn and Club Level Suites.”

An $8 million expansion and $7.5 million renovation was recently completed at the inn, which prompted Mr. McCabe to upgrade the restaurant as well.

Fine wines by glass

L’Angolo 5th Avenue now offers Brunello di Montalcino, Barberesco, Barolo and Amarone wines by the glass, thanks to its Enomatic wine-dispensing machine that preserves wines in the bottle using inert gas so even the most expensive vintages can be offered by the glass.

The restaurant’s daily happy hour runs 4:30-7 p.m. except Tuesday, when it extends to 11 p.m. L’Angolo is at 800 Fifth Ave. S. For details and reservations, call 263-6929 or visit www.langoilo5thave.com.

You are invited on a culinary journey through the Mediterranean region!

Vergina’s, The Taste You’ll Never Forget in a Place You’ll Always Remember

Vergina’s, Italian born and Mediterranean educated, Chef Marco Corricelli is inviting you to join him on a Mediterranean Culinary Expedition to Portugal in the month of November.

Call 239-659-7008 to register for this culinary journey and an opportunity to win a prize!
WE LINK TOGETHER THE ASPIRATIONS OF DISCERNING INDIVIDUALS AROUND THE WORLD, BE IT IN PRIVATE OR A BUSINESS CONTEXT.

WITH TOTAL PASSION.

With 512 property shops in 37 countries including 28 shops in Florida, we are able to create ideal marketing opportunities and ensure that your property is showcased throughout the world.
Halloween Monster Mash
Saturday, October 26th

Join us for a frightfully good time from 2-5PM!

- Have your face painted
- Twist balloon art with Sharkey the Pirate
- Decorate a pumpkin
- Create arts and crafts
- Pose for complimentary photos in our spooky Halloween backdrop
- Meet the wild animals from Kowiachobee Animal Preserve

Enjoy trick-or-treating too!

Enjoy Yappy Hour at M Waterfront Grille!
Dress up your furry friend in costume and be entered to win a $100 gift certificate.
Saturday, October 26th

Dancing by the Fountain
Thursday, October 31, 2013
From 5 to 8 PM

Enjoy dancing demonstrations, entertainment and more! Join Fred Astaire Dance Studios as they perform to your favorite swing, ballroom and Latin tunes.

From U.S. 41, take Park Shore Drive to Gulf Shore Boulevard – 239.261.6100 – VenetianVillage.com
EXPERIENCE THE NEXT GREAT MOMENT

2013 HOME OPPONENTS

BUFFALO BILLS
OCT. 20 • 1 PM

CINCINNATI BENGALS
OCT. 31 • 8:25 PM
(THURSDAY)

SAN DIEGO CHARGERS
NOV. 17 • 1 PM

CAROLINA PANTHERS
NOV. 24 • 1 PM*

NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS
DEC. 15 • 1 PM*

NEW YORK JETS
DEC. 29 • 1 PM*

*DAMES SUBJECT TO CHANGE DUE TO NFL FLEX SCHEDULE

Dolphins.com